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GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF 'THE UNITED STATES. 

The Gcolo,::?;ieal Survey is making a geologic atlas of the 
United States-, which is heil1g issued r.lilletl folios. 
Each folio includes topographie and 
area, together with descriptive text. 

THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP. 

The featul'(:,s on the topographic lllap are of 
three distinct inequalities of sllrfacc, called relief, 
as plains, plHtenu8, hills, alld lllount"lins; (2) distribu-
tion of water, called as streallls, lakes1 a.nd 
(3j the works of man, CUUl1ye, ns roads, 
boundaries, villages, and eiLies. ~ 

Reh:ej.-All elevations are measured from HlCHll sea level. 
The heights of mall)" points are H('curateiy determined, and 
those of the most important ones are given on the mi'lp in 
figures. It is desirable, ho\vf>ver, to gi\'e the etevation of all 
parts of the area mapped, to delineate the outliue 01' form of all 
slopes, an (I to indiclIte their grade or This is done 
by lines eadl of whieh is dnrwn through of equal elm'a-
tion above mean St:'<l le\~el, the vertical iutt:'l'Ynl represented by 
t'aeh spaee bctwf'en lines being the same throughout eHcll map. 
These lines nre called COJ/fOU1' lines or, more brietl \', contours, 
and the uniform H'rtical (li"tan('e bet\\een ea"h two"eontours is 
called the contouT intr:rml. Contour lines and elevations are 
printed in brown. The manner in whi('h eoutour lin,es express 
altitudf', form, and grade is shown in figure 1. 

FIOT:RE \.-ldeal view and correspondillj.{ contonr map. 

The sketch :J river VB Hey bt'tweell two hills. In 
tIlt:' foregrOlliul till? seH, \\lth a bay that is partly elosed hy 
a hooked sand bar. On eaeh sirlf' of the v:dley is a terral'e. 
The terrllCC on the rig-ht merges into a gentle hill slope; that 
on the left is u[Ll'keo by a ascent to II cliff, or Sl'fll"p, whidl 
contrasts with the gradunl away from its ncst. In the 
map each of these features jndicat.ed, direetly benoath its 
position in the sketch, by contour lint'R. Tlw map docs not 
include the (liHtant portion of the yiew. The following notes 
may help to explain the use of contour lines: 

1. A coniour line reprt:'sentR a eertain height ahove' sea le\·e1. 
In this illustration the contour interval is 50 feel,; thel'efore 
the contour lines arc llrawn at 50, 100, ] 50, and 200 feet, and 
so on, ahove meHn sea level. Along the contour at 250 feeL lie 
aU points of the surface t.hat Ht"e 250 f~et above the sea~that is, 
thii:l eontour would be the shore line if the sea \vere to rise 250 
feet; alon!!: the rontour at 200 feet. are all points that nrf' 200 
feet abo\'e the sea; and so on. Tn the i:lpace bet,"ween any two 
contours are u11 pointR whose elevations arc aboy,=, the lower 
and below the lligher ('on tour. Thus the eontnur at 100 ft'f't 
falls jUSL helow the edge of the tenare, and tltat at :l00 feet lit:'i'l 
above the terrace; therefore all points on ille terraee are shown 
to be more tlwn 150 but lei:ls than 200 feet aboye the sea. 
The surumit of t.he higher hill is rm:nkc(l GiO (feet aboye sea 
leyel); accordingly the contoUT at ();;i0 feet surrouuds iL. In 
this illust.ratiou all the eontom' lines arc nuwbered, and those 
for 260 and riOO feet are arcentuated by being made heavier. 
Usually it is !lot desirable. to number all the contour lines. 
The a('centnating flnd nnmht'ring of eertain of them-say eyery 
fifth one-suffires and the ht'ights of the others may he l.lSeer
tained hy cOllnting up or dO\vll from th('se. 

2. Contour lines show or' express the forms of slopes. ~\.s 

contours are continuous horizontal they wind SlllOOtJlly 
about smooth smfaces, rect:'de into rt'entrant of 
ravinei'l, and projert. in .passing around spurs or I"·o,mi,,wnees. 

These relations of cont.our curn"'s Hnd 1:..0 of t.he 
('an be seen f!'Olll. the map and 

lines sl~o\v the approximate of any sl~pe. 
The vertical interval between two \'(mtours the same, whether 
they lie along a cliff or on a genLle slope; but. to at.tain a gi ven 
heif!;ht on a gentle slope olle must. go Dll'ther than on a :-ltce]) 
siope, and therefore eontoulli are fill' apnrt on gentle slopes 
and near togethf'r on steep one8. 

A small contour int~ryal is necessary to express the relief of 
a flat OJ' gently undulating country; a steep or mountainolls 
country can, as a rille, be a(leql1ately represented on the same 
seale by the use of a huger intenal. The smallest interya 1 
used on the atlas sheets of the Geological Survey is 5 feet. 

This is in regions like the Mississippi Delta and the Dismal 
Swamp. For grellt mountain masses, like those in Colorado, 
the interval may he 250 feet nnd for less rugged country con
tour intervals of 10; 20, 2iJ, 50, and 100 feet are used. 

Draina,lJe.-\Yater~oursf's are indicated by blue lines. For a 
perennial stream the line is unbroken, but for an intermittent 
stream it is hroken or dotted. 'Vhere a stream sinks and 

the probable underground course is shmvn by a 
blue linf'. Lakes, man~hcs, and odler bodies of ,vater 

by conventional signs in hlue. 
for the works of' man and all letOOr

are printed in 
,)ca,tc.'.-J~l1e area of the United States (exclusive of Alaska 

and island possessions) is ubout 3,027,000 square miles. A 
mup of this area, dl1Hvn to the scnle of 1 mile to the inch 
would cover 3,0:27,000 s<jlHlre incile"" of pnper aJul measure 
about 240 by 180 feet. Each sqLUue mile of ground Slll-iaCe 
wonld be represented hy a square inch of map snrfllee, and a 
linear mile on the ground by a linp...ar inch on the map. The 
seale may be also by a fraetion, of whieh the numer-
at.or is a 011 the map and the denominator the eorre-
spondiIl)!; lengt.h in nature expressed in the same unit. Thus, 
as there arc 6:3,;~60 inches in a the scale"] mile to the 
inch" i8 by the fraetioll 

Three are used on the sheets of the Geological 

inch on t.he map. 
surface 

a graduated line repre
a similar line indicating 
a fraction. 

OU""',',,,,a(".·~J "cmap of the Unit.ed Stat.es 
is being RhE'd~ of eonvcnient size, whieh 
represent areHS houwlc,d parallel.; atHl meridians. ThCBc 
lueas are called qnadrangle8. Eaeh sheet on t.he seale of ~"O~Oili) 
represents one s(llUl.re degree-that is, a of latitude by a 
degree of longitude; eaeh sheet on thp of reprc"ents 
one-fourth of a squal'e degree, and cHch sheet on scale ot 

one-i'lixteenth of a square degree. The arcas of the corrc
sponding guadrangles are about 4000, 1000, and 2;)0 square 
miles, though HH'Y vary with the lat.itude. 

The atl:lS sheck;, heing only parts of OIJe map of the United 
States, are not limited by politi('al boundary lines, such as 
those of SLates, ('ounties, an (I tow nships. Many of t.he maps 

arell" lying in hw or m'en three States. '1'0 each 
and to the quadrangle it represents, i::; given the name of 

some well-known town 01' nutural featllTc within its limits, and 
at the sides and comers of each sheet nre printed the Hames of 
adjacent quadrangle::;, if the maps are published. 

THE GEOLOGIC MAl'S. 

The nWPb l'eprt'6entillg the g-eology show, colors and 
conventiowll sip;ns printed on the topographic map, the 
di:3tribution of rock masses on the surface of the land and, by 
means of structure sections, their llnderf!;round relations, so far 
as known and in suell detail as the scale permits. 

KDi'llS OF lWCKR. 

I{oeks are of many kinds. On the geologic mnp they are 
diRtinguishe<l W'l igneous, sedimentary, and metamorph~c. 

19n~'lms 1>oclcs.~Rocks that ha\8 cooled and consolidated 
from a i'llate of fusion are known as igneous. Molten material 
ha" from to t.ime IJeen forced upwanl in fissures or ehan-
lIel,.; of and sizf's through rocks of all to or 
llearly to the Itocks formed by the of 
mohen material, or magma, within these ehannels~that is, 
below the surfu('('--;-art! called ·irlil'u.siL'C. "'here the intrusive 
rock a fissllre wit.h approximately pHl'allel walls it is 
called a where it fills a large and irregular ronduit the 
mass is termed a Bloch:. "\Vhere molten map;ma trayerSeR strat
ified rocks it be intruded along betiding planes; sueh 

or "hed.s if eomparatiyely thin, and lacco
chambers prod ueell by the pressure 

roek molten material rool.; 
slowly, roel~s are generally of 
crystalline texture. vVhere the channels reach the surfaee 
the molten material poured out t.hrough them is called IwVll, 
and lavas often build up volcanir mounli:lins. rocks 
that. have solidified at" the surface are called 
Lavas generally cool mort:' rapidly than iutrllsive 
a:-1 a rule contain, espe('ially in their superJieial parts, wore or 
lel::1H voleanic produced by rapi(l ehillillg. The outer parts 
oflanl How,:;; are llHlWlly porous, owing to the expansion of' 
the gase.,:; originally prcsent in the magma. Explosive action, 
due to these gases, often aceoillpanies volcanic eruptions, 
causing qjt'etions of dust, ash, lapilli, and .larger fi .. agments. 
These materials, when rOllsolidated, constitute breccias, agglom-

and tuffs. 
l'oclcc~.~noeks composed of the transported 

fragments or partieles of older roeks that haye under~one 

disintegration, of volcanic ejecta deposited in lakes and seas, or 

of materials deposit.ed 111 such water bodies by chemical precipi
tation are termed sediuu:nta1-Y. 

The ehief ngent in the transportation of roek 4ebris is water 
in Illation, including rain, streams, and ihe water of lakes awl 
of the sea. The materials are in large part carried ns solid 
particles, and the are t.hen said to be mechanical. 
Buch a.re which are latel' consolidated 
int.o Sfllldston(', shale. Some of the mate-
rials are earried in soluLion, and deposits of these are called 
or,!!anic if formed with the aid of lift:, or ehelllical if formed 
·without t.he aid of life. The more important roeks of chemical 
and organie origin are limestont', chert, salt, iron on" 
peat, lignite, and ('oal. Anyone of the named 
may be f'leparatply formed, or the different be 
intermingled in many wayi'l, produeing a great variety 

AnotJlcr transporting ag-t'nt is nil' in llIotion, or wind, lmd a 
third is icc in motion, or glaeiers. The mORt characteristic of 
the wind-borne or eolinn deposits is loess, a fine-grained earth; 
the most characteristie of glacial deposits is till, a heterogeneous 
mixture of bo·wlders and pebbles wit.h day or sand. 

Sediment.ary roeks arc usually made up of lllyt'r",. or beds 
·which can be separnted. These arc called .strata, 
and rocks in such layers are t.o be strutified. 

The snri'ace of the earth is n~t immomble; 0\ er wide regions 
it \'ery slowly rises or sinks, with reference to the sea, and 
Rhol'E.' . lint's ~re thereby changed. .L\.s a result of upwanl \ 
moyement marine sedimelltary, ro(~ks may hecome part. of the 
land, and most of our land areas are in fact orcupietl by rocks 
originally deposited as sedilllents in the 

Rocks exposed at the snrff~ce of tlle air, 
water, iee, animals, and plants, 
known as bacterin. They 
soluble parts HTC leaehp(l ont, the 
left as a residual layer, \Vaier washes this 

and more 
matf'rial being 
material down 

the slopes, and it. is 
other bodies of W(lt~r. 
but it is 

can~etl by riYers t.o thc,oeean or 
its journey is not eontinuous, 

huilt into river hal'S and flood plains, 
_·Ulu \·ial deposits 

belong to 
laver is commonly inelnded 

Theil' upper part.s, 0~cupi8d by th~ roots of 
eon:'!titute soils and subsoils, the soils being usually 

dist,inguisim! by a notable admixture of matter. 
Hnd by various 

processes, roeks may in com position 
and in t.exture. If the new pro-
nounced than the old such rorks arc called In 
the of metamorphism t.he cOllstituents of a chemical 

enter into new combinations nnd eertain substanccs 
may be or new ones added. A complete gradHtion from 
the primary t.o the m8tmnorphie form may exist within a 
single rock mass. Surh changes transform sandstone into 
quartzite and limestone into marhle and modify other rocks 
in various ways. 

From time to time during 
been deeply buried and hayc 
pressures, to slo\v movement, and to igneous intrusion have 
been afterward raised and later exposed by erosion. In such 
rocks the original structures may h:1\ e been lost entirely and 
new ones substituted. A system of planes of division, along 
which the rocK. splits most readily, may have been deyeloped. 
This structure is caned and may cross the original 

rocks rhanwterized by it 
Crvstals of mica or minerals lllay have gr~wn 

in tbe rock in "such a as to produce It laminated or foliated 
structure known as The rocks characterized by this 
structure are schisfl3. 

As a rule, the oldest rocks are most altered and the young'='T" 
formations haw eseaped metamorphism, hut to this mle there 
are many illlpOliant t.'speeially in regiolls of igncous 
activity fmd complex 

TOlOl.A.TlO.KS. 

For of 
above are into A :'!edimentmy 
formation l·ollt.ains bet~yeen its upper and lower limits either 
rocks of uniform charad~r or rocks more or 1ess uniformly 
"\]l.Tiell in charader, for example, an alternation of sbalc and 
Hmestone. \Vhere fl'{}m one kind of rocks t.o 
another is gradufll it. may Twees:'!ary to two contigu-
ous formations by an arbitrary line, aTHl some rases the 
disLill(~t.ion depends almost f'nt.irely on the contained fossils. 
An igneous fOl'mat-lon cont.ains one 01' more bodies of one kina, 
of' similar occurrence, or of lil~e origil1. .-\ metanH1l11hie for
mation lllay C'Olwist of rock of nniform charat'ter or of se\ eral 
roeks having comIllon eharaetel'istirs 01' origin. 

\Yhen for Reientific or et'onomie reasons it is desimhle to 
re('ogni.ze and map one 01' more dl'yploped parts of ;J 

"aried formation, such parts arc members, or In' oom(' 
odler appropriate term, as If!ntiIB. 

.\GER OF ROCKS. 

Geoloy'ic ti1lie.~Th8 iime during which rocks ·were made is 
divided into peripds. Smaller tim~ di visions are called epochs, 

• 



and still smaller ones stages. The age of a rock :is exprC'Ssed 
by the name of the time interval in which it was fonned. 

The sedimentary formntions deposited during a period are 
gronpf'd to,2:f'ther into a 8Yl:Jtent. The pl'illeipal divisions of a 
system are ealled 8('}'ie8. Any aggregate of formations less 
th1ul a sf'I'ie); is called a !Jrollp. 

Inasmuch as sedimeIlta:r;y deposits accumulate successively 
the youn~er rest on those that arc older, and their relative 
ages may be determined by observing their positions. In 
many rcpjons of intense· disturbance, however, the beds have 
been o\'ertnrned by folding or superposed by faulting, so that 
it may be difficult to dntcrmine their relati \'e from thcir 
present positions; under !:lUch eondiLi,ons. if prcsent, 
may indicate which of t.wo or more formations oldest. 

Many strat.ified rocks contain the remains or 
imprints of plants and animals at time the strata 
were dcpositcd, lived in bodies of' ,ynter or were ... \ashed into 
them) or were buried in surficial deposits 01] the hlncl. Ruch 
rocks: are ('alled fossiliferous. By studying fossils it has 
been found t.hat the life of each period of the earth's history 
was to l-l extent different from that. of other periods. 
Only the kinds of marine life existed when the oldest 
f()ssilifel'om; rocks were deposited. From timl:' to time more 
complex kinds de'i'eloped) awl as the 8impler ones lived on in 
modified forms life became more varied. But during each 
period t.here lived peculiar forms, did 1Iot exist in ('arher 
timl:'s and lwve not existed sinpe; are c/w/Ylcieril5tic types, 
and they define the tlp:e of any bed of roek in which they are 
found. Other types on from period to period, and thus 
linked the forming a chuin of life from the 
time of the rocks to the present.. 'VJlere 
two :'ledimcntHry formations are rernot,e from ea('h other ami it 
is impossible to oLscrYe their relative positions) the charncter-
istic fossil found in thcm may (letermillC which "was 
deposited Fossil remains in the strata of different areas) 
provine(~8, and eontineutr: afford the 1ll08t important mean:'l for 
comhining local histories into a earth hist.ory. 

It is mallY places diffieult or to dt'terllliue the age 
of an igneons format.ion, hut rlw rdatiw age~of .:mell a f()rm;J
t.ion call in generaJ be ascertailled by 
associated Redimentary formation of known 
igneous lllaRS or is depositetl upon it. 
which llletalllorphir' J'oekR \\ere formed from the 
may be shown bv their relations to formation.., of 

age; hut the T(,t'ohlt'd on nlap i.., that. of the 
masses llnd not. of tlwir metamorphit>lll. 

culon;, and pa.ttaus.-Ench f()l'lnation iR shown on 
the map hy a dist,inetive combillation of color awl pat.tern allii 
is'lalwled hy a spe('iallett.er symbol. 

Patterns <compoAf'd of parallel 
format.ions 

lineR are mwd to 
ill tlw jnlakes, 

tlots awl 
eirdf's represent idluvial, nnd eolian i{ll'll1lltions. Pat
terns of trianglf's and rhombs are u::5ed for ignf'ous fi)l'IllaLions. 
:Metamorphic rO('k8 of unknown origill llre 
Sh01i. <l~:shes placed; if the ro(,k is 
mllY lw \\avy lines pm·Hllcl to the t>truetll1"e 
Suihlble THlttel'llR an' used 10r met.amorphic 
t.ions known to he of or of igneous origin. The 
patterns of eaeh cbs.., are in vario\ls (~().lors. "\Vith the 
patterns of parallel colors are used to indieate ag(~) a 
partieular culer Lo CHell t>YSielll. 

The s\'mbols of two or more letters. If the age 
of a fOl'~ation is known the snnhol includet> t.he 
bol, whieh is H eapital lettp; or monogram; 
symbols att' ('o111p08ed of smalliettel's. 

I'lym
tllC 

The names of the systems and of sl:'rif's that have heell given 
distincti ve in or(ler fi·om to olaest) with the 
eolor and assigne(l to 
subjoined 

Symbols and colors a8.~if}ned to the l·ock systems 

By.tAll 

f'eRF.\CE l"OlGUI:'. 

lIilll'l, Yn11('y", 1ll1d 1,11 oiher slLffflce forms IJaYI:' beeD produced 
F9r example, most the result. 

streaws that l1(nr through 1), 
plains hOJ"(]pring' mall)' streams were up 

hy the st-reams; \\ayes cut SPll ()lifI;" lllltl, in cooperation \\ith 
c~rrellts, "6uild up sano spits aIld ham. Topographic form" 
thus conl'ltitute part of the re{'ord of tIle of tJ]P Ptlrth. 

Some forms are inseparably eOIllwer.ed with TIH~ 

hooked sh9wll in figure 1 is an illustration. To thi8 dnss 
alluvial plain8) lava streams, drumlins (smooth 

of till)) and moraines (ridg-P8 of drift made 
at tiIC Ot,her forms are produced by crosion. 

The sea cliff is an iHustration; it may be carved from any rock. 
To this clllSS belong abandoned river channels, glacial furrows, 
and peneplains. In the making of a stream terruee an n 11uvial 
plain is first built and afttrward partly eroded awny. The 
shaping of a marine or lacust.rine plain i~ ul'lual1ya douhle 
process, hills hei~g- worn away (degraded) and Ya]leys being 
filled up (aggraded). 

AU parts of the land surfaee arc to the action of air, 
water, and ice) W11ich slowly weal" down) and streams 
earry the waste material t.o the sea. As LIle Jf'p~'nds OB 
the £low of water to the sea, it ean no,t ('arried belo"w :'lea 
level, and the e,ea is therefore called the basf::-Ievel of erosion. 
LnkPs or hn·g; riYcrs may cL::tt~rmine locfll hase-Ievds for certain 
regions. When a large t.ract is for a long time undisturbed hy 
uplift or suhsidence it is degraded l1('arly to base-level, and tlll:' 
fairly even snrface thus produ('erl is called If the 
tract. is aftenvnn{ uplifted, the ele\ated 
re('ord of the former dose·relati.on of the tract. to hasc-level. 

T1Ll: V~UtlO\JS GEOLOGIC HHEE'D'l. 

map ::lho"wing the areas oecupied 
is called nn areal geology map. On 

,vhieh is the key to tile lllap. To aseer
tain the meaning any color or pnttern and its ]ett.Pr symbol 
the rfwler should look for that color) pattern) und symbol in 
the where he will find tIl(' name and dcscription of the 

Hit is desired to find pflrt.icular format,ioll) itl"! 
name should be sought in the and its color and pat.tern 
Botcd; well the areas on the in color and 
pnttern mny be iraeed OUL. TIle also a partial state-
ment of tIlC ,2:eologic history. In the Ilflme::l of formations 

according 
unknown 

group t.hey ure placed in the order 
so far as known, t,bc youngt-'Rt at, t,he top. 

map.-The map reprf'sent.ing the distribu-
tion of and roek:::, ,ina their relat.ions 
to the topogrllphie fpaturcs and to the 
~erlIled the economic Heolog!l map. The that appear 
on the areal geology lllnp are usually shown on t.hi:::; map by 
faint.er color and the areas of produdive formationH 

(~olors. A minc symbol shows the 
or qualT,v and is aecompfmied tlw 
mineral mined or stone If 

mining indust.ries or artetlian in the 
nUlp" to sbow thuse additional economic features 
in tht' folio. 

shaftl-1, and otJler 
natural and artifieial cuttings t.he different heds to 
one allother lIe seen. Any elltting that exhibits those 

a sectiun) and the same term is applied to a 
reneC'Somt.;ng the rebtions. The arrangf'illf"ut of'rock:'l 

is llOt limited, lIOWf"H'r, to naturnl and arti
for hi" iuformnt.ion eoncerning the earth)s 

the mallner of f()rmatioIl of rock, and 
thc bC'(ll':l on t.he surface, 

they P118S benclith Lhe 
surflwe and ean draw reprI:'8eJ1t.ing Lhe strurture to a 

collsi<irrable depth. i:"3uch a seetioH is illust.rated iIl flgure~. 

t'IGURR 2.-r\ketch ~howing a verr.ieaJ section at the front and It landscape 
beyond. 

The figure represents a landscape which is cut off sharply 
in the foreground ou a vertical plane) so 3S to show the 
underground relations of t.hc rocks. The kinds of roek are 
indicat.ed by a.ppropriate patterns of lines) dots, and dashel:l. 
These patterns admit. of mueh variation) but t.hose shown in 
Ggure a are used to I'cprescnt the commoner kinds of roek. 

':l=cj"t<>n~Hal1ll~,"" 
glolJl<"cate, 

ShaJylm19st0]1CS 

l',Hl;RIi: 3 -SYlllholB 1l6ed ill sectioIlB to represent different kinds of rO(Jk~. 

The plateau s.hown at the kft of figure 2 presents t.oward 
the lower land an escarpment, or ii'ont, ,\hich is ,made up of 

sHndstones, forming the cliffs, and shales, con.'ltituting the 
slopes. The broad belt. of lower land IS traversed hy several 
ridges, which are seen in the sccdon to correspond to" the out
('rops of a hed of sandstone thaL rises Lo the SUl'f~lce. The 
upturnea f'dge8 of tIlis hed form the ridges) and the inter
mediate valleys follow the outcrops of limest.one and calcareous 
shale. 

'Yhere the edges of the strata appear at the surfaee their 
thiekness can he mew-mred and the angles at which they dip 
helm,y the snrffwe ean be obscl'\"eJ. Thus their positions 
underground can be int"(·Tred. The direction of the intersee
tion of a bed widl a hOl~zontal plane is ealled t.hc ,~trike. The 
inclination of the bed to the horizontal plane, measured at 
right angles to the strike, is called the dip. 

Tn many regions t.he strata are bent into troughH and Hl'ches, 
such as are seen in 2. The arehcs arc call('(l anticlines 
ana the trou~h;,; As the sandstones, shales, alld 
limestones were deposited beneath the sea in nearly flat sheets, 
thc fltrt that dley are now bent. and fcildf'd is proof that forces 
haye from t.ime to time eallsed the earth)s surface to wrinkle 
along certain 7.Onrs. In plaees t.he 8trata are broken across 
and the parts haye slipped Neh ot.her. Buch brenks are 
terme(lfaults. Two kind8 arc 8hown in iigure 4. 

At the rigllt of figure 2 the scction I':Ihows schists that are 
tra "ersed by igneous rocks: The schists nre much contorted 
llnd their arrangement uwlerground can not llC inferred. 
Hence that. portion of the· section delineates what is probably 
true but i~ not known by ohHerYation or by well-fOlUldf'd 
inierenee. 

The section also shows three set." of formatioIls, distinguished 
by their underground rehltiolls. The uppermost. set., ~een at 
the left) is made up of sandRtOllt'S and Hbales, which lie ill a 
horizontal position. These ~t.rat9 were laid do"wn under water 
hut are now hi,2:lt above the forming a plateau, lind their 
ohange of elo-mtion shows that. u of the earth)s masl'l has 
beell uplifted. T!le strata of seL are parallel, a relat.ioil 
wlJieh is called cmoero/·muolC. 

The second set ('onsistR of strata tlwt have been 
folded into art-hes and troughs. These strata were OIlee con
tinuous, but t.he crests of the arches litl\Te b;'en remo,'ed bv 
erosion. The beds, like those of the lin>t set, are conf'ormabl~. 

The horizontal st.rata of the plateau rest. upon the upturned, 
eroded edges of thc heds of the Beeoll(l set. shown lit tlle lcft of 
the section. The arc, from their position, 
c,·idently younger than deposits, and the bend-
ing awl t'roding of the older beds must havc occurred betwe~n 
tllf'ir deposit.ion Itnd the accumulation of the younger beds. 
The roeks arc to the older, and the 
suriuee i", 11ll "nconformity. 

The third set of formations ('onsiste; of crystalline owhists and 
ign('ou8 roe1o::s. At 80nle period of their history the sehists 
were folded or by prp:::;sl1r.e and t.raversed by emptiolls 
of molten But the pressurf" and int.rusion of igneous 
ro{'ks have Hot affected the oyerlying strata of t.he serond set.. 
Thus it is evidellt that a con8iderable int.enal elapsed between 
the formation of the sehisLs and the beginning of deposition of 
the strata of the seeond set. During tllis int.eryal t.he sehi<;lts 
were metamorphoscd, they were (listurbed by eruptive 
and Lhey werc dceply eroded. The contact between the 
and third sets i~ another uneonformiLY; it marks a t.ime 
intenal bet.\\een 'two periods 'of roek forrr;ation. 

The sedion and landseape in figure 2 are idf"al, but t.hey 
illustrnte aetnal relalions. The sediolls on the struetUrL'
st'ction sheet arc related to the maps as the seetion in the 
figure is related to the landscape. The prolile of the surface 
in the section corresponds to t,he aetual slopes of the ground 
along the s('{!tion line, and tiIC depth from the surface of any 
min~ral-producing or water-bearing stratum that appears in 
the seetion may be measured usillg the seale of we map. 

Columnar secLion.-The maps arc usually accom-
pallied by a columnal' 8fction, which eontains a coneise 
tleseription of the sedimentary forlllation~ that. oeCllr in the 
qU~idrangle. It. presents a summary of the filets relating to the 
<character of t.he roeks) t.he thi(~kness of the formations, awl the 
order of aceuIIlulation of I:lu(:ressi ve deposits. 

The rocks are briefly described, and their eharaders are 
indicated in the eolumnar diagram. The thicklle8ses of for
illations are given in figures thaL stnte the least twd greatest 
meIL'lUl"ements, and the thickne::lH of cach formation il'l 
shO\\n in the colulllTl, which druwn to Bcale. The order of 
aceuIIlulation of t.he sediment8 is shown in the eolumnar 
arrangement-the oldcst. being at the hottom, t.he youngest at 
the top. 

The intt'rvalt> of t.illle that eorrcspond t.o events of uplift and 
degradation and eonst.jtut.e illt.erruption", of deposition are 
indieat.ed graphically and by the word" uneonformit.y." 

GEORGE OTIS SMITH,. 
May, 1900. Director. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE 
HARRISON 

EUREKA SPRINGS 
QUADRANGLES. 

AND 

INTRODUCTION. 
GENERAL RELATIONS OF THE QUADRANGLES. 

The Eureka Springs aud Harrison quadrangles lie between 
parallels 36" and 36° 80' and meridians 93° and 94° and 
include an area of about 1,925 square miles. They are in 
northwestern Arkansas (see fig. 1) and comprise the ,.,.hole of 

FIG-URE i.-Index map of northwestern Arkansas and parts of adjacent 
States. 

The a,..,.. included in the Eureka Spring" and H!IJ'ri80n quadrangle. 18 sho'lVn by the darker ruling 
(202). PubUshed folios that describe other arMS, indicated by lighter rullnll'. "re a. follows: 
119, FayettevUle; U2, Tahlequah; 132, Muskogee: 145, JopUn district; tn, Winslow; 1~9, 

Independence. 

Carroll County and parts of Benton, Boone, Madison, Newton, 
and Washington counties. A strip less than a quarter of a 
mile wide along the north side of the two quadrangles lies in 
Barry, Stone, and Taney counties, in the State of Missouri. 

In their geographic and geologic relations the quadrangles 
form a part of the Ozark region, which, as the term is ordi
narily used, includes the highland area in southern Missouri, 
north·western Arkansas, northeastern Oklahoma, the southern 
end of Illinois, and the southeast corner of Kansas. To a 
great extent all parts of the region have had a common geologic 
history, which is recorded in the character, relations, and 
attitude of the rocks and in the physiographic features of the 
surface. 

GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY OF THE OZARK REGION. 

GENERAL FEATURES AND RELATIQ::;rS. 

The Ozark region is a broad, dissected plateau of moderate 
relief but noticeably higher than the surrounding provinces. 
The higher elevations attain considerable prominence in the 
eastern and the southern parts of the region and are widely 
known as the St. Francis and the Boston mountains, l'espec
tively, though many lower elevations in other parts of the 
province are locally known as mountains. The general region 
is known as the Ozark Mountains, but this name has not been 
applied to any particular group of mountains. 

The Ozark region 1ies between the }Iississippi embayment 
of the Gulf Coastal Plain on the southeast, the Glaciated 
Plains of the upper Mississippi basin on the north, the Prairie 
Plains on the west, and the Arkansas Valley on the south, 
beyond which are the Ouachita Mountains. On the north 
and northeast it is in general bounded by the alluvial yalleys 
of the Missouri and the Mississippi, but its eastern extremity 
extends across southern Illinois as a belt of high ground 
known as Karbers Ridge or the Shawneetown Hills. On the 
southeast the region fans off by the slope-throughout much 
of its length a fairly distinct escarpment-that separates the 
plateau from the lowland of the Mississippi embayment, and 
on the south it is bounded by the wide, open yalley of Arkan
sas River. The southern part of its western boundary, in 
Oklahoma and Kansas, is formed by the valleys of Neosho 
(Grand) and Spring riYers, but the northern part is rather 
indefinite, the plateau gradually merging into the Prairie 

1 'l'he list.s of fossils and the correlations of the Ordovician and Devonian 
formations have been contributed by E. O. Ulrich; those of the Carbon
iferous, except the 'Vinslow formation, by G. H. Girty. 

By A. H. Purdue and Hugh D. Miser. 1 

Plains. For cOJlvenience, this nort.hern part of the western 
boundary may be represented as a nearly straight line drawn 
from a point neRr the southeast corner of Kansas to the sharp 
bend in Missouri RiYer north of }farshall, Mo. 

Topographically the Ozark differs from the adjoining 
regions in its greater altitude and relief. The Boston Moun
tains, which form the highest as well as the roughest part of 
the province, are slightly surpassed in both ruggedness and 
height by the Ouachita }fountains, but the broad dissected 
plateau surface of the Ozark region contrasts sharply with the 
long, narrow, sharp-crested, 'westward-trending ridges of the 
Ouachita Mountains and is also very different from the Arkan
sas Valley, whose nearly westward-trending ridges resemble 
but are generally lower than those in the Ouachita Mountains. 

The Ozark region differs sharply from the Mississippi 
em bayment not only in the character and age at' its roeks but 
in its history and its physiographic development. The rocks 
of the Ozark region consist chiefly of dolomites, limestones, 
cherts, sandstones, and shales, ranging in age from Cambrian to 
Pennsylvanian, and of pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks. The 
rock beds, though lying nearly flat, have been arched into a 
broad, low dome. On the other hand, the exposed rtlcks of 
the }fississippi embayment, ,,,hich also are practically hori
zontal, consist mainly of sand, gravel, and clay and range in 
age from Cretaceous to Quaternary. The geologic distinction 
of the Ozark region from the Glaciated Plains and from the 
Prairie Plains is not so marked; some formations are common 
to all three provinces, and to a large extent their geologic 
history has been the same. The rocks common to their 
;djoining parts are practically horizontal and are mainly shales 

sandstones and shales of Carboniferous age, which as a rule 
have not only been rather gently compressed into numerous 
nearly ·westward-trending anticlines and synclines but which 
throughout the greater part of the valley have been bent 
downward into a westward-trending synclinorium. Although 
the rocks of the Ouachita Mountains, like those in the Arkan
sas Valley, are enormously thick, they consist chiefly of cherts, 
shales, sandstones, and novaculites, which range in age from 
possible Cambrian to Pennsylvanian. Theil' structure is that 
of a westward-trending anticlinorium, the numerous individual 
folds of which are closely compressed. 

RELIEF. 

The Ozark region consists of two parts, the northern and 
larger of which is the Ozark Plateau and the southern and 
higher the Boston Mountains, whose upper surface is likewise 
that of a plateau. (See fig. 2.) 

The Boston ::\fountains have an average width north and 
south of about 35 miles, anel they extend east and ·west a 
distance of approximately 200 miles, from the valley of 
Neosho (Grand) River in Oklahoma eastward to the Missis
sippi embayment near Batesville, Ark. The mountain tops 
form a greatly dissected table-land, , ... hich rises 2,200 feet 
abov~ sea level and 1,700 feet or more above the flood plain of 
Arkansas River, though a few remnants along the north side 
stand 2,300 to 2,400 feet above sea level. The mountains are 
rather rugged and have steep slopes and sharp projecting spurs 
separated by narrow ravines, 500 to 1,400 feet deep. The 
slopes are broken at many places by vertical or nearly ver-

___ EUREKA SPRINGS ESCARPMENT 

__ • ____ • __ BOSTON MOUNTAINS ESCARPMENT 

FIGURE 2.-Sketch map of the Ozark region, showing its physiographic divisions and it.s relatione to the adjacent Prairie Plains, Arkansas 
Valley, and Gulf Coastal Plain regions. 

The OUlJ'k regIon c:omprIsBs the Boston ~[ountatns, the Ozark Plateau, and the St. FrancIs MO?"ta;us. The OZllJ'k Platea~ Is dlYlded by the Eureka Springs escarpment Into the 
Springfield Plateau Bnd the Salem Plateau. 

and sandstones of Carboniferous age. 'For the most. part, how
ever, the Ozark region is distinct, both in rocks and in history, 
from the Arkansa.s Valley and the Ouachita Mountains. The 
rocks of the Arkansas Valley consist of 24,000 feet or more of 

tical cliffs, which are due to the alternation of hard and soft 
beds of rock. Some of the cliffs are more than 100 feet high. 

The Boston Mountains are separated from the Ozark Plateau 
by a steep descent, generally ranging in height from 500 to 



700 feet, to which the name Boston ~Iountains escarpment has 
been applied. This escarpment is highest in its middle por
tion and gradually falls off eastward and westwa,rd to the 
borders of the area. If viewed at a distance from the Ozark 
Plateau, on the north, this escarpment presents a bold, even, 
wall-like front and a level crest, but in fact it is very irreg
ular, the plateau being dissected by numerous and deep 
ravines. (See PIs. I and II.) Moreover, long, narrow spurs 
project from the mountain area, and numerous knobs and 
peaks that are isolated from the main upland mass conceal the 
escarpment and make the boundary between the mountains 
and the plateau transitional rather than abrupt, in spite of the 
difference in altitude and of the local steepness of the escarp
ment. :Many of the spurs and outlying peaks are in the 
southern parts of the Eureka Springs and Harrison quad
rangles and are described more fully in the chapter on 
"Topography." Most of the southern slope of the mountains 
is less precipitous and passes off gradually into the Arkansas 
Valley, though at many places it is marked by abrupt descents 
and is broken by steep-sided canyon-like ravines. 

The Ozark Plateau occupies all the Ozark region in Mis
souri, Illinois, and Kansas, most of that in Oklahoma, and a 
strip a.bout 40 miles wide in northern Arkansas. It is roughly 
a broad, rolling area, most of which lies 800 'fo 1,700 feet 
above sea level and 500 feet or more above the surrounding 
country. Except for one or two peaks of the St. Francis 
Monntains its altitude is greatest east of Springfield, Mo., near 
the center of the plateau, where a considerable tract lies 1,600 
to 1,700 feet above sea level. The surface of the plateau slopes 
gently both to the northwest and the southeast, the divide 
standing 1,300 feet or more above sea level and extending 
in a sweeping curve "from the St. Francis Mountains westward 
and south \vestward past Salem and Springfield, Mo., to Fayette
ville, Ark. On the northwest the surface descends to Missouri 
River and its tributaries, along which the altitude is about 900 
feet above sea level, and on the southeast it descends to White 
Ri\'er and its tributaries, which fall from 1,000 feet above sea 
level near their headwaters to 250 feet above sea level at the 
eastern margin of the plateau. Taken as a whole these slopes 
are uniform, but they are interl:upted by certain escarpments, 
which, though not pronounced, are significant topographic 
features. The surface along the di dde is not greatly dissected 
and its plateau character is fairly evident, but about most of 
its margin the plateau is deeply and intricately dissected and 
appears strikingly rough in view of the moderate relief of the 
region. 

Although the Ozark Plateau consists of a number of more 
or less distinct and broad physiographic features it is divided 
into three prominent parts-the Springfield Plateau (formerly 
known as "Springfield Structural Plain," H Springfield Plain," 
and "Springfield Upland"), the Salem Plateau (formerly 
known as "Salem Upland" and "Salem Platform"), and the 
St. Francis Mountains (see fig. 2), the first of these taking its 
name from Springfield and the second from Salem, Mo. 

The Springfield Plateau lies mainly in the south"western 
part of the Ozark Plateau and includes the most elevated por
tions of the general surface. It has been developed upon 
resistant cherts and limestones of Mississippian age, whose belt 
of outcrop surrounds the Salem Plateau except on its south
east side, where overlapping Tertiary and Quaternary deposits 
rest upon those of Cambrian and Ordovician age. 'fhe 
Springfield Plateau alld its narrow extensions also encircle 
the Salem Plateau except on the southeast side, thus form
ing the most continuous and longest physiographic belt in the 
Ozark region. The term Springfield has, however, not been 
applied to the extensions on the north and northeast sides of 
the plateau. 

The inward-facing escarpment, which separates the Spring
field Plateau from the Salem Plateau, is formed by the out
cropping edges of the rocks underlying its surface, and has 
been called the Burlington escarpment, having received the 
name from the Bmlington limestone, of which the esca,rpment 
was supposed to consist. It is now known, however, to be com
posed of Mississippian rocks, ranging in age from Kinderhook 
to Warsaw, both inclusive, and the name Burlington is thus 
inappropriate. For this reason a new name, Eureka Springs, 
from Eureka Springs, Ark., which is near this physiographic 
feature and partly on the Springfield Plateau, is used in this 
report. In the southwestern part of the Ozark Plateau, where 
,yell defined, this escarpment has an altitude of 250 to 400 
feet; around the northern part of the plateau it is very faintly 
developed or fails entirely; and along the northeast margin, 
near Ste. Genevieve, Mo., it is again rather conspicuous. 

Although the surface of the Springfield Plateau is not 
uniform in altitude or direction of slope, it is on the whole 
highest along its eastern margin and descends, with the dip of 
the rocks, gently westward to the valleys of Neosho (Grand) 
and Spring rivers and southward to the base of the Boston 
Mountains escarpment. It is trenched" at many places by 
troughlike valleys, which on the inner border become canyonM 

like and which give the Eureka Springs escarpment a tortu
ous and "ragged outline. In northwestern Arkansas and the 
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adjoining part of Missouri 'Vhite River and its tributaries 
have cut a "wide basin in the Springfield Plateau. Much of 
this basin is included in the Eureka Springs and Harrison 
quadrangles. Many remnants of the Springfield Plateau 
occupy the tops of elevations that stand out upon the Salem 
Plateau at greater or less distances from the Eureka Springs 
escarpment. 

The Salem Plateau occupies southeastern Missouri and a 
large part of north-central Arkansas. Its sUlface is not level 
but dips gently away from the main divide of the Ozark 

. r,egion and is deeply cut by stream erosion except in its central 
part, where the vaH'i!Ys are shallow and troughlike, but the 
tops of the higher ridges and hills along its low dissected 
escarpments stand at the 'same general level. This dissected 
upland surface has been developed on the truncated edges of a 
number of formations. 

The St. Francis }Iountains occupy a small area in south
eastern 1tlissouri near the east end of the Ozark Plateau. 
They are composed of resistant crystalline rocks and reach an 
altitude at. the highest point, T~l.Um Sauk Mountain, of 1,750 
feet above sea level, or 500 to 800 feet above the surrounding 
valleys and several hundred feet above the general level of the 
a.djoining portions of the plateau. 

DRAINAGE. 

The Ozark region lies wholly in the basin of the Mississippi, 
to \vhich it is drained chiefly through tributaries of Missouri 
and Arkansas rivers. From one side of the main divide that 
extends from the St. Francis Mountains past Salem and 
Springfield, :Jlo., to Fayetteville, Ark., the streams flow north
westward to join northeastward-flowing tributaries of' the Mis
souri and the Mississippi or southwestwa.rd-flowing tributaries 
of the Arkansas, and from the other side they flow southeast
ward to 'Vhite River. White River, the largest stream in the 
region, Hnd its tributaries drain nearly all the platea.u south
east of the main divide, most of the southeastern margin of the 
plateau, and the northern slope of the Boston Mountains. 
The southern slope of the Boston Mountains is ~rained 

directly by small streams to Arka.nsas River; and the north
east end and east side of the Ozark Plateau is drained to 
the Mississippi, either directly by short streams or southward 
through St. Francis River. 

The streams of the Ozark Plateau in southern Missouri and 
northern Arkansas are very crooked. Though 'Vhite River 
and its tributaries are upland streams in that part of their 
courses, they are as crooked as streams flowing over flood 
plains. Most of the streams are swift and flow in deep, nar
row, canyon-like valleys. Flood-plain deposits are rare and 
are narrow and short. Except along the bluffs due to escarp
ment-forming rocks, the surface on the inside of the bends 
slopes gradually from t.he highest points to the present st.ream 
beds. The descent to the streams on the outside of the bends 
is everywhere steep and at most places vertical. 

Springs, large and small, afford a supply of clear water in 
all parts of the province. Among the larger are Greer, 
Boiling, Bennett's, Mammoth, Hahatonka, and Meramec 
springs" each of which flows millions of gallons a day. This 
underground draina.ge has resulted in the solution of the lime
stone and in the formation of sink holes and caves. The sink 
holes are generally circular in outline and are typically devel
oped on the flat-topped divides that are immediately underlain 
bv limestone. Caves are numerous and some of them are 
s~veral miles long. Of those in northern Arkansas, Diamond 
Cave, near Jasper, ~ewton County, and just south of the 
southern border of the Harrison quadrangle, surpasses any 
other in the State in tbe abundance, variety, and beauty of its 
calcite crystals. It has been formed in the Boone limestone, 
of Mississi ppian age. 

STRATIGRAPHY. 

Almost all the rocks of the Ozark region are of sedimentary 
origin. They comprise representatives of all the Paleozoic 
systems, but most of them are Ordovician and Carboniferous. 

With th,e exception of two small igneous intrusions, prob
ably of post-Carboniferous age, the few exposed igneous rocks 

Carthage, Raytown (near Kansas City), Sullivan (in Franklin 
County), and neal' Rolla, Mo. One of the two younger intru
sions is a granitic dike near the mouth of Spavinaw Creek, in 
northeastern Oklahoma; the other is a dike, or possibly a plug
like intrusion, of' graphic granite or pegmatite, on the southern 
border of Camden County, Mo. 

The Cambrian and Ordovician rocks outcrop almost wholly 
"within the Salem Plateau. The oldest formations are exposed 
on the flanks of the St. Francis Mountains and in general dip 
away from these mountains, thpir outer margins therefore being 
buried by later rocks. Those that form the floor of this plateau 
consist of a grea.t mass of dolomites and limestones and of 
smaller amounts of interbedded sandstones, which belong in 
part to the Upper Cambrian series and in part to the Lower 
Ordovician series. The youngest of these are the Cotter 
dolomite and the Powell limestone, which correspond in age to 
the Beekmantown limestone of' the northel'll Appalachian 
region. Along the northeastern border of the Ozark Plateau 
and at some places on its southern and southwestern margins 
there are saccharoidal sandstones, limestones, and shales, which 
belong to the Upper, Middle, and partly to the Lower Ordovi
cian series. The oldest of these in the northeastern part of the 
region is the St. Peter sandstone, of post-Beekmantown ag~, 

but the oldest in northern Arkansas and parts of southeastern 
Missouri is the Everton limestone, which underlies the St. Peter. 

The Silurian system is represented chiefly by limestones, 
which outcrop in small areas on the northeastern and also on 
the southern and southwestern flanks of the Ozark Plateau. 

The Devonian rocks outcrop in small areas along Mississippi 
and Missouri rivers but are apparently absent in many other 
parts of the region. They appear, however, in numerous sTllall 
areas in northern Arkansas, southwestern Missouri, a.nd north
eastern Oklahoma. 

The Mississippian deposits outcrop only in a narrow belt, 
except on the southwest, "where they form the surface rock 
over an area approximately 80 miles wide from northwest 
to southeast and twice as long from northeast to southwest. 
This area comprises the larger portion of the Springfield 
Plateau. Limestones and eherts, chiefly of the age of the 
Osage group, are the principal rocks exposed in this and 
other parts of t.he Springfield Plateau; younger shales, lime
stones, and sandstones, of the a.ge of the Chester group, out
crop in the lower slope of the Boston Mountains escarpment 
and in some adjoining parts of the Springfield Plateau. 

The Pennsylvanian series is represented by shales and sand
stones and by thin limestones and conglomerates. These rocks 
outcrop mainly in the Boston Mountains, where they overlie 
those of Mississippian age, and also as important outliers in the 
northern, western, central, and southern parts of the Ozark Pla
teau, where in places they rest upon beds of Ordoyician age. 

Ordovician, Devonian, Mississippian, and Pennsylvanian 
rocks outcrop in the Eureka Springs and Harrison quad
rangles, as described under the heading "Stratigraphy." (See 
pp.4-16.) 

STRUCTURE. 

The structure of the strata in the Ozark region is that of 
a low irregular dome. The St. Francis Mountains, though 
eccentrieally located in the region, form its crystalline nucleus, 
from which the strata in general dip ouhvard toward the 
margin of the region, most steeply where the distance from 
the nucleus is shortest and most gently where it is longest. 
The older formations therefore outcrop about the base of these 
mount.ains, and successi\'ely younger beds outcrop in roughly 
concentric bands that surround the central area. 'Vith the 
exception of small outliers in the western, central, and northern 
parts of' the Oza.rk Plateau the youngest formations of the 
region occupy the summits of the Boston Mountains and dip 
southward from these mOlintains to the Arkansas Valley. The 
section extending from the St. Francis Mountains southwest
,yard across the Boston Mountains (see fig. 3) shows on a small 
sca.le the general structure of tl~e region and the successive 
strata dipping avmy from the center of uplift. 

Locally the general struQture just described is somewhat 
complicated by warping and folding, which have produced 

FIGURE S.-Sketch section across the Ozark region along the line A-A in figure 2. 
Shows the pre-Cambrian crystalline Tooks o~ the St. Frsnc1R JIlount&!ns st the ri~ht. overlain by Csmbri .. n .. nd Qrdovlci&n HmestoMs of the O.zsrk Plstesu, snd these formatIons in 

turn overlain by Devoni .. n shales. llississipplan limestones and shal"., and Pennsylva.niBn sandstones and sh .. les In the Boston Mountain" at the left. 

are confined to the St. Francis Mountains and their vicinit.y 
and are of pre-Cambrian ag-e. The igneous rocks in and near 
these mountains are mainly granites and porphyries, which, 
however, are cut by dikes composed of several varieties of 
basic rocks. The exposed masses protrude upward through 
the nearly -flat-lying Cambrian and Ordovician strata over an 
area 70 miles square, and many of them rise into peaks that 
form the St. Francis Mountains. Such rocks doubtless under
lie the whole region, as they outcrop in the Arbuckle and 
Wichita mountains of southern Oklahoma and have been 
reached in deep borings at Zeandale, Kans., and at St. Louis, 

subordinate domes as well as other minor folds. This flexing 
of the rocks has: been accompanied by some faulting, especially 
close to the St. Francis .l\fountains and in the southern part of 
the region, in which the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadranM 

glee are situated, but most of these irregularities are too small 
to be shown on a section drawn on the scale used in figure 3. 

OUTLINE OF GEOLOGIC HIRTORY. 

In prewCambrian time probably the entire area of the Ozurk 
region was Ion//: affected by igneous activity followed by exten
sive denudation, which was brought to a close by a submergence 



during Upper Cambrian time of this region as ,,,ell as of other 
broad areas in the interior of the continent. The area thus 
remained a more or less continuous seat of sedimentt'ltion 
throughout the rest of the Paleozoic era, when the stratified 
rocks of the region were depoeited. Constantly recurring slow 
warpings of the clnth's erust produced changes in the outline 
and depth of the sea, in the position and height of the land 
where erosion WIlS going on and from which the clastic sedi
ments were, deri ved, and in the position of' the shore lines, 
where marine erosion was taking place and where shore deposits 
were being formed. 

From time to time, as u result of such movements, areas of 
recently deposited sediments were elevated into land, were 
attacked by erosion, and were wholly or partly removed. 
'Vhen, flS u result of' later submergence, deposition was resumed 
over such areas, the new sediments were in some places laid 
down upon much older beds, those of intermediate age having 
heen removed. In other places, owing to continued subsidence, 
the sea encroached upon the land for long distances, and the 
stratll laid down were spread over areas much larger than those 
covered by strata of but little greater age and so were in places 
laid down upon considerably older formations. Again, the 
crustal movements were several times accompanied hy sli~ht 

local warping, which resulted in unequal removal of the rocks 
hy erosion, so that. in some places the later deposited beds are 
not parallel to those beneath. 

The net result of such modifications of the deposition as 
were continually going on somewhere in the region is t,hat in no 
place were all the strata of Paleozoic age laid down uninterrupt
edly. Both minor and major unconformities and gaps in the 
succession of the strata are found in all exposed sections, and 
they are well shown in that part of the region occupied by the 
Eureka ,springs and Harrison quadrangles. 

1\~ ear the close of the Paleozoic era the Ozark region was 
permanently added to the land and has not since been sub
merged, except perhaps ill a narro,'" strip along its southe-..astprn 
margin. The uplift was accompanied by some minor warping 
and fracturing of the strata, especially in the southwestern and 
northenstern parts of the region, but nowhere was there exten
si \'e folding or thrust faulting like that which took place at this 
time in the Arkansas Valley and the Ouachita Mountains. 

Although seycral times interrupted by periods of subsidence, 
during which the sea twice approached or perhaps encroached 
upon the southeastern border of the region, the general move
ment during the Meso'zoic and Cenozoic eras has been that of 
eleYfltion, and the region now stands at a considerable altitude 
and is far inland. Throughout these eras the surface has been 
subjected to denudation and has undergone one or more cycles 
of aeti ve erosion. During each of theHe cycles the entire region 
01' parts of it. were reduced to a nearly featureless plain, "dIOse 
surface was largely destroyed in the succeeding cycle or cycles. 
One or more of the uplifts that affected the region were accom
panied by slight 'varpings of the surface of the Ozark Plateau, 
which at present is not level but slopes in all directions from 
an area east of Springfield, Mo. 

The succession of events' in the production of the physio
graphic features of the Ozark region is not well understood, 
for the records have been largely destroyed, nor is all the 
obtainable evidence concerning them at hand. A fuller dis
cussion of the physiographic history is therefore reserved for 
the section on the geologic history of the quadrangles. It 
seems probable, however, that the region was uplifted neal' the 
close of the Tertiary period, Hnd t.hat the innumerable l'l:Ivines 
that now dissect the surface were begun and largely cut during 
the era of renewed erosion thus brought about. 

The great ice sheets that invaded the northern part of the 
United States during the Pleistocene epoch extended only to 
the northern and northeastern border of the Ozark region and 
produced no discoverable effect upon its topography or history. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

RELIEF. 

The Eureka Springs and Harrison quadmngles, whose sur
face in most places is rough but without great relief, fire 
situated in the southwestern part. of the Ozark region. They 
are mHinly within the Ozark PlateHu, but their southern part 
is within the north border of' the Boston ::\fountains, which 
present th,e most hroken topography in the quadrangles. That 
part of the Ozark' Plateau which is included in the quadrangles 
consists of two subdivisions, the Splingfield Plateau and, to a 
small extent, the Salem Plateau. 

llOSTO~ J[OUNTAJNS. 

The Boston Mountains occupy the southeastern part of the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle and the southwestern part of the 
Harrison quadrangle. This part of the mountains forms essen
tially a disse-cted plateau (see PIs. I and II), consisting of spurs 
extending northWArd. The bulk of the mountainous area lies 
south of the quadrangles and is bounded by a sinuous north
ward-facing precipitous slope known as the Boston Mountaim; 
escarpment. Thcse spurs have a dendritic arrangement, which 
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is due to their dissection by numerous streams and ravines, and 
as they are capped by nearly horizontal, very resistant beds they 
are remarkably uniform in height. Their summits are at many 
places relatively flat table-lands, conspicuous among which are 
Gaither }fountain and the summit on which Compton Etands. 
The summits in the quadrangles generally range in height 
from 1,900 to 2,250 feet abo\'e sea level, being lowest in the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle and highest in the HHrrison, but 
some of them in the southwestern pa.rt of the Harrison exceed 
2,300 feet, and two points, one 4 miles west of' Compton and 
another 2 miles north by west of Ponca, stand 2,400 feet above 
sea leveL So far as determined, these are the highest points 
in the Ozarks. The highest elevatiuns in the area are locally 
known as mountains. Not all of them have names, but among 
those named are Diera, Big Sandy, and Phillips mountail).s in 
the Eureka Springs quadrangle, and Saffer, Dodson, Bee Bluff, 
Gaither, Mutton Point, and Sherman mountains in the Har
rison quadrangle. }fost of these mountains, as well as those 
in other parts of the Boston :Mountains in the quadrangles, 
rise from 300 to 700 feet above the general surface of the 
adjoining parts of the Springfield Plateau, their height above 
this plateau being least in the Eureka Springs quadrangle and 
grelltest in the Harrisoll. The numerous valleys that com
pletely dissect the mountains have steep slopes and have been 
cut 500 to 1,400 feet below the upland surface. The slopes 
are interrupted by escarpments produced by the alternation of 
hard and soft beds of rock, forming at many places a bench 
and bluff type of' topography. The escarpments, many of' 
them 100 feet high, are, like the rock beds, ncarly horizontal. 
They form a rather persistent feature of the slopes. One such 
escarpment, which is in most plaees inaccessible, occurs near 
the summits of many of the m(luntains. Isolated buttelike 
peaks rise ahove the Springfield Plateau, and though they are 
separated from the Boston ~fountains, of which they were 
formerly a part, their slopes are steep and they are nearly 3S 

high as those mountains. 
Because of' the large number of spurs along the northern 

border of the Boston ~fountains and the equally large number 
of' more or less completely separated outliers on the Springfield 
Plateau these two physiographic divisions at some places grad
ually merge into each other. The line of separation between 
the two, howe\,er, is fairly well marked in the Harrison quad
rangle, ,,,here the HlOuntains rise boldly 700 feet above the 
plateau. In the Eureka Springs quadrangle it is not so 
marked, for the mountains stand ,only about half as high 
above this plateau as they do in the Harrison quadrangle. 

OZARK PJ,ATF.AU. 

The Springtield Plateau occupies the parts of the quadrangles 
that are not covered by the Boston Mountains and the Salem 
Plateau. The Salem l"llateau occupies rather small areas in the 
northeastern parts of both quadrangles and is separated from the 
Springfield Plateau by the sinuous Eureka Springs escarpment. 

The Springfield is essentially a dissected structural plain 
whose surface at most places conforms with that of the under
lying Boone limestone, the cherty beds of \vhich have preserved 
it and made it prominent. ::\fuch of its surface is rough though 
its relief is not great. ::\fost of the Springfield Plateau in Mis
souri, on the north, and in the Fayetteville quadrangle, on the 
west, is comparatively level, but in the greater part of the 
Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles its surface has been 
deeply dissected by streams, which have a dendritic arrange
ment, the interstream areas being narrow spurs. Only in 
small areas, such as those about Hindsville, Clifty, Oak Grove, 
Green Forest, Gaither, and Bellefonte are there extensive rem
nants of what appears to have been a former nearly level plain. 

In general this upland surface in the Eureka Springs quad
rangle rises from about 1,350 to 1,700 feet above sea level, the 
highest part being on and neal' Pension Mountain and in 
the northwestern part of the quadrangle and the lowest in its 

'southwestern part, near Hindsville and Spring Valley. 
In the Harrison quadrangle the surface is in most parts 

1,250 to 1,350 feet above sea level, but it gradually rises 
toward the north, reaching a height of1,500 feet neal' Burlington. 

A conspicuous difference in the elevation of the Springfield 
Plateau is well shown around t.he basin-like portion of the 
Salem Plateau in the northeast corner of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle. Here the Springfield Plateau rises from 1,.100 
to more than 1,700 feet above sea level, but at the east base of 
the north ward-trending range of hills that skirts the border of 
the Harrison quadrangle west and southwest of' Green Forest 
this surface abruptly declines to about 1,350 feet above 
sea leveL Moreover, the part of the Springfield Plateau' that 
lies on and near Pension ]\fountain, at the south side of' the 
Salem Plateau, and that has an elevation of more than 1,700 
feet above sea level, is only about 300 feet ]O\'\,er than the 
remnant of the Boston :\fountain plateau that is preserved in 
Bradshaw :Mountain, one of the northernmost outliers of the 
Boston Mountains. 

Among the highest elevations of the Springfield Plateau are 
Sugarloaf, Trigger, Boat, Pension, and Brush mountains, in 

the Eureka Springs quadrangle, and Crystal Mountain and 
Potato Hill, in the Harrison quadrangle. 

Several hills which have been separated by erosion from the 
Boston 1Iountains stand out in bold relief on the Springfield 
Plateau in many parts of the Eureka Springs quadrangle and 
in the western, central, and southeastern parts of the Harrison 
quadrangle. These hills are composed of remnants of the for
mations that constitute the Boston Mountains, some consisting 
of part and others of all of t.he formations in those mountains. 
They range in height from 1,500 to 2,200 feet above sea level. 
Among those in the Eureka Springs quaqrangle are Chinkapin, 
'Valker, S\yain, Sandstone, Grindstone, Posy, Pond, and Blan
sett mountains; among those in the Harrison quadrangle are 
Pilot Knob, Kennedy, Sulphur, Boat, Blacklick, Bradshaw, 
Fodderstack, and other mountains. Those in the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle do not stand so high above sea level Ilnd 
above the Springfield Plateau as those in the Harrison quad
rangle. Just as remnants of the BOilton Mountains stand ont 
upon the Springfield Plateau, so do outliers of this plateau rise 
abO\'e the upland surface of tlte Salem Plateau. 

The work of water, hy corrasion and solution, has reached 
nearly all parts of the Springfield Plateau, completely dissecting 
it. These processes have produced two classes of valleys-one 
formed mainly by corrasion and the other formed mainly by 
solution. 

The valleys of the first class include the largest in the rel-!,'ioll 
and those minor valleys that contain perennial streams. The 
larger ,'alleys are sunk into the Springfield Plateau from 800 to 
500 feet. The streams occupying them are very crooked, and 
the slopes to them are gentle on the inside of the curves and 
steep or even precipitous on the outside. 

The valleys of the second class include those that contain no 
streams except during rainy periods and then only small ones 
in their lower parts. These are 1'a vines that open out into the 
perenni!:ll streams over all the area covered by the Boone lime
stone Hnd are confined to it. Tributary ravines enter the 
main ravines at high angles and in many places at right angles. 
The courses of these ravines are remarkably straight. They 
head suddenly, the heads closely resembling half a sink hole 
cut by a vertical plane. :\.ftmy are double headed. Those 
of opposite slopes interlock, so that the divides form very 
crooked lines. The result is that most of the Springfield Pla
teau, whose surface is underlain by the Boone limest.one, is 
completely ramified by them. Such is the sameness of topog
raphy produced ,,,here these ravines oecur that any typical area 
is precisely like any other, and Ol1e has to be a good woodsman 
to keep his bearings among them. These ra vines ha ve under
gone a small amount of erosion near their mou~hs, hut they 
owe their origin mainly to the solution of the Boone limestone. 
A part of' the solution takes place at the surface o~ the bedrock 
and beneath the chert mantle and a part is the ,york of 
ground water along underground drainage lines. The insolu
ble chert of the limestone is left as a residue upon the surface. 
(See PI. IX.) 

That part of the Salem Plateau which is included in the 
northeast corner of the Eureka Springs quadrangle is limited on 
the south by Pension !\.fountain, on the west by the bluffs of 
Kings River, and on the east by a' narrow range of hills skirt
ing the eastern border of the quadrangle. This a,rea, like the 
Springfield Plateau and the Boston Mountain plateau, is a dis
sected tract which stands about 1,250 feet above sea leveL Its 
surface is lower and more subdued tha.n that of the area which 
sllrrounds it. It is bounded by the Eureka tlprings escarpment, 
on the inner border of the Springfield Plateau, the adjoining 
parts of' which in most places rise from 250 to 450 feet above 
the Salem Plateau. The adjacent part of the Springfield Pla
teau near and north of Green Forest, in the Harrison quad
rangle, rises only about 100 feet above it. The stream valleys 
are wide and open, and most of the hills are low and well 
rounded, but in' the eastern part of the area there are several 
isolated steep hills that rise f'rom 250 to :300 feet above the 
general level These include Brushy Mountain in th'e north
east corner of the quadrangle, a cluster of knobs northeast of 
Berryville, 'Voods Knob and Snow Knob southeast of Berry
ville, and Round Mountain in the southwest dorner of the 
Salem Plateau. The low altitude and subdued surface features 
of this area are due to excessive denudation, largl;11y from solu
tion of the limestone and dolomite composing it. 

The part of the Salem Plateau in the northeast corner of the 
Harrison quadrangle is smaller, has a rougher but somewhat 
lower general sllrface, and is more poorly defined than the part 
in the Eureka Springs quadrangle. Its lowest elevation, and 
in fact the lowest point in the quadl'Ungle, is between 550 and 
600 feet above sea level, where White River leaves the north
east corner of'the Harrison quadrangle. 

DRAINAGE. 

White River, which receives the drainage of the quadrangles, 
rises in the Boston ).fountains in the 'Viuslow quadrangle, 
southwest of the area under study, and crosses the northwestern 



part of the Eureka Springs quadrangle, following a general 
northeastward course and leaving the quadrangle near the 
middle of its north side. About 2 miles of its course farther 
east is in the northeast corner of the Harrison quadrangle. 

In the Eureka Springs quadrangle the principal tributaries 
of 'Vhite RiYer are Kings River, which enters the southeast 
corner, takes a northward course through the eastern part of 
the area, and enters White River in Missouri, and'Var Eagle 
Creek, which runs northwestward across the south half of the 
quadrangle and enters White River just beyond the wesh'!rn 
margin. Each of these streams receives numerous small tribu
taries, among which are Little Clifty, Big Clifty, and Leather
wood creeks, which enter White River in the northwestern part 
of the quadrangle; Brush and Richland creeks, in the south
western part, which enter White River in the Fayetteville 
quadrangle; Dry Fork, Piney, Rockhouse, Keels, and Osage 
creeks, which enter Kings River; and Holman and Stearns 
creeks and Stanley Branch, which enter War Eagle Creek. 

In the Harrison quadrangle the largest tributaries of White 
River are Long, Bear, and Crooked creeks, and Buffalo Fork 
of 'Vhite River. Long Creek rises in the central part of the 
quadrangle, flows northward, and joins ·White River in Mis
souri. Bear Creek also rises near the central part but flows 
northeastward into 'Vhite River, in the northeast corner of the 
quadrangle. Crooked Creek rises south of Harrison in two 
forks, flows northeastward and then eastward, and enters 
'Vhite River southeast of Cotter, Ark. Buffalo Fork of White 
River heads in the Boston Mountains in the western part of 
Newton County, enters the southwestern part of the quad
rangle, leaves it near the southeast corner after making a 
sweeping cunre near the southern border, and joins White 
River a few miles below Buffalo City in Marion County. 
Among the principal tributaries of these streams are Ter
rapin Creek, Lick Branch, and Dry, Yocum, and Cricket 
creeks, which enter Long Creek; Cheatham Creek and Barren 
Fork, 'which enter Bear Creek; Hussar Creek, which enters 
Crooked Creek in the Yellville quadrangle; and 'VeIls Creek, 
'Iill Creek, and Little Buffalo 'Fork, which enter Buffalo Fork 
of 'Vhite River. The two streams last named are, next to 
White River, the largest in the quadrangle, but they drain 
only about one-eighth of it. Much of the western part of the 
quadrangle is drained by Osage and Piney creeks and by 
Dry Fork, which join Kings River in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle. 

Most of the streams mentioned are perennial, and as they 
are supplied by springs their waters at low stage are clear. 
They are subject to sudden rises after heavy rains, which con
vert them from clear streams that can be easily forded to 
dangerous muddy torrents, but these floods subside within a 
few hours after the rains cease. A large amount of mineral 
matter is at all times carried in solution and suspension by the 
streams. By the loss of this matter the surface of the region 
is being continuously though slowly lowered. 

The streams in the quadrangle are very crooked. The 
distance in a straight line from the point where White River 
enters the Eureka Springs quadrangle on the west side to the 
point where it leaves it on the north side is 17 miles, but the 
distance by the curves of the river is 43 miles. Big and Little 
Buffalo forks of 'Vhite River, in the southern part of the 
Harrison quadrangle, and the smaller streams of both quad
rangles are equally crooked, though the curves of the smaller 
streams have shorter swings than those of the larger ones. 
The surface on the inside of the curves, except along bluffs 
produced by escarpment-forming rocks, slopes gradually from 
the highest points to the present stream beds. On many such 
slopes along White River waterworn gravel extends to a height 
of more than 200 feet above the present stream. On the out
side of the bends the descent to the streams is everywhere 
steep and in many places vertical. These bluffs are prominent 
features· of the topography, many being 200 feet high. The 
highest bluff, which is on Buffalo Fork of 'Vhite River, 3 
miles in a straight line northeast of Ponca, rises 500 feet above 
that stream. As the valleys are narrow, only small marginal 
areas are coyered at high water, and the flood plains or alluvial 
deposits are mere narrow stretches along the streams. 

The average fall of White River is about 2t feet, of 'Val' 
Eagle Creek 4 feet, of Kings River 6 feet, and of Buffalo Fork 
of White River 10 feet to the mile within the two quadrangles. 
All these streams have short, comparatively quiet reaches sepa
rated by shorter riffies, and waterfalls are common along the 
upper courses of the smHll streams. 

CULTURE. 

The quadrangles are not densely populated, though all parts 
of them are inhabited, no large portion being without houses. 
The rural residents, most of whom are engaged in agriculture, 
live chiefly on the more level upland, where the area of till
able land is greatest, though many houses are built on streams 
that have alluvial fiats, which contain the most fertile land 
in the quadrangles. The two largest towns, from which the 
quadrangles are named, are Harrison; the county seat of Boone 
County, and Eureka Springs, one of the two county seats of 
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Carroll County. Eureka Springs is a prominent health and 
pleasure resort, ·which, particularly during the summer, is fre
quented by many visitors) who enjoy the pleasant climate and 
drink the clear sparkling "iater of the cold springs in and near 
the city. Among the smaller yillages and towns are Berry
ville, the other county seat of Carroll County; Huntsyille, the 
county seat of Madison County; Jasper, the county seat of 
Ne,yton County; and Green Forest, Bellefonte, Hindsville, 
Alpena Pass, and Omaha. 

The Missouri & North Arkansas (formerly the St. Louis 
& -North Arkansas) Railroad trayerses the northern half of the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle and the central part of the Harri
son quadrangle, passing through the principal towns in those 
parts of the areas. The St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad 
passes through the north west corner of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle and the White RiYer branch of the St. Louis, Iron 
Mountain & Southern Railway through the northeast corner 
of the Harrison quadrangle. All parts of the quadrangles are 
reached by pnblic roads, most of them in poor condition. A 
few of the main roads, however, are kept in good repair. 

Agriculture is the chief occupation in the quadrangles, which 
are adapted to general farming, fruit growing, and grazing. 
)Iore or less lumbering is done. There is a large lumber mill 
at Eureka Springs and many small mills at other places. 

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY, 

STRATIGRAPHY. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

The rocks of the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles 
are all of sedimentary origin and consist of dolomite, magnesian 
limestone, limestone, shale, sandstone, and chert, with some 
conglomerate. They are unmetamorphosed, having suffered 
little change other than consolidation since their deposition. 
They range in age from Ordovician to Carboniferous, but the 
Silurian system is apparently not represented. The rocks 
in these areas are graphically represented in the columnar sec
tion, given at the end of the text. They belong to seventeen 
different formations which aggregate in maximum thickness 
approximately 3,200 feet. Of these formations only five, the 
Cotter dolomite of the Ordovician system, the Boone limestone 
and the Fayetteyille shale of the 1fississippian series, and the 
Hale and the 'Vinslow formations of the Pennsylvanian series, 
are eyerywhere persistent; the other twelve are cut off by 
unconformities over larger or smaller areas. 

The names and sequence of the formations and their strati
graphic positions as determined by the Geo10gical Survey of 
Arkansas and later revised by G. I. Adams, E. O. Ulrich, 
G. H. Girty, David White, J. A. Taff, and the authors are 
shown in the correlation table on page 21. 

ORDOVICIAN SYSTIDf. 

Ordoviciau strata are exposed in two rather wide areas, one 
in the northeast corner of each quadrangle. Elsewhere they 
outcrop as a rule in narrow bands along the larger streams and 
their tributaries. Except the Cotter dolomite (the oldest) and 
the overlying Powell limestone, which is generally present, the 
eight formations representing this system are wanting over large 
parts of the areas, but they commonly appear southward in 
ascending order of age, wedged in beneath younger rocks, in 
some places of Devonian and in others of Mississippian age. 

'LO'YER ORDOYICIAN SEltIES. 

D~finition.-The Cotter dolomite, as the name implies, con
sists largely of dolomite, hut it also contains some shale, chert, 
and sandstone. The formation is named by E. O. Ulrich 
from Cotter, Baxter County, Ark., where it is well exposed. 
In the reports of the Ge.ol~gical Suryey of Arkansas it is 
kno\vn simply as "magnesian" limestone, and in Missouri it 
has been included in the "Second Magnesian limestone." 
The name Yellville was applied in 1904 and again in 1905 
by G. I. Adams and E. O. Ulrich 1 to strata that have subse
quently been separated into what are herein known as the 
Cotter dolomite and the Powell limestone, the limestone o\'er
lying the dolomite. In 1911 Ulrich 2 called the Cotter the 
Jefferson City dolomite, but in 1912 he determined that the 
beds he called Jefferson City in the Eureka Springs and 
Harrison quadrangles are younger than this formation at the 
type loeality. This name, therefore, is not applicable to these 
area.s, and for this reason the name Cotter is applied. 

lJistribution.-In the Eureka Springs quadrangle the Cotter 
dolomite is the surface rock along 'Vhite Hiver and its tribu
taries, and the largest exposure is in the northeastern part of 
the quadrangle. The largest exposure in the Harrison quad
rangle, as in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, is in the northeast 

1Adams, G. I., Zinc and lead deposits of northern Arkansas: U. S. Geol. 
Survey Prof. Paper 24, pp. 1-89, 1904. Ulrich, E. 0., Determination and 
correlation of formations [of northern Arkansas]: Idem, pp. 90-113. Adallls, 
G. 1, and Ulrich, E. 0., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Fayetteville folio 
(No. 119), 1905. 

~Ulrich, E. 0., Reyisfon of the Paleozoio systems: Geol. Soo. Amerioa 
Bull., voL 22, No.3, pp.281-680, 1911. [Inde:x]: Geol. Soc. America Bull., 
vol. 24, pp. 625-668, tillS. 

corner, though small exposures occur along Osage, Long, and 
Bear creeks, and south of Compton on two small tributaries of 
Buffalo Fork of'Vhite River. 

The outcrops are marked by bluffs and more or less steep 
slopes along the larger streams, where good exposures are 
abundant; but away from them, particularly in the northeast 
corner of the Eureka Springs quadrangle, the relief is less 
rugged, the hill slopes are gentle, and rock exposures are less 
numerous. In many places the outcrop produces glades almost 
barren of soil but forested here and there by red cedar. (See 
PI. IV.) 

Thickness.-The thickness of the formation is not known, 
because at no place in the areas has erosion cut through it to 
the underlying formation, the Jefferson City limestone, which 
is exposed in Missouri and farther east in Arkansas. The part 
exposed in the Eureka Springs quadrangle is about 250 feet 
thick along Kings River; in the Harrison quadrangle it is 
about 500 feet thick along White River in the northeast corner. 

A deep well a mile south of Green Forest, a complete log of 
which could not be obtained, had reached a dept.h of 2,100 feet 
when visited by the junior author. The drilling'S from that 
depth consisted of a gray sandy limestone. If the probable 
thickness of strata overlying the Cotter dolomite be subtracted 
it appears that the drill, in reaching that depth, passed through 
approximately 1,500 feet of strata that represent the Cotter 
and possibly lower formations not exposed in the quadrangles. 

Character.-The formation consists mainly of two kinds 
of dolomite·-a fine-grained argillaceous, earthy-textured, rela
tively soft, white to buff or gray variety, known as "cotton 
rock," and a more massive medium-grained gray variety that 
weathers hackly on the surface and becomes dark on exposure. 
These two sorts occur in beds ranging from a few inches to 4 
feet in thickness and are interbedded with each other and with 
thinner layers of sandstone, shale, and some chert. The lime 
and magnesia constituting the greater part of the dolomite 
occur in almost the exact proportion in which they are found 
in true dolomite, as is shown by analyses of the rock at and 
near Eureka Springs, published by the Geological Suryey of 
Arkansas. s 

Partial analyses of Cotter dolomite. 

[R.N. Bra.ckett, analyst.] 

a Present hut not determinE-d. 
A, Leatherwood switch (south side); B, Leatherwood switch (north 

side); C, depot at Eureka Springs. 

Several beds contain chert in the form of angular fra?:ments, 
therein resembling breccia, and others contain a good deal of 
dense gray to dark chert in lenticular and irregularly shaped 
masses. The nodules near the top of the formation are in 
most places beautifully banded with concentric light and dark 
layers. Irregularly hemispherical masses of chert, ... "ith a more 
or less perfect concentric structure of fine markings abound 
in two or three beds and are known as Cryptozoon minnesoiense. 
In one bed near the top of the formation many of tllese 
masses ure 12 to 18 inches or more in diameter. Some of the 
chert is oolitic, and a good deal of the porous chert, in which 
the fossils are commonly found, is residual and is appar
ently produced by the surficial segregation of the silica when 
certain beds of dolomite are expose~ to weathering. 

Sandstone and shale form but a small part of the formation. 
The sandstone occurs in the dolomite as strea~s, most of which 
are not more than half an inch thick, and as layers, few of 
which exceed 2 feet in thickness. It is saccharoidal, and the 
surfaces of both the streaks and the heavier layers are generally 
finely ripple marked. The lower surface of many of these 
sandstone layers shows the casts of ,yell-developed sun cracks 
that were formed in the underlying layers of calcareous mud 
before the sand was deposited. The shale consists of a few 
thin green beds, which weather to fine scales. 

Fossils and correlation.-Organic remains are not generally 
distributed through the Cotter dolomite, but in certain beds 
fossils are locally very abundant. The masses of chert known 
as Cryptozoon minnesotense are common and are everywhere 
striking. Though they occur in Missouri and farther east in 
Arkansas, as well as in the underlying Jefferson City limestone, 
the upper range of the silicified, reef-building, coral-like plants, 
which these chert masses are supposed to represent, is the base 
of the succeeding Powell limestone. They are therefore of 
unfailing value in these quadrangles in determining that the 
rock containing them belongs to the Cotter dolomite. The 
other fossils consist chiefly of gastropods, the remainder being 
cephalopods. The following list comprises the species so far 
collected in northern Arkansas, nearly all of which are charac
teristic of the formation: 

5 Hopkins, T. C., Marbles and other lilllestone~: Arkamas Geol. Survey 
Ann. Rept. for 1890, vol. 4, p. 117, 189B. 
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* Cryptozoon minnesotense ·Win- ... Lophonema basistriatUIll Ulrich. 
chell. ." Lophonema peccatonica (Sarde. 

Tryblfdiurllll.ngllstlllll Ulrich. son). 
Sinuites? cf. S. rOBsi Collie. *HormotoDla cf. H. artemesill. (BiI-
Mll.clurea? atf. 1r. I~mn!a Billing'>. lings). 
Cera-topea kelt.hi var. Ulrich. *Hormotoma sp., small, very slender. 
*Eccyliopteru~ planidorsalis * Liospira subplana (Shumard). 

Ulrieh. Plethospira n. sp. 
Eccyliopteru s p I an ibasilis * Camerocerasconsuetum (Sardeson). 

Ulrleh. Cameroceras sp. 
*Orospira bigrano~a Ulrkh. I Tarphycerascf. T.seeiyi(Whit.ll.eld). 
... Lophonema angulare Ulrich. Pycnoceras complanatus (Shu-

Lophonema atriateIlulll Ulricb. mard). 

Some or all species of Lophonema are found in the Powell 
limestone. 

The general aspect of this fauna leaves no doubt of it.s 
Lower Ordoyician age. Compared with New York fossil 
faunas it ngrees best with those marking the middle and 
upper divisions of the Beekmantown limestone in the Cham
plain Valley. Half of the species listed above-those distin
guished by a prefixed asterisk-are identical with character
istic fossils of the Shakopee dolomite in the upper Mississippi 
Valley. The Cotter dolomite may therefore be said to corre
spond to a part of the Shakopee . 

Stratigmphic relalion.s-.-The base of the formation is not 
exposed in the quadrangles, but in Missouri and farther east 
in Arkansas, ·where erosion has cut through it, the Jefferson 
City limestone underlies it. The upper surface of the forma
tion is one of erosion and is rather uneven. The beds are 
slightly folded or warped, so that they are not everywhere 
parallel with those of the succeeding formation, the Powell 
limestone. 

Definition.-The Powell limestone consists of magnesian 
limestone, some sl])lle, and in most places a bed of conglomer
ate at the base. The formation ,vas named bv E. O. Ulrich 
from Powel1 station, on the White River bra~ch of the St. 
Louis, Iron Mountain & Sonthern Railway, where it is well 
exposed. In the reports of the Geological Surv·ey of Arkansas 
this formation and the underlying Cotter dolomite are known 
simply as "magnesian" limestone. In Missouri it has been 
included in ,vhat is described as the" Second Magnesian lime
stone." The term Yell ville, as has been stated under the 
heading "Cotter aolomite," wns applied in 1904 and again in 
1905 by G. I. Adams and E. O. Ulrich 1 to strata that have 
since been divided into what are hereiu called Cotter dolomite 
below and Powell limestone above; and Ulrich,2 in 1911, 
restrictea the name Yell ville to the upper of the two. 

DistTibution.-The Powell limestone outcrops in narrow 
sinuous bands along the larger streams and their tributaries in 
the northern parts of the quadrangles, and neal' 'Villcockson 
and south of Compton in the southern part of the Harrison 
quadrangle. It is wanti ng over a small area north west of 
Green Forest, another arca northeast of Omaha, and a third on 
Boat }fountain northeast of Eureka Springs. 

The formation weathers rather easily, so that it almost every
·where forms the slopes of escarpmentE that are capped by more 
resistant strat.a. Compared with the Cotter dolomite, the Pow
ell limestone produces the more rounded slopes. Along most 
of its outcrop this formation is exposed as ledges that protrude 
through only a yery t.hin coyering of surficial material. In 
fact the outcrop at many such places produces barren glades, 
though it is dotted here and there ·with clumps of red cedar. 

Thicknes8.-The formatioIl ranges in thickness from a few 
feet to 200 feet, occurring in maximum thickness near the 
mouth of Leatherwood Creek, in the Eureka Springs quadran
gle. The follo\ving measurements show its thickness in different 
parts of the area: In the Enreka Springs quadrangle, at 
Eureka Springs, 20 feet.; near Beaver, 120 to 200 feet; south
west of Beayer and Eureka Springs, 25 to 50 feet.; near Oak 
Hill, 60 feet; near "!inona Springs, 30 to 60 feet; on Trigger 
Mountain, 50 to 130 feet.; at. Rockhouse, 110 feet; OIl and 
near Brushy Mountain, 30 feet; on Ant Mountain, 140 feet; 
and southeast. of' Berryville, 25 to 80 feet. In the Harrison 
quadrangle its thickness on Cricket Creek is 40 to 60 feet; 
near Burlington, 90 t.o 110 feet; north of Self, 10 to 90 feet; 
east and south of Self, 90 to 100 feet; near Myrtle, 95 to 130 
feet; and in Hemmed-in Hollow,2 miles south of Compton, 
170 feet. 

Chamcter.-The PoweUlimestone, us already stated, consists 
of magnesian limestone, a small amount of shale, and at most 
places a bed of conglomerate at the base. The conglomerate is 
a dark nrgillaceolls magnesian limestone, containing pebbles 
of chert and limestone deriyed from the Cotter dolomite. At a· 
few places it. includes a layer that seems to be a part of an old 
residual mantle recemented in place and containing lenses of 
chert and silicified masses of Cryptozoon rninnesotemJe. As a 
result of weathering of the old land surface some of these lenses 
broke into pieces in t.he residual mantle and their fra.gments 
became separated. Their distribution in the conglomerate is 
like thRt of similar fragments in many exposures of the residual 

1 U. S. Geol. Sur...-e" Geol. 
"Ulrich, E. 0., He\~i~ion of the 

Buil., vol. 22, No.3, pp. 2~1-6S0, 1911. 
vol. 24, pp. 625-668, 1913. 

EU1·"kll I!IprluG"-U .. rrJ~on-lI. 
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cover of cherty beds to-day. \Vith the exception of one or 
more beds of calcareous green shale, the formation consists of 
finely c'rystalline gray or greenish-gray magnesian limestone, 
containing more or less argillaceous matter. Most of the lime
stone effervesces rather freely in cold dilute hydrochloric acid, 
showing that the proportion of magnesium carbonate is not so 
great as in t.he underlying Cotter dolomite, ·which is more 
nearly a true dolomite. The light-colored, most porous beds 
are locally known as "cotton rock." The exposed layers do 
not as rule present hackly surfaces but are somewhat rounded, 
and at many places they break with a conchoidal fracture into 
small angular pieces. More or less concentrically banded, 
dense white chert in the form of small nodules is sparingly 
dist.ributed through the limestone. This formation resembles 
certain beds, known as "cottori rock," in the Cotter dolomite, 
but the small amount of chert throughout. t.he formation and 
the absence, except in the basal conglomerate, of the cherty 
masses of CTyptozoon rninnesotense are generally sufficient to 
distinguish this limestone from the Cot.t.er. 

A bed containing much drusy quartz and ouwropping as a 
single massive dark ledge with a rough surface occurs in the 
lower half of the formation in the eastern and southern por
tions of the Harrison quadrangle. This bed, which is several 
feet thick, contains abundant fossils in the adjoining Yellville 
quadrangle, on the east., but none have been found in it in 
the Harrison quadrangle. 

In the upper part of the Powell limestone t.here are 
numerous veins and irregular masses composed of white, 
well-rounded quartz sand grains and containing at many places 
blocks of limestone and at a few places blocks of laminated 
sandstone. The veins may be appropriat.ely called dikes. 
They range in thickness from that of a knife blade to 6 inches, 
and some of the larger ones extend downward 20 feet. from the 
top of the limestone. The largest of the irregular masses are 
75 feet in diameter and 40 feet in height. Many of these 
large masses are conspicuous, especially in the northern halves 
of the quadrangles, where they have been laid bare by the 
erosion of the inclosing limest.one. (See PI. III.) The sand
stone of most of these masses consists of homogeneous sand, 
but in a few of them it is finely laminated. The sides of many 
masses are vertical; those of others converge downward. 
Horizonta.l joints and more or less vertical slickensides are 
found at many places. All these masses were formed by the 
filling of Cll vities by sand from above. Some of the ca yities 
,yere doubtless sink holes formed while this formation ,,,as at 
the surface and fllled by sand; others were cavities formed by 
ground water, which dissolved the limestone, making openings 
. which ,"ere filled by the downward settling of the partly 
indurated sands of the Kings River sandst.one member of the 
Everton limestone and in some places possibly of the St. 
Peter sandstone. The way in ·which t.hese masses were formed 
is illustrat.ed in figure 9 (p. 7), which is a sketch of a sand
stone mass in the PMlell limestone, connected above with a 
sandstone "pipe" in the Kings River member. 

At the base of the formation in the ,vestern part of the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle there are a few sandstone lellses 
several feet t.hick and more than a hundred feet across. They 
are praetically horizontal and are thought to be sand reefs 
formed ,,,,hi Ie the shallow Powell sea was advanC'ing oyer the 
eroded surface of the Cotter dolomite. 

FossUs and correlaUo·n.-Though fossils are rare in most. 
parts of the Powell limestone, fairly good collections were 
made in the adjoining Yellville quadrangle, most of the speci-

\ mens having been found near Yellville. Here, as usual, they 
, are confined almost entirely to the bed which lies from 50 to 
70 feet below the top of the formation and which is so con
spicuously marked by drusy quartz. About 20 species in the 
collections. made at Yellville have been determined as follows: 

Deitll.treta cf. D. elect.ra(Billings). Cameroceras n. sp., large. 
Syntrophia? (n. subgen. of) cf. S. Protoc-ytl]otleraslamarki (Billings). 

palrnata and 8. campbeJli Wal· Cyrtoceras? confert.issilllUlll \Vhit· 
field. 

'l'll.rpbyceras cf. '1'. seelyi (Whitfield). 
cf. M. sordida and Tarphyceras cf. T. clarkei Ruede· 

matutina Hall. mann 
Maclurea nfl. M. crenulata Bil- DeItoeeras? (pt·obably new genus) 

lings. large, abruptly expanding, closoly 
Lophospira cf. L. carinifera (Shu· septate; siphuncie large. 

mard) Asaphus sp. 
Lopbonema? yellvillensis Ulrich. Bolbocepba\uscf. B. seelyi·Whit.fleld. 
Liospira canadensis (Billings). Bathyurus cf. B. conicus and B. 
Horrnotonm. exactus (Sardeson). nero Billings. 
Cameroce)'as cf. C. montrealensis Clelandia (Harrisia) d. C. parabola 

(Billings). Cleland. 

This fauna, like that of t.he Cotter dolomite, is unquestion
ablv Lower Ordovician. A few of the species are found far
the~ north, in the Shakopee dolomite, but t.he Powell formation 
proba.bly corresponds only to the upper part of the Shakopee. 
Other species of the list are either the same as or closely allied 
to upper Beekmnnfown fossils in New York and adjacent parts 
of Vermont and Canada. 

Stratigraphic Telations.-The Po,Yell limestone rests uncon
formably upon t.he rather uneven eroded surface of the Cotter 
dolomite and is unconformably o,Terlain at different places by 
the Everton limestone of the Ordovician system and the Chat
tanooga shale of the Devonian system. 

Definition.-The Everton limestone was named by E. O. 
Ulrich from Everton, Ark., ·where it is well developed. It 
consists of three subdivisions, whose diverse character from 
place to place is graphically represented in figure 4, namely, 
(1) at. the base a sandy magnesian limestDne, called the Sneeds 
limestone lentil, from Sneeds Creek, southwest of Compt.on, in 
the Harrison quadrangle, where it is typically developed; 
(2) a massive saccharoidal sandstone, called the Kings River 
sandstone member, from Kings River, in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle, where it is best deyeloped; and (3) a fine-grained 
nonmagnesian limestone interbedded with sa.ndstone, which 
forms the bulk of the formation in the Harrison quadrangle 
a.nd a small part of it in the Eureka Springs quadrangle. 

FIGURE 4.-Sections of the E\'erton limestone in the Eureka Springs and 
Harrison quadrang-Ies. showing the variability of the formation, t.he 
unconformity within it, and the overlap of t.he Sylamore sandstone 
member of the Chattanooga shale. 

1, Little Clifty Creek; 2. Kings River, 1 mile above the mouth of Pin"y Creek; 8, Hemmed-in 
Hollow, 2 miles sonth of Compton; 4, ·WolfCreek, ee.st of Franois. 

An these parts are well exposed on Sneeds Creek and in 
Hemmed-in Hollow, about. 2 miles south of Compton, but else
where in the quadrangles one, two, or all of these diyisions 
may be wanting. The format.ion ranges in thickness from a 
feather edge to 115 feet but is absent oyer much of t.he area. 

DiBtribution.-The most northern outcrops of the Everton 
limestone ill the quadmngles lie along or a little sout.h of 
parallel 360 20'. In the Eureka Springs quadra.ngle this lime
stone is exposed on Lit.tle Clifty Creek and its tributaries; on the 
upper parts of Big Clifty Creek, Keels Creek, and in "\Villia.ms 
Hollow; along Kings River and its tributa.ries most of the 
way from a point a mile sout.h of Winona Springs t.o t.he 
mouth of Pine Creek; and along Piney Creek. In the Har
rison quadrangle it is exposed along Osage Creek near t.he 
,vestern border, on the heads of the streams from Francis east
ward, on Hussar and Crooked creeks on the eastern border, 
and along the t.wo Buffalo forks of White River and their 
tributaries on the southern border. The outcrop is usually a 
sinuous narrow band that occurs on steep slopes adjacent to 
the streams, but. in many places \vhere the formation is over
lain by the St. Peter sandstone the ouwrop is in bluffs capped 
by t.hat sandstone or by higher formations. (See PI. V.) The 
Kings RiYer sandstone, which is thickest in the Eureka Springs 
quadra.ngle, produces a practically continuous bluff, which is a 
conspicuous feature of the steep slopes in that area. 

Character and subdivisions.-The Everton limestone con
sists, as already stated, of a fine-grained limestone and of two 
lower subdi "isions, the Kings H.i \'er sandstone member above 
and the Sneeds limestone lentil below. 

That portion of the Everton which overlies the Kings River 
sa.ndstone outcrops in the east-central part of the' Eureka 
Springs quadrangle, along Piney Creek and Kings River, at the 
head of Rockhouse Creek, and in the heads of hollows .between 
this creek and Kings Ri,'er. It outcrops in the Harrison 
quadrangle along Osage Creek near the western border, on the 
heads of the streams from Francis east.ward, on Hussar and 
Crooked creeks on the eastern border, on Harp and Mill creeks 
south of Willcockson, on Buffalo Fork of 'Vhit.e RiYer south 
of Compton, on "\V dIs Creek Rnd the hvo Buffalo forks north 
and northeast of Jasper, and near Yardelle. Its most northern 
outcrops are a little south of parallel 36° 20', and it prob
ably underlies the younger rocks of the qua.drangles south of 
that parallel and east of Kings Ri vel'. 

The thickness of the upper limestone portion of the Everton 
ranges from a feather edge to 100 feet iu t.hese qnadrangles, 
but. in the adjoining Yellville quadrangle the maximum is con
siderably more. Its thickness is irregular within short dis
tances, though taken aE a whole it is fairly uniform. In general 
it decreases northward and westward. The maximum thickness 
is found on Crooked Creek near the eastern border of the Har
rison quadrangle, where it is in places 100 feet, but at other 
places in the same locality it is only 40 feet. Along Osage 
Creek, in the· western part of the Harrison quadrangle, its 
thickness ranges from 3 to 53 feet. Along Kings River and 
its tributaries in the Eureka Springs quadrangle its thickness 
is generally 15 feet. On Buffalo Fork of 'Vbite Ri ver and 
near "\Villcockson it is from 30 to "75 feet .. 



The part of the Everton that overlies the Kings River sand
stone consists of alternate beds of limestone and sandstone, the 
calcareous portion comprising 50 to 75 per cent or more of this 
part. It is even bedded and the layers range from thin bedded 
to massive. The prevailing color is somewhat lighter than 
dove color, but some beds are white or light gray. The dove
colored portion has a conchoidal fracture and is compact, brit
tle, and, 'i"ith the exception of abundant small segregations of 
white calcite crystals, noncrystalline. Many of the layers 
are made up of hemispherical masses from 6 to 8 inches in 
diameter, convex upward. The structure of these masses is 
that of eoncentric shells, whose layers or laminae turn out at 
the base and join those of the surrounding masses. 'Vhere 
such layers are exposed, as in the beds of creeks, the surface is 
distinctly botryoidal. In the bluffs some of the laminae 
weather faster than others, giving the edges a wavy or fluted 
appearance. The white to gray beds of limestone are all crys
talline, and. some of them highly so. They occur in the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle and are interbedded with the dove-colored 
portion. In places the limestone contains some nodular chert, 
and the basal layer of limestone, as well as the higher ones, 
is oolitic. Above this basal layer in the Eureka Springs quad
rangle is a conglomeratic sandy limestone containing fragments 
of limestone and white sandstone, the limestone having been 
derived from the basal part of this limestone and the sandstone 
probably from the Kings River sandstone. Over much of the 
Harrison quadrangle some layers of limestone contain a great 
deal of quartz sand, the grains of which are round and trans
parent and are rather sparsely scattered throughout the rock. 

The sandstone is interstratified with the limestone in layers 
from a foot to several feet thick. It is friable and is generally 
in every way like the Kings River sandstone, or the overlying 
St. Peter sandstone. The amount of sandstone in the forma
tion varies from place to place, though it seems to increase 
southward in the Harrison quadrangle. In the exposure in 
the bluff north of the confluence of the two Buffalo forks 
of 'Vhite River, where the follo,ving section was measured, 
the sandstone constitutes half the exposed thickness of the 
formation: 

Section in bluff north of confluence of Little Buffalo Fork and BUffalo 
Fork of White Ri'(Jer. 

Jasper limestone, basal sandstone: Ft In. 
Massive friable saccha-roldal sandstone __ 14 0 

Joachim limestone: 
Hard sandy dark magnesian limestone__ 18 0 
Friable saccha-roidal sandstone _ 2 
Rather massive sandy dark magnesian limestone __ 75 

St. Peter sttndstone : 
Massive saccharoidal sandstone 25 0 

Unconformity, shown by irregular eroded surface. 
Everton limestone: 

Compact dove·colored limestone ____ _ 
Friable massive saccharoidal sandstone 
CompMt dove·colored Umestone ___ _ 
Saccharoidal sandstone ______ _ 

_____ 20 

10 
1 

Compact dove-colored laminated limestone; laminae 
wavy ________ .__ 2 0 

SMcharoidaJ 8andstone___________ ______ 1 0 
Laminated compact dove·colored llmestone; laminae 

wayy ________________ 1 6 

Saecharoidal sandstone____________ Ii 6 
Compact dove·colored limestone _ 6 
Sandy limestone ___________________ _ 
Compact. dOYe-colored limestone _________________ _ 
Sandstone grading by lamination into limestone 

layer above_____________________ __________________ 1 6 

Laminated compact dove-colored limestone; laminae 
wavy ___________ ____________________ 6 

SMcharoidal sandstone ____ B 6 
Compact dove-colored limestone containing 1 foot 

of sandstone in upper part _______ _ 
Sa.ccharoidal sandstone ____________ _ 
Compact dOYe-colored limeetone _ 10 
Massive laminated saccharoidal sandstone to base of 

exposure at water's edge of Little Buffalo Fork ___ 10 0 

Thickness of exposed bede of Everton 6a 0 

The Sneeds limestone lentil is exposed south of Compton 
and near Willcockson. In those places it consists of sa.ndy, 
hard, compact dark-drab magnesian limestone in thick layers 
that everywhere stand out as' hackly ledges on the surface, in 
marked contrast with the underlying Powell limestone. The 
lowest layer cont.ains a good many pebbles from the Powell 
limestone. The greatest thickness is in Hemmed-in Hollow, a 
little less than 2 miles south of Compton, and at one or two 
near-by localities, in all of which it is 50 feet. At one place 
on Sneeds Creek, the limestone is 35 feet thick, but at another 
place on this stream, as well as everywhere farther north in this 
quadrangle and the Eureka Springs quadrangle, it is wanting. 

The Kings River sandstone occurs at every place in the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle where this horizon of the forma
tion is exposed. In fact, it is the only part of the formation 
found alon,!!; Little Clifty Creek and its tributaries, on Big 
Clifty and Keels creeks, in Williams Hollow, and at many 
places on Kings River and Rockhouse and Piney creeks. 

In the Eureka Springs quadrangle its thickness ranges from 
2 to 40 feet but in most places is about 25 feet. In the Har
rison quadrangle its t.hickest outcrops are on Buffalo Fork of 
'Vhite River south of Compton and on Osage Creek, where 
it is in places 4 to 12 feet thick; at otber places along these 
streams, however, as-well as in many other parts of the quad
rangle, it is only 1 foot or 2 feet thick and is scarcely distin-
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guishable from the ov~rlying limestone. It is a white, friable, 
finely and evenly laminated sandstone composed of clear, well
rounded qua.rtz grains of' medium size and with smooth surfaces. 
It generally occurs in a single massive layer, and everywhere on 
weat.hered surfaces it shows rather close laminations parallel 
with the bedding. Between these laminations there is a flne 
cross-bedding, but at a few places in the Harrison quadrangle 
it is coarse. The edges of' the sandstone become fluted on 
weathering, so that in some parts of the area the lamination 
and cross-bedding are conspicuous. At its base the sandstone 
contains pebbles of chert, quartzite, and limestone, which were 
obviously derived from the underlying rocks. Cylindrical 
columns of sandstone, whose sides converge downward, are 
exposed here and there in transverse sections in the bluff's of 
this sandstone. As already explained, they were produced by 
the down ward settling of sand into solution cavities in the 
Powell limestone beneath, at some time before the sand had 
become thoroughly indurated. These columns are herein 
called" pipes" and are more fully described in connection with 
the St. Peter sandstone, which shows similar phenomena. The 
outcrops of this sandstone in the Eureka Springs quadrangle 
produce a sinuous vertical escarpment whose height generally 
depends on the thickness of the sandstone. Where the Syla
more sandstone-to be described later-is the overlying l'ock, 
it caps the escarpment and is so closely joined to the Kings 
River sandstone that it is not easy to distinguish the one from 
the other. 

Sections.-The best observed section of the Everton lime
stone, where the Sneeds limestone, the Kings River sandstone, 
and the overlying limestone are present, is given below. 

Seation of Everton limestone in Hemmed-in Hollow south of Compton. 

St. Peter sandstone: 
Massive laminated sacchaJ'oidal sandstone, forming 

bluff. 
Everton limestone: 

Compact dove·colored limestone _____ 10 
Friable saccharoidal sandstone ___________ . 10 
Compact dove-colored limestone _ .___ 6 
Friable saccharoidal sandstone____ 15 
Compact dove·colored limestone _____ ________ 20 
Kings Rh-er sandstone member (white friable sand· 

stone, containing fragments of quartzite) _________ _ 
Sneeds limestone lentil (rather massive hard sandy 

compact dark magnesian limestone: basal layer con
tains fragments from the underlying Powell lime-
stone)__ __________________ 50 

Powell limestone: 
Massive and thin·bedded gray compact magnesian 

Hmestone___________ _ ___ 170 
Cotter dolonlite: 

Gray cherty dolomite to base of hill _ __ ______________ 40 

The following section is exposed on Kings Hiver a mile 
south of the mouth of Piney Creek, in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle, where the Kings Riv..er sandstone is well displayed, 

Section of Everton ~ime8tone on south side of point in NW. i- sec. 8, 
T. 18 N., R. 25 w. 

St. Peter sandstone: 
Friable laminated saccharotdaJ sandstone, forming 

top of bluff. 
Unconformity, shown by irregular surface, some de

pressions 10 feet deep. 
Evertonlinlestone: 

White to light-gray and dove·colored limestone, 
in parts compact, in others crystalline; certain 
layerssandy __________________________________ 21i± 

Thin layer of chert nodules. 
Oompact limestone __ _ __ ._ ___________ 10 
Conglomerate, consisting of fragments of lime· 

stone and sandstone in asandy calcareous matrfx_ 1 
Bluish-gray, in part oolitic limestone ______ .. ____ _ 
Kings River sandstone member (massiye laminated 
sa:c~haroidal sandstone) ____ _ 12± 

Powell limestone : 
Compact gray magnesian limestone. 

At many places in the Eureka Springs quadrangle the Kings 
River sandstone is the 'only representative of the formation, 
as on Little Olifty Creek, where the following section was 
measured: 

Section of EveJ·ton limestone on Little Clifty Creek. 

Chattanooga shale: 
BIMk fissile shale, cxposed on bench. 
Sylamore sandstone member: 

Angular cbert fragments in fine grained quartzite __ 
Massive unlamlnated coarse-grained white sand

stone, with layer at base 6 to 8 inches thick, 
oontaining rounded fragments of sandstone and 
chert. 'rhis bed caps a low bluff 

Everton limestone: 
Kings River sandstone member (laminated white sand

stone in single ledge producing low bluff; fragments 
of cbert in the basal part) ______ 10 

Powell limestone: 
Fine·grained gray magnesian limestone. 

The following section was measured in the Harrison quad
rangle on the west side of Wolf Creek half a mile above the 
mouth. At this pla{;e the Kings River sandstone is very thin. 

Section of Everton limestone 

Sylamore Bundstone member (1) of Chattanooga shale: 
Friable saccharoidn.l sandstone. 

Everton limestone: 
Gray to dove·colored limestone, oolitie in most beds 

and containiug a good deal of calcite in thin seams 12 
Thin-bedded compact dove·colored limestone con 

taining small crystals of calcite_______ 1-1-2 

Gray to dove-colored limestone containing a good 
deal of calcite in thin seams ____________ .. ________ 18 

Kings River sandstone member (wbite compact 
quartzitic saudstone, with a layer of weathered, 
apparently brecciated material below) ______ ._____ 2-8 

Powell limestone : 
Dark-gray compact, very thinly lamina.ted limestone. 

Fossils and correlation. - Organic remains in the Sneeds 
limestone have been observed only in the matrix of the con
glomeratic basal layer at two localities in the Yellville quad
rangle, which adjoins the Harrison on the east. The following 
species have been determined as far as the imperfect specimens 
permit: 

Plates of cystidean with numerous rhombs. 
Lophospira cf. L. gregal'ia (Billings) and perangulata (Hall). 
Lophospira~ sp" low spired, with sbarp peripheral keel, the general 

aspect resembling L. abnormis, a Trenton species. 
Turritoma n. sp .. shell about 11 millimeters high, last whorl about 

6 nlillimet.ers wide. 
Hormotoma aft. H. gracilis. 
Aparchites sp. undet. 
Bathyurus? sp., free cheeks only. 

Most outcrops of that part of the formation overlying the 
Kings River member are fossiliferous. The best-known local
ities for fossils are in the eastern part of the Harrison and in the 
adjoining western half of the Yellville quadrangle. Organic 
remains, however, a.re not generally distributed through the 
beds. As a rule the fossils, particularly the Ostracoda, are 
confined to certain layers in which they are often extremely 
abundant. The Raphistomina of the following list is also 
commonly found in great numbers. The pelecypods are more 
local in distribution, but where they occur at all their separated 
valves are likely to be numerous. In all, twelve species, which 
with one or two exceptions are undescribed, have been deter
mined, as follows: 

Monotrypa n. sp. 
Ctenodonta novica (Sardeson). 
Two or t.hree undetermined Pelecypoda. 
Raphistomina n. sp., same also in the Jasper limestone. 
Lophospira sp., low spired, same alBo in the Sneeds limestone. 
Lophospira sp., larger tban the preceding and resembling L. conradana 

Ulrich. 
Fusispira? sp., small, height less than 10 millimeters, ventricose. 
Isocbilina sp. 1, surfaee punctate. 
IsochiUna sp. 2, surface smooth. 
Leperditia? sp. 
Primitia cf. P. logani Jones. 

The Ostracoda are all small, not exceeding 5 millimeters in 
length. 

No fauna closely resembling this is known from elsewhere. 
One of the pelecypods is identified with a species collected from 
the St. Peter sandstone, one of the gastropods is found also 
in the underlying Sneeds limestone, a.nd another can not be 
distinguished from a species found in the Jasper limestone. 
The general aspect of the fauna indicates that it might be of 
pre-Chazy age, though it is distinctly younger tha.n the Beek
mantown fauna. These relations are in a(':cord with the known 
fact that the St. Peter sandstone underlies the Stones River (of 
early Chazy age) in Kentucky. According to the evidence in 
hand the fossils herein listed from the Evel'ton limestone, the 
Joachim limestone, and perhaps the Jasper limestone, seem to 
give an imperfect conception of the first post-Beekmantown 
fauna in America. 

Stratigraphic relation8.-In some places the basal part of the 
formation contains fragments 6f chert, quartzite, and limestone 
derived from the older formations beneath; at other places 
there is a distinct unconformity. For these reasons the forma
tion is thought to lie unconformably upon the Powell every
where in the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles, but 
the surface of unconformity is very even and can be detected 
only where the exposures are most favorable. 

The Sneeds limestone lentil, whose exposures are confined to 
small areas along Buffalo Fork of White River and its tribu
taries, is unconformably succeeded by the Kings River sand
stone member, as exhibited by the presence of a conglomerate 
at the base of the sandstone. Along this stream and at places 
farther north in the quadrangles, where the Sneeds limestone is 
wanting, it is overlapped by the Kings River member, and at 
other places both the Sneeds and the Kings River are oyer
lapped by the upper limestone member of the formation. 
A' conglomerate known to be of local distribution in the 
Eureka Springs qua.drangle occurs near the base of the upper 
limestone member, but in the Harrison quadrangle neither a 
conglomerate nor any other physical feature suggesting a 
stratigraphic break at this horizon was observed. 

Near the mouth of Piney Creek, in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle, the Kings River member is overlain by the St. 
Peter sandstone, the upper part of the Everton being absent. 
At other places in that quadrangle all the younger strata of 
Ordovician age are lacking, so that in one place on the East 
Fork of Little Clifty Creek the Kings River member is over
lain by the Clifty limestone, of Middle Devonian f!.ge, a,nd at 
other places in that quadrangle by the Sylamore sandstone 
member of Upper Devonian age. 

At the top of the Everton limestone there is a marked 
unconformity in the Eureka Springs quadrangle and along 
Osage Creek and the head of Bear Creek in the Harrison 
quadrangle. This unconformity is a conspicuous feature of 



the stratigraphy in the bluffs along the streams in the areas 
mentioned. The npper surface of the limestone as shown in 
the bluffs appears to contain numerous pockets, some of them 
8 and 10 feet deep, filled with sand from the overlying St. 
Peter sandstone. Some of these depressions are doubtless old 
stream channels, but most of them are attributable to solution 
by ground water while the limestone was the surface rock of a 
land area. Otllers again are interpreted as caverns filled by 
St. Peter sand. Figlll'e 5 gives an idea of the character of 
this unconformity. Along Buffalo Fork of W,hite River the 
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FIGURE 5.-Unconformity between the Everton limestone and St. Peter 
sandstone exposed in bluff 8t lIliles southwest of Green Forest, in sec. 19, 
T. 19::i., R. 23 w. 

The irregular unconfonnable ~"rfaee was produced by the solution of the limestone when It waH 
exposed at the .urfa,ce an<llJy the removal of th ... residual clay before the sa.nd of the St.Peter 
rormatlonw .. "dl'po"lted. 

upper surface of the E\rerton is more even, so that in many 
places the unconformity is not distinct. 

The Everton limestone is overlain by the St. Peter sandstone 
except about its northern border in the Harrison quadrangle, 
where the oyerlying beds are the Sylamore sandstone, as 
sho\vn in figure 6. The mass of sandstone shown in the Hgure 

FIGURK 6.'-Relations of the Sylalilore sana stone member of the Chat,ta
lIooga shale to the Eyerton limestone ana St. Peter sanastone in a bluff 
on Bear Creek, 1 mile northeast of Francis, in sec. 13, T. 19 N., R. 21 'V. 

This SIlnd or th ... St, Peter rormstlon WSB deposited in a hole or cha,nnel formed by solution in th ... 
Everton lIme"toue, where it wa" protected from th ... erosion which removed the rest of the 
St. P ... tal.' sa.ndst<me before the sand ot th ... Syla,more member was deposited. 

is either cave, channel, or sink-hole filling, the upper part of 
which was removed by erosion. A later submergence of the 
area brought about the deposition of the Sylamore. 

Definition.-The 8t. Peter sandstone is widely distributed 
in the upper Mississippi Valley and extends as far south as 
northern Arkansas. It receiYes its name from the fact that it 
OCCUl'S along the lower course of St. Peter (now known as 
.Minnesota) River, in Minnesota, where it is well developed. 
In different parts of the .ozark region it has been known ,as 
the "Key" sandstone (i.n the Yellville district in Arkansas), 
"Burgen" sandstone (in northeastern Oklahoma), "Saccha
roidal" sandstone, "First" sandstone, "Crystal City" sand
stone, "Pacific" sandstone, and "Cap-au-Gres" sandstone. 
Most of these names have been applied to the formation in 
Missouri. It consists of a massi ve bed of white quartz sand 
firmly cemented, where not weathered, by a small amount of 
calcium carbonate. 

DiBtr-ibution.-In the Eureka Springs quadrangle the St. 
Peter sandstone outcrops along Kings River and it,S tributaries 
south of Rockhouse post office and at one locality on 'Val' 
Eagle Creek northeast of Hindsville; in the Harrison quad
rangle it outcrops on Osage Creek near the ·western border, on 
Crooked and Hussar creeks in the eastern part, and on Buffalo 
Fork of White Ri yer and its tributaries in the southern part. 

In those parts of the quadrangles that lie north of the areas 
where the St. Peter sandstone is mapped numerous large 
isolated masses of saccharoidal sandstone stand up conspicu
ously on the hill slopes. Some of these are cave deposits; 
others are sink hole deposits and have been described under 
the Pmve1llimestone; but still others rest on top of the Powe1l 
and Everton' limestones, and they are interpreted as remnants 
of the St. Peter sandstone, left after the long interval of erosion 
that follo'wed the close of Ordovician sedimentation in the 
Ozark region. 

The St. Peter sa.ndstone along much of its outcrop produces 
an escarpment which in many places is a precipitous bluft'. 
The much-weathered vertical face of this bluft' is fluted here 
a.nd there, and the upper edge is in most places more or less 
rounded. These bluffs form a conspicuous feature of the 
slopes, especially along Buffalo Fork of ,"Vhite River north 
and northwest of Jasper, ·where the formation ranges in thick
ness from 75 to 150 feet. (See PIs. I, V, VI.) 

Thiokness.-The maximum observed thickness of the forma
tion, 150 feet, is at a point on Buffalo Fork of White River 
south of Compton. Frqm that point the sandstone becomes 
thinner northward and disappears about the middle of the 
quadrangles. It also becomes thinner eastward, and near 
Yardelle it is only 15 feet thick. Along Kings River its 
thickness ranges from 10 to 70 feet. On Osage Creek its 
thickness is generally about 30 feet, but it reaches 100 feet 
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at the most southern outcrop along that stream. On Crooked 
and Hussar creeks it is 10 to 20 feet thick. 

Oharaoter.-The formation is saccharoidal and is composed of 
well-rounded medium-sized transparent quartz grains cemented 
by a small amount of calcium carbonate. 'Ve1l-developed rip
ple marks appear in places. The sandstone becomes friable on 
weathering and shows fine lamination and cross-bedding, and 
in many places presents fluted surfaces. 

A foot of sandy bluish-gray limestone in the St. Peter sand
stone, 40 feet from its top, is exposed on Little Buffalo Fork, 
3t miles northeast, of Jasper. It is possible, however, that 
this sandy limestone is the upper part of the Everton and 
that the underlying 30 feet of massive friable white sandstone 
that is calcareous in thin layers is the Kings River sandstone 
member, but as a similar calcareous sand near the base of the 
St. Peter has been seen at a few other places in this part of the 
Harrison quadrangle these beds are referred to the St. Peter. 

A peculiar feature of both the St. Peter and the Kings River 
sandstones is the rather common occurrence in them of pipes, 
as shown in figures 7, 8, and 9. These pipes are exposed in 

Concealed 

FIGURE 7.-Pipe in St. Peter sandstone exposed in a bluff 1 mile south
west of Willcockson, in sec. 80, T. t7 N., R. 20 w. 

Tbe pip ... , which extends downward Into th ... Everton IIme"tone, Is believed to have been formed 
by tJle solution of the Everton IImeston\l beneath it betore the St. Peter sa,ndston ... was 
thoroughly consolidated. The sand slumped into the solution c .. vlty snd acquired a struc_ 
ture whiCh resemble. ,all inverted cone. Th ... denser layers Qre zoneS of greatest movement 
in which the original bedding Is entirely d ... stroy ... d. 

longitudinal section along bluffs and in transverse section over 
more or less level areas where either sandstone is the surface 
rock and is barren of soiL Many of the pipes in such level 

FIGURE S.-Pipe in St.. Peter sandstone exposed in a bluff 8t ruiles south 
west of Green Forest, in sec. 19, T. 19 N., R. 23 w. 

'The central ruling ot the pipe has recently we ... thered out, leaving a cylindrical hoi .... 

areas form low domes from 2t inches to 150 feet in diameter 
and have a somewhat concentric structure. Bloeks of sand
stone'lie in the sandy matrix in many of the larger domes with 
their 1aminae edgewise. The domes are attributed to the differ-

FIGURE \'I.-Pipe in the Kings River sandstone member of the Everton 
limestone exposed in a bluff on Big Clifty Creek just south of the mout.h 
of Scaldhog Hollow, in sec. 18, T, 19 K., R. 27 w. 

The pipe is connected with asandstone mass that fills ... solutlon cavity in the underlying Powell 
limestone. The _olution of the limeston\l and "lumping of the s .. ndstone Into the solution 
cavity occurred before the deposition of the Sylamore sandston ... member of th ... Chattanooga 
sh .. le, which cover" the Kin .... s River "",nd~tone memb ... r nearly horizontally and 18 oply .lIghtly 
disturbed by later "etthng along th ... old line>! of mO'l'enl\lnt. 

ential weathering of the rock of the pipes and of that sur
rounding them. One such pipe in the St. Peter sandstone on 
Kings River extends dowmvard through 28 feet of the upper 
limestone of the Everton into the Kings R.iver sandstone, Hnd 
how much farther is unknown, as its base is concealed. The 
pipes are thought to have had their origin in the settling of the 
Kings River and St. Peter sands, while they were loose or only 

partly indurated, into caverns or enlarged sand-filled openings 
in the underlying limestone. That this spttling of these sands 
into such caverns or openings did not take place until after 
their deposition is shown by the high angles assumed by the 
sides of the pipes and by shearing planes and slickensides. 
Had the settling taken place at the time of the deposition of 
the sand, funnel-shaped depressions with slopes equal to the 
angle of repose of the sand instead of high angles, as shown in 
the figures, would have been. formed above the openings into 
the ca verns. The shearing planes are strikingly similar to the 
planes of movement observed in layers of differently colored 
loose sand placed in a box and allowed to run through a hole 
in the bottom. The angular fragments in the sand matrix are 
thought to have been formed by the breaking up of partly 
indurated thin layers as pressure came upon them in the move
ment of the sand, which perhaps at times had its stimulus from 
earthquakes. The method of origin of these pipes hen~ sug
gested is confirmed by a pipe exposed in a bluff of the Kings 
Ri vel' sandstone which paS3es into a sand-filled ca vern in the 
Powell limestone beneath, as illustrated by figure 9. The pipe 
has settled a foot on the north side but none on the south 
since the deposition of the sand that subsequently became the 
Sylamore sandstone member of the Chattanooga shale, indicat
ing that the greater part of the dowmvard movement of the 
pipe took place prior to the invasion of the Sylamore sea dur
ing late Devonian time. Most of the downward moyement in 
many if not in all the otber sandstone pipes of the quad
rangles probably took place prior to this time, though this is 
the only locality where the relation of the sandstone pipes 
to overlying formations was observed. 

Fossils and cort·elation.-As might be expected from the 
character of the deposits, fossils are extremely rare in the St. 
Peter sandstone, and it has furnished none in Arkansas. 
PBiloooncha senecta, one of a number of fossils described from 
the St. Peter sandstone in Minnesota by F. 'V. Sardeson, was 
procured from the lower part of the overlying Joachim lime
stone near GUIon, Ark., on \Vhite River, about 65 miles east of 
the Harrison quadrangle, Another of these species described 
by Sardeson has already been listed among the fossils of the 
Everton limestone. Still other species have been observed 
in a sandstone in a similar position in the section in south
eastern Missouri. So far, then, as we may rely on this rather 
meager paleontologic evidence, the sandstone here referred to 
the St. Peter is of the same age as the typical St. Peter sand
stone-in the upper Mississippi Valley. The propriety of the 
correlation indicated by the fossils seems, however, assured by 
the fact that the St. Peter sandstone has been traced by means 
of numerous deep-well records from Iowa into .Missouri and 
thence by continuous outcrop to southeastern Missouri. From 
Missouri to the Harrison quadrangle in Arkansas only one 
considerable break in the continuity of outcrops of the sand
stone occurs, namely, between Cape Girardeau, Mo., and 
Lawrence Countv, Ark., a distance of about 100 miles. 
Though remnant; of the sandstone occur in this interval, it is 
as a rule absent, being covered by the much younger Tertiary 
and Quaternary deposits, ,vhich overlap it and rest on older 
rocks of Lower Ordovician age. 

Strai1:graphio relations. - The St. Peter sandstone rests 
unconformably upon the upper part of the Everton limestone, 
except at two places. One of these is near the mouth of 
Piney Creek, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, where it rests 
upon the Kings River·sandstone; the other is a small area on 
Osage Creek, at the western border of the Harrison qua9.
rangle, where it rests upon the Powell limestone. In those 
parts of the quadrangles that lie north of the areas where the 
formation is mapped the large isolated masses of saccharoidal 
sandstone that are interpreted as erosion remnants of the St. 
Peter rest at some places on top of the Powell limestone and 
at others on the Everton limestone. At its top the St. Peter 
is apparently conformable with the Joachim limestone. At 
some places the later Ordovician formations are lacking, and 
there the Sylamore sandstone member of Devonian age or the 
St. Joe limestone member of Carboniferous age rests upon the 
St. Peter. In lithologic character and topographic expression 
the St. Peter resembles very closely the Kings River, from 
which it is at most places separated by a greater or less thick
ness of EYerton limestone. This resemblance is so close that 
where only one of these sandstones is present and the upper 
limestone ~di vision of the Everton is absent, as at places in 
the Eureka Springs quadrangle, the identity of the sandstone 
can be determined only by following the outcrop to some 
locality where the limestone is present. 

Definition.-The Joachim limestone consists of magnesian 
limestone and greater or less amounts of ~accharoidal sandstone. 
Besides being widely exposed on the southern border of the 
Ozark region in Arkansas, the formation is found along the 
eastern border of this region in ::\fissouri, where it was Damed 
by Arthur \Vinslow. In the :Missouri section it is also known 
as the "First l\.fugnesian" limestone and the "Folley" lime
stone. In Arkansas east of the quadrangles herein treated the 



Joachim limestone represents the lower part of the Izard lime
stone. The thickness of the formation is 90 feet near Ponca 
and 95 feet in the southeastern part of the Harrison quad
rangle. Its thickness diminishes abruptly north,vard and at 
Willcockson and farther north it is absent. 

Dil!tribution.-The Joachim limestone outcrops along Buffalo 
Fork of ,\Vhite River and its tributaries in the Harrison quad
rangle, but it does not outcrop in the Eureka Springs quad
nmgle. It is exposed in narrow bands, generally occurring on 
steep slopes just aboye the esc<lrpment usually produced by the 
underlying 8t. Peter sandstone. 

Charactel'.-The formation consists mainly of compact drab
colored, finely crystalline magnesian limestone, the greater part 
of which contains a large percentage of quartz sand. The 
limestone is rather heavy bedded and on the surface stands out 
as hackly ledges. Layers of hard calcareous sandstone several 
feet thick are intercalated with the limestone. These layers 
become friable on weathering and are then not unlike the 
weathered exposures of the underlying St. Peter sandstone. 

Good sections of the formation, one of which is given on 
page 6, are exposed at mallY places in the Harrison quadrangle. 

Fossils and correlation.-Psiloconcha seneda (Sardeson), a 
few specimens of which were procured by E. O. Ulrich from the 
lower part of the formation near Guion, Ark., on White River, 
about 65 miles east of tlie Harrison quadrangle, is the only 
species thus far found in the Joachim limestone in northern 
Arkansas. This is one of a number of fossils described by 
F. W. Bardeson from the St. Peter sandstone in Minnesota. 80 
far as 'we may rely on this rather meager paleontologic evidence 
the ,Joachim limestone does not differ greatly in age from the 
St. Peter in the upper Mississippi Valley. This relationship 
is further indicated by the lack of visible eddence of an 
unconformity bet\veen the St. Peter and the ,Joachim. 

As indicated in the correlation table on page 21 the Joachim 
limestone is equivalent to the lower part of the Izard lime
stone. The typical exposures of that formation in the south
ern part of Izard County show that its lower and more or 
less magnesian and sandy part grades downward without 
evidence of interrupted sedimentation into typical St. Peter 
sandstone. ~Ioreover, the lower magnesian part is separated 
from the upper, fine-grained, nearly pure limestone part by 
a stratigraphic break. This break eyidently is partly repre-
8ented in Arkansas by the Jasper limestone, which is of either 
Chazy or older age. The break seems also to represent the 
time required to lay down several thousand feet of deposits of 
Chazy age in the Appalachian Valley, as is indicated by the 
fact that the fossils of the upper division of the Izard in the 
typical outC']'ops consist almost entirely of ,veIl-known early 
Black River species. 

8tmtigmphic relations.-The formation rests conformably 
upon the St. Peter sandstone and is overlain by the Jasper 
limestone. The contact with the Jasper limestone is some
'what irregular and may represent an unconformity. At most 
places the later formations of Ordovician age are lacking, so 
that the Sylamore sandstone member, of Devonian age, or the 
St. Joe limestone member, of Carboniferous age, rests upon the 
Joachim limestone. 

Definition.-The Jasper limestone receives its name from 
Jasper, in the southern part of the Harrison quadrangle, where 
it is well exposed. This formation was described in the reports 
of the Geological SUr\yey of Arkansas as the Izard limestone, 
though, according to E. O. Ulrich, the Izard at the type local
ity consists of the Joachim limestone and the Plattin limestone, 
which are separated by a stratigraphic break that is partly rep
resented in Arkansas by the Jasper limestone. The formation 
consists in part of interbedded limestone and sandstone but 
chiefly of limestone, and it ranges in thickness from a few 
inches to 50 feet, the thickest exposure being at Jasper. 

Dil!tribution.-The Jasper limestone occurs in the Harrison 
quadrangle along Little Buffalo Fork and its tributaries from 
Jasper to its confluence with Buffalo Fork of White River and 
thence southeastward along Buffalo Fork and its tributaries to . 
the border of the quadrangle. Elsewhere along Buffalo Fork 
this limestone occurs only in patches. It is not exposed in the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle. The outcrops are in most places 
on steep slopes just below the low escarpment produced by the 
overlying St. Joe limestone. 

Charactel'.-The formation consists of limestone interbedded 
with a subordinate though considerable amount of sandstone. 
The limestone is even bedded and occurs in layers ranging in 
thickness from a few inches to 4 feet. It is grayish blue, non
crYstalline, and has a conchoidal fracture and a homogeneous 
te~ture, except that it contains numerous minute Cft vities filled 
with colorless calcite crystals. In places it has yielded a fB'w 
fossils. The sandstone layers, some of which are 5 feet thick, 
occur throughout the formation but are most abundant and 
thickest neal' its base. In fact, the basal bed of the formation 
is sandstone ranging in thickness from 8 to 20 feet. This 
sandstone is white and friable, is made up of rounded trans
lucent quartz grains, and lacks the fine lamination and cross-
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bedding that are so prominent in the St. Peter and the Kings 
River sandstones. 

The following section of the Jasper limestone is exposed on 
the bluff a quarter of a mile east of Jasper: 

Section of Jasper limestone one-,tourth mile east of Jasper. 

st. Joe limestone member of the Boone limestolle: Feet. 

Pink to red or gray even·bedded, coarsely crystalline 
limestone, the thickest layers measuring 20 inches. 
The lowest layer contains black pebbles that are 
probably phosphatic ________________________________ 50 

Sylamore sandstone member (~) of the Chattanooga shale: 
Rusty to white pitted sandstone containing phosphatio 

pebbles emhedded in top of the uppermost layer _____ _ 
Jasper limestone: 

Compaot, finely crysta.lline bluish·gray limestone, in 
which are numerous minute cavities filled with oolor· 
less calcite. The layers range in thickness from a few 
inches to 4 feet _ _ __________________________ . _______ 80 

FrIable white sandstone in layers 2 feet or less thick and 
a few thin layers of blui~h-gray noncrystalline lime· 
stone like that above; separated from the Joachim 
limestone below by a rather indistinct irregularity__ 20 

Joachim limestone: 
Sandstone and dark, more or less sandy limestone to 

water's edge of Little Buffalo Fork. 

Fossils and correlation.-As a rule fossils occur rather spar
ingly in the Jasper limestone. At some places, however, as in 
the vicinity of Jasper and at a point about 4 miles sOllthwest 
of Yardelle, certain layers are cl'O"wded with shells of various 
kinds. The fauna so far collected comprises the following 
species: 

Girvanella sp., subglobnlar, an inch in diameter. 
Scolithus sp., tub(;'s about 1 millimeter In diameter. 
Psiloconcha sp., short, subquadrate in outline. 
Peiloconcha (Whlteavesia~) sp., Bmall and relatively short. 
Whiteavesia? sp., small, longer than the preceding shell. 
Helicotoma sp. undet. 
Raph!$tomina sp., apparently same in Everton limestone. 
Plectoceras afi. P. jason (Billings). 
Leperditia n. sp., valo:es rather large, compressed convex. 
Leperdltia (Isochilina 'I) n. sp., small, surface punctate. 
Leperditella sp. undet. 

As stated above, the Jasper limestone has heretofore been 
caUed the Izard limestone. Prior to the discovery and study 
of the foregoing fossils it was supposed to correspolld to the 
upper or Plattin division of the Izard. But the fossils show 
that it does not, for none of them is found in either the upper 
or the lower of the two formations into which it has been 
fOLllld desirable to divide the Izard limestone of the sections in 
I:r.ard and Independence counties on which the geologists of 
the Geological Survey of Arkansas based this composite forma
tion. In the typical outcrops the Izard consists of a lower, 
more or less magnesian limestone that corresponds to the 
Joachim limestone and an upper finer-grained pure dove
colored limestone that corresponds to the Plattiu limestone of 
Missouri. The Jasper limestone evidently belongs in the 
hiatus between these two divisions of the typical Izard. It 
overlies the Joachim and, judged by its fossils, it is almost 
certainly older than the Plattin, 

The apparent stratigraphic position of the Jasper limestone 
suggests that i~ is of Chazy age, but the fossils offer no satis
factory warrant for this correlation. On the other hand, they 
seem to show beyond question that the formation is older than 
the Plattin. Perhaps, ae suggested by the presence of Raphil!
tomina, which 'is found in great numbers in the Everton 
limestone, the Jasper represents a final stage of the series of 
deposits consisting of the Joachim limestone, the St. Peter 
sandstone, and the EYerton limestone, ·which, according to 
E. O. Ulrich, represent a 'time interval between the Beekman
town and the Chazy of the New York section. 

Stmti.g1'aphic 1·eiations.-The Jasper limestone rests upon 
the Joachim limestone, though an unconformity between the 
two is suggested by their somewhat irregular contact. The 
next formation in order above the Jasper limestone is the 
Fernvale limestone, which is exposed at only one locality in 
the quadrangles and there the contact between the two is con
cealed. At most places the succeeding Ordovician formations 
!lre lacking and the Sylamore sandstone member or the St. 
Joe limestone member rests upon the Jasper limestone. 

Character and distribution.-The Fernvale limestone con
sists of light-gray, coarsely crystalline, highly fossiliferous 
limestone that is evenly bedded in layers not exceeding a 
few inches in thickness, In the quadrangles described it is 
exposed at only one locality, a mile northeast of Jasper, where 
it outcrops for about 100 yards at the water's edge on the 
north side of Little Buffalo Fork. This exposure shows only 
5 feet of the top of the formation. The entire thickness, how
ever, probably does not greatly exceed that amount. 

The Fernvale limestone was named by C. W. Hayes and 
E. O. Ulrich from Fernvale, 'Villiamson County, Tenn., 
where it is well exposed. This limestone has been known in 
Arkansas as the Polk Bayou limestone, but according to 
Ulrich the Polk Bayou at the type locality consists of two 
formations, the Kimmswick limestone below and the Fernvale 
limestone above, separated by an unconformity representing 
the time interval of the Lorraine and the Trenton. 

Fossils and corl'elation.-The fossils from the Fernvale near 
Jasper belong to many species, and most of them are in a good 
state of preservation. In fact the Fernvale contains more fossils 
and a larger fauna than any other pre-Mississippian formation 
in northwestern Arkansas. In a few hours' search specimens 
representing no less than 46 species were collected. 

The following selection gives a fair idea of the fauna: 

Barrel-shaped columnals of an 
undescribed crinoid. 

Crepipora hemispherica Ulrich. 
Anaphragma mirabile Ulrich and 

Bassler. 
Phaenopora wilmingtonensis 

Ulrich. 
Crania n. sp 
Orthis cf. O. lauren tina BiUings. 
Plectorthis wbitfie\di (Winchell). 
Dalmanf'lla porrecta SlU"deson. 
Dinorthis subquadrata Hall. 
Dinorthis proavita. Winchell and 

Schuchert. 
Herbertella insculpta Conrad. 
Rafinesquina n. sp. 
Strophomena cf. S. cardinalis 

(Whitfield). 

Strophomena planodorsata 'Vinchell 
and Schuchert. 

Plectambonites praecosis Sardeson. 
Parastrophia divergens Hall and 

Clarke. 
Rhynchotrema capax (Conrad). 
Trochoceras? baeri Meek and 

Worthen, 
Isotelus n. sp. related to I. jacobus 

Clarke. 
Onchometopus cf, O. susae (Calvin). 
Sphaerocoryphe maquoketensis Slo· 

cum. 
Cyphaspis sp. 
Proetus sp. 
Argesn. sp. 
Pterygometopus larrabee Slocum. 

All these species have been found at oue or more localities 
in Oklahoma, ~fissouri, Tennessee, Illinois, Iowa, and Minne
sotH, in beds regarded as representing the Fernvale formation 
of middle Tennessee. In Tennessee the Fernvrue is the second 
formation of the Richmond group, the Arnheim shale of that 
group lying under it, but in areas immediately adjacent to 
Mississippi River, as well as in Oklahoma, it is as a rule the 
first deposit of Richmond time. 

Sb'atigmphic 1'elations.-The Fernvale limestone presumably 
rests unconformably upon the Jasper limestone and is uncon
formablyoverlain by the Cason shale. Figure 10 is a diagram
matic section representing the occurrence of the Fernvale 
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FIGURE 10.~Diagrallmat.ic section showing the probable st.ratigraphic 
relations of the Cason shale and Fernvale limestone to the St. Joe 
limestone member of the Boone limestone and to the Jasper limestone, 
OIl Little Buffalo Fork, 1 mile northeast of Jasper. The beds in this 
locality are only partly exposed. 

Both edges of theupturDild Femvale limestone lind Ca,oD!ha.le IIreilhoWll liB completely over
lapped by the St. Joe member. 

limestone and the Cason shale at the locality named. As may 
be seen from the figure, they occupy a pre-Carboniferous syn
cline, from which they were not removed during the long 
period of erosion that probably lasted from the time of the 
deposition of the Cason shale, at the close of the Ordovician, 
to the deposition of the 81. Joe limestone, at the beginning of 
the Carboniferous. 

Definition and character.-The Cason shale was named by 
H. S. Williams from the Cason tract in the manganese ore 
district near Batesville, Ark., wh~re it is typically de' .... eloped. 1 

The term is applied to a calcareous shale with a basal con
glomerate, the whole formation aggregating a little more than 
21 fe,ct in thickness at the single exposure in the quadrangles. 
This exposure is in a low bluff at the water's edge of I .. ittle 
Buffalo Fork, a mile northeast of Jasper, in the Harrison 
quadrangle, where the Fernvale limestone, just described, is 
also exposed. A stratigraphic break separates it from the 
overlying St. Joe limestone and from the underlying Fernvale 
limestone, which, '\yith the Cason, represents Richmond time 
in the area. The relation of this shale to these two forma
tions is diagrammatically rep;esented by figure 10. 

The fQllowing section is well exposed at this locality: 

Section of Cason shale on Little BujJ'alo Fork, 1 mile nM'theast of Jasper. 

Boone limestone: 
St. Joe limestone member (thin-bedded pinkish· 

gray limestone). 
Cason shale: 

Bluish and greenish·yellow platy sbale, oalcareous 
in tbe least· weathered parts _ _ 20 

Argillaceous platy drab limestone, the base of 
which contains some pebbles ____ _ 

Greenish platy shale _ _ _______________ _ 
Conglomerate consisting of round sand grains and 

dark fossiliferous phosphatic pebbles embedded 
in a ferrnginous and manganiferous eartb__ 0-1 

Fernvale limestone: 
Gray fossiliferous, coarsely crystalline limestone to 

edge of water in Little Buffalo Fork ____________ _ 

The basal conglomerate is a ferruginous phosphatic earth 
coutaining some manganese oxide, a few rounded translucent 
quartz sand grains, and some dark phosphatic pebbles con
taining a good many fossils. It ranges from a feather edge 
to a bed 12 inches thick. The next layer above is com
posed of 3 inches of greenish shale and is overlain by a 
layer of platy greenish argillaceous limestone, in which are a few 
pebbles derived from the earthy bed below. Above these beds 

1 Williams, H. S., On the age of the manganese beds of the Batesville 
region of Arkansas: Am. Jour. Sci., Sd ser., vol. 48, pp.' 826-829, 1894. 



is the bulk of the formation, consisting of 20 feet of fissile 
bluish and greenish-yellow shale, which splits into rough plates 
of uneven thickness. Before weathering the shale is a greenish
gray argillaceous limestone like the layer of limestone near the 
base of the formation. 

Fossils and correlation.-Organic remains are by no means 
generally distributed through the Cason shale, but the phos
phatic basal conglomerate contains fragmentary fossils in many 
places, ·with here and there more complete remains of what 
seems to have been a ratheI,' large fauna. One of the best 
localities for collecting these fossils is near Jasper. Another 
is at the phosphate mines near Cushman, in Independence 
County. On account of their fragmentary condition the 
specific identification of the fossils is usually difficult. The 
following list gives a fair conception of the fauna so far as 
determined: 

Calloporella sp. 
Leptobolus occidentalis Hall. 
Leptobolus sp., more nearly tri-

angular tban the precf'ding. 
Llngulops? sp. subovate, 6 milli

meters in length. 
Lingula? sp., very short, almost 

circular. 
Bchizotreta cf. S. pf'lopea (Bil

lings)_ 
Stropliomena sp. 

Dalmanella aff. D. testudinaria (Dal-
man). 

Camarotoechiaaft'. C. neglecta(Hall). 
Cyrtodonta? sp_ 
Cyclora sp. 
Coleolus iowensis? James. 
Orthoceras sp., an inch in diameter. 
Orthoceras ct. 0. sociaU.s Hall. 
Calymene mammHlata Hall. 
Pterygomet.opus? sp. 

Of these fossils Leptobolus occidentalis, a small shell that is 
one of the, most characteristic fossils of the lower part of the 
typical Maquoketa shale in Iowa, is perhaps the most signifi
cant as a means of stratigraphic correlation. Other species of 
the list tend to confirm this suggested correlation. As now 
used, however, the term Maquoketa is too comprehensive to 
justify its adoption in Arkansas in place of Cason. The Cason 
shale is the second formation of' Richmond age in Arkansas, 
just as the Maquoketa shale is in the Mississippi Valley proper. 

DEVO~IAN SYSTEM. 

The strata assigned to the Devonian system consist of shale, 
sandstone, and limestone, which are comprised in two forma~ 
tions, the Clifty limestone, of Middle Devonian age, and the 
Chattanooga shale, with the Sylamore sandstone member, of 
Upper Devonian age. 

Definition and distl'ibution.-The Clifty limestone is named 
from East Fork of Little Clifty Creek, in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle, where, within an area not e~ceeding half a square 
mile, all its known exposures are found. The formation is a 
bed of limestone that is nowhere more than 2!- feet thick. 

Characier.-The best observed section of the formation is at 
the head of a large ravine on the north side of the st.ream, on 
the west side of the SW. i sec. 17, T. 19 N., R. 27 W., where 
it occurs in its maximum thickness. The low,er It feet is gray 
compact laminated and cross-bedded limestone containing a few 
fossils and a large amount of quartz sand, the grains of which 
are rounded and translucent. The upper 12 inches is compact 
light bluish-gray limestone, which has a conchoidal fract.ure 
and contains a small amount of sand like that in the bed below. 
The upper bed was observed only for about 100 yards along 
the slope of the large ra vine indicated above,· where the follow~ 
ing section was measured: 

Ser:tion of Clifty limest01le on East Fork of Little Clifty Creek, in the 
SW. i sec. 17, T. 19 N., R. W. 

Cbattanooga .shale: Ft. In. 
Black fissile shale______ 40 0 
Sylamore sandstone member; friable coarse· grained 

whit.e to brown sandstone, pit.ted on surface _ 4 0 
Clift.y limestone: 

Compact, Slightly sWldy, light bluish-gray lime-
stone, breaking with conchoidal Il'aeture_________ 1 0 

Sandy lamlnat.ed cross-bedded gray limestone in 
which are a few fossils 1 6 

Everton limestone: 
Kings River sandstone mf'mber; friable laminated, 

somewhat cross-bedded ~a.ccharoldal sandstone, 
forming low escarpment on the bench above 
which the overlying beds are exposed 15 0 

Powellllmest.one: 
Fine-grained gray magnesian limestone. 

Fossils and c01'1'elation.-The basal 18 inches of the Clifty 
limestone at the only locality in northern Arkansas at which 
rocks of this age have been found contains a small but. highly 
characteristic Middle DflVonian faunule. The matrix is hard 
and the fossils are therefore somewhat difficult to prepare for 
determination. Altogether some 10 or 12 species are repre
sented, Of these SpiriJer jornacula Hall, Spirifer audaculu8 
Conrad, Tropidoleptm carinatm Conrad, and Homalonotus 
dekayi Green are positively identified, and Spirifer sculptilis 
Hall, Coleolus tenuicinctum Hall, Tentaculites 8calariformis 
Hall, and Proetus rowi (Green) are identified with some doubt. 
The remaining species are brachiopods and gastropods that 
resemble forms commonly found in ussociation with the fossils 
named; at least their testimony does not in any way invalidate 
that of the others. On the evidence afforded by these fossils 
the Clifty limestone is therefore confidently assigned to the age 

lIlureb Sprlngs-Harmon_9. 
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of the Hamilton shale of the New York section. More exactly 
correlated it is of the age of the Sellersburg limestone of 
Indiana. 

Stratigraphic relations.-The Clifty limestone rests upon the 
even surface of the Kings River sandstone member, but the 
two are separated by a break that represents a period of ero~ 
sion lasting probably through middle and late Ordovician, 
Silurian, and early Devonian time. It is overlain by the 
Sylamore sandstone member, from which it. is separated by a 
strati!l:raphic break. There is, however, no marked physical 
evidence of the true stratigraphic relations of these members 
except that afforded by the overlap of the Sylamol'e upon the 
Kings River member. 

Definition.-The Chattanooga shale was nRmed by C. W. 
Hayes from Chattanooga, Tenn., where it is 'Nell developed, 
but the name was not used in northern Arkansas until 1905, 
when it was applied by G. I. Adams and E. O. Ulrich to the 
late Devonian sandstone and shale in the Fayetteville quad
rangle. 1 The formation in the Eureka Springs and Harrison 
quadrangles, as in the Fayetteville, consists of shale and a 
basal member known as the Sylamore sandstone, this name 
having been taken by J. C. Branner from Sylamore Creek in 
Stone County, Ark. The formation has also been called 
"Sylamore formation," "Eureka" shale, and "Noel" shale. 

Di-stribution and characte1\-The Chattanooga shale occurs 
in the northern half of the Eureka Springs quadrangle and on 
the northwestern border of the Harrison quadrangle. It is 
conformable with but not coextensive with the Sylamore sand
stone member. In the northwestern part of the Harrison 
quadrangle and the northern part of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle it overlaps the Sylamore, and in the southern and 
eastern parts of the quadrangles it is not present where the 
sandstone is exposed. It is best developed along War Eagle 
Creek at the western border of the Eureka Springs quadrangle, 
where 50 feet of it is exposed, without, however, disclosing the 
Sylamore beneath. From War Eagle Creek it thins toward the 
north and east. Its thickness along the northern part of the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle is 5 to 8 feet. In the northeastern 
part of the quadrangle and in the vicinity of Eureka Springs 
it is 5 to 6 feet thick. It occurs on the north slope of' Pen
sion ::\Iountain but is absent farther south, along Rockhouse 
!md Piney creeks and their tributaries. Its outcrop is generally 
a narrow band on the hill slopes alld appears just below the 
escarpment produced by the St. Joe limestone and above the 
small bench produced by the Sylamore sandstone or possibly 
other underlying resistant beds. It is exposed at many places, 
but along most of its outcrop it is covered with residual mate
rial and debris deriyed from the overlying Boone. 

'Where the shale is thickest the lower and greater part of it 
is black carbonaceous, thinly fissile clay shale, ,..,.hich weathers 
into thin flakes and mttles as one walks over it. It is inter~ 
seeted by numerous st.raight and clean-cut joints. Its upper 
part is dark to brown, in places contains sandy streaks that are 
phosphatic, is less fissile than the lower part, weathers into 
prismatic blocks irrespective of bedding, and contains pyrite. 
"\\7here the lower part is absent and the upper part rests upon 
the Sylamore sandstone the surface of the sandstone is at many 

'places thickly set 'with crystals of pyrite. 
Sylamore sandstone member.-The Sylamore sandstone is 

widespread over the quadrangles, being exposed along the 
larger streams and many of the smaller ones in the Harrison 
quadrangle' and in the northern two-thirds of the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle. At several places in the southern part 
and in the northwest corner of the Harrison quadrangle it is 
not found, and in the knobs along the northern border of the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle it is either wanting or occurs in a 
single layer an inch or so thick_ At most places it capid a low 
escarpment and produces a narrow bench on which the black 
shale of the Chattanooga is exposed. 

Some of the sandstone mapped as Sylamore in parts of'the 
Eureka Springs and in much of the Harrison quadrangle, where 
it is not overlain by the shale of the Chattanooga, may possibly 
be of lower Mississippian age. If it is Mississippian the sand
srone in such areas, like the Sylamore in areas where it is ove~
lain by the shale, is composed of sand picked up from sandy 
beds that immediately underlie it. Such sand would have been 
spread along the bottom of the Mississippian sea as the shore 
line advanced over the base-leveled land area. But as sand
stone has nowhere been found in the quadrangles immediately 
above the Chattanooga shale, and as this sandstone is apparently 
continuous with the Sylamore, it is referred to the Sylamore_ 

The Sylamore sandstone is generally 2 to 5 feet thick, but 
at some places within a short distance it changes in thickness 
from a few inches to several feet. It consists typically of one 
or more massive beds, but it is locally thin bedded. It is com~ 
posed of white to yellow and in places of mottled-brown 
medium to coarse grained friable sandstone. The sand grains 

1 Adams, G. 1., and Ulrich, E. 0" U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Fay
etteville folio (No. 119), 1905. 

are well rounded and translucent, and in places it contains 
small particles of limonite derived from pyrite. O~·al phos~ 

phatic pebbles, some as large as walnuts, are here and there 
cemented to its top surface, and a few such pebbles lie in and 
between the layers of sandsto~e. The pebbles are yellow to 
brown on the outside but on fresh surfaces are black. At some 
places thin layers of the sandstone contain a small amount 
of disseminated black phosphatic material. In the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle the sandstone contains pieces of chert that 
look like waterworn pebbles, but many of these pieces are so 
irregular that they can not be so classed. Exposed upper sur~ 
faees of the sandstone show numerous small pits, and the under 
surfaces of overhanging ledges are similarly pitted, from the 
dropping out of loose material. 

The phosphatic pebbles, conglomerate, and limonite are 
characteristic of this sandstone, but they are not found at some 
places, and at these places it is difficult to distinguish the rock 
from the St. Peter and the Kings River sandstones, upon 
either of which it may rest. Under such conditions it 
must be identified by less prominent differences, such as those 
of color, size of grain, and rate of weathering. As a rule, the 
Sylamore sandstone is not so white as the other two sandstones 
and weathers with more rounded edges. Other differences 
are the absence from the Sylamore of the cross-bedding and 
fine lamination that are characteristic features of the other 
sandstones. 

The sand of this member was derived mainly from the St. 
Peter and the Kings Ri ver sandstones, though some of it was 
doubtless derived from sandstone in the Joachim and Jasper 
limestones and in limestone of the Everton, which overlies the 
Kings River. 

Fossils and correlation.-Aside from a small Lingula, which 
may not be specifically distinguishable from L. spatulata Hall 
of the Genesee shale of New York and which is much like 
L. melie Hall of the Sunbury shale of Ohio, and from some 
forms that have minute denticulated jaws and are known as 
conodonts, the Chattanooga shale has yielded no invj)rtebrate 
fossils. Both the Lingula and the conodonts are characteristic 
fossils of the Chattanooga shale in'Tennessee. rfhe only other 
fossil collected from this formation in Arkansas is an imperfect 
fish bone about 5 inches long, 2 inches wide, and ,possibly 
half an inch thick, which may be one of the mandibles of a 
species of Dinichthys. The specimen is embedded in a piece 
of sandstone from the Sylamore, found at the base of the mem
ber in the adjoining Yellville quadrangle, near Duff, Ark. 
Bones of apparently the same fish occur in a phosphate bed at 
the base of the Chattanooga shale in Tennessee. 

Litholol!;ically the Chattanooga sha.le agrees very closely 
wit.h the formation of the same name in Tennessee and adjoin
ing States. As the evidence furnished by the fossils is in 
entire accord with the correlation thus suggested, the practice of 
using the same name for the black shale and the sandstone in 
Arka.nsas seems fully ·warranted. There is some legitimate 
difference of opinion as to whet.her the formation should be 
classed as late Devonian or earliest Mississippian, but in this 
folio it is classed as Deyonian. 

Stratigraphic relations.-The Chattanooga shale is uncon
formable with the formations upon the eroded surfaces and trun
cated edges of which it rests, but the contact is only slightly 
irregular. In the southern part of the HatTison quadrangle 
it rests upon the' Jasper limestone where that is present; else
where it rests upon the Joachim limestone and the S.t. Peter 
sandst.one. It overlaps northward and westward UpOD: the 
St. Peter sandstone, the EYerton limestone, the Powell lime~ 
stone, or the Cotter dolomite, its position depending,' on the 
amount of local erosion that pref'eded its deposition. 

The absence of the shale of the Chattanooga formation from 
the southern and eastern parts of the area in which the 
Sylamore sandstone member outcrops is thought to be due to 
erosion that resulted from a slight elevation of those parts. 

CARBO~IFEROUS SYSTEM. 

The rocks of the Carboniferous system in the area are 
divided into two series-the Mississippian below and the 
Pennsylvanian ("Coal Measures") above. These names are 
taken from the Mississippi Valley and Pennsyivania, respec
tively, the regions in ,""hich the two series are typically 
developed. In the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles 
the Mississippia.n series includes the Boone limestone, the 
Bates\--ille sandstone, the Fayetteville shale, and the Pitkin 
limestone, and the Pennsylvanian series includes the Hale 
formation, the Bloyd shale, and the Winslow formation_ Only 
the lower part of the Pennsylvanian series is exposed in the 
quadrangles, but higher rocks, which are coal bearing over 
considerable areas, are widely distributed in the Arkansas 
VaHey, farther south. 

Definition. - The Boone limestone consists of chert and 
limestone varying in amount horizontally as well as vertically. 



It comprises strata of Kinderhook, Osage, and Warsaw age. 
At the base of the formation there is a persistent and conspic
uous limestone that is mapped and described as the St. Joe 
member. This member was named by J. C. Branner, from 
St. Joe, Ark., where it is typically exposed and where it was 
first studied by the Geological Survey of Arkansas. i 

The formation is named from Boone County, Ark., most of 
which is included in the Hanison quadrangle, the name haying 
been first applied to it by J. C. Branner, though it was intro
duced into geologic literature by F. W. Simonds 2 and R. A. F. 
Penrose S in their reports, that appeared simultaneously in 1891. 
H. S. Williams 4 has used the name "Carrollton limestone" 
for the gray limestone exposed in the cliff half a mile west of 
Carrollton, in the Harrison quadrangle, where 90 feet of more 
or less cherty limestone at the top of the Boone is exposed. 
In Missouri these limestones, besides being called Boone, have 
generally been termed Burlington or Keokuk. The Fern Glen 
limestone on the eastern flank of the Ozark region is the 
equi \'alent· of the St. Joe and certain overlying beds exposed on 
War Eagle Creek in the Eureka Springs quadrangle. An 
oolitic limestone near the top of the formation in the Joplin 
district has been described by C. E. Sieben thai as the Short 
Creek oolite member, and a heavy chert bed about 100 feet 
below it as the Grand Falls chert member. ,1 These two mem
bers are probably represented in places in the Eureka Springs 
and Harrison quadrangles by beds of similar lithology and 
stratigraphic position, the Short Creek oolite member by an 
oolitic limestone near the top of the formation and the Grand 
Falls chert member by some part of the chert beds beneath the 
oolite. 

The thickness of the Boone, not including the St. J oe mem~ 
ber, is generally 300 to 350 feet, but near Ponca, in the south
ern part of the Harrison quadrangle, it is about 400 feet. 

Disfll'ibution and surface form.-The Boone limestone is the 
surface rock oYer a larger area within the quadrangles than is 
occupied by any other formation. In the Harrison quadrangle 
it outcr~ps over a broad, irregular belt that extends northwest
ward across it a little north of the center. In the area north
east of this belt and along Buffalo Fork of White River and 
its tributaries in the southeast corner of the quadmngle the 
exposures consist of outliers or of branching tonguelike areas 
that occupy the crests of the hills. In the area west of this 
belt the formation usually outcrops in narrow bat;td.s along the 
streams and at only a few places does it occur [IS outliers or 
inliers. It is exposed over considerable areas in the central 
and northwestern parts of the Eureka Springs quadrangle. 
Elsewhere in this' quadrangle the outcrops are less extensive 
and lie along the hills in the northern part and in the valleys 
in the southern part. 

The outcrops of the Boone over a large part of the quad
rangles are dissected by narrow valleys, most of which are 
canyon-like; but inland from the larger streams the surface is 
less broken and is gently rolling, as about Hindsville, Oak 
Grove, Harrison, Gaither, Elmwood, and Bellefonte. In the 
northern part of both quadrangles alld in the southeast corner 
of the Harrison, where the streams have cut through the Boone 
into underlying rocks, its outcropping edges form a steep slope 
known as the Eureka Springs escarpment. This escarpment is 
probably most conspicuously developed east of Eureka Springs, 
where it forms a highland rim that practically surrounds the 
basin-like area in which Berryville is situated; elsewhere it is, 
as a rule, equally high but less steep or less rugged in outline 
than about Berryville. Though the areas of this formation are 
rather densely forested, except where cleared, rock exposures are 
abundant in all parts of the quadrangles. 

If the valleys that have been cut into the Boone were refilled 
to the level marked by the crests of the highest hills composed 
of this formation, the result would be a remarkably even struc
tural plain. Practically the only hills or mountains that 
would rise above it would be the Boston Mountains and a few 
hills of circumdenudation made up of formations overlying 
the Boone. 

Characler.-The Boone limestone, exclusive of the St. Joe 
member, which will be described under a separate head, con
sists of limestone, cherty limestone, and chert, the last two 
predominating. The relative proportions of chert and lime
stone differ both horizontally and vertically, but as a rule the 
limestone is found mainly at the top, at the middle, and at the 
base of the formation and increases in amount from the north
ern to the southern parts of the areas. In the E. 1- sec. 13, 
T. 16 N., R. 22 'V., the entire formation consists of limestone 
containing only a little nodular chert, but this is the oJ;;lly 
exposure of that kind observed. Where best developed, the 
limestone is 100 feet or more thick, and that thickness may be 

lHopkins, T. C., Marbles and other limestones: Arkansas Geol. Survey 
Ann. Rept. for 181l0, yol. 4, pp. 25B--349, 181lB. 

~Simonds, F. W., The geology of Washington County: Arkansas Geol. 
Survey Ann. Rept. for 1888, vol. 4, pp. 27-87, 149, 181l1. 

• Penrose, R. A. F., jr., ::lianganese: its uses, ores, and deposits: Arkansas 
Geol. Survey Ann. Rept. for 181l0, vol. 1, pp. 129-188, 1891. 

i-Williams, H. S., The Paleozoic faunas of northern Arkansas: Arkansas 
Geol. Survey Ann. Rept. for 1892, vol. 5, pp. 834-887, 1900. 

~Siebentha1, C. E., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Joplin district follo 
(No. 148), pp. 2-6, 1907 (reprinted in 1914). 
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reached in any part of the formation. Near Ponca, in the 
Harrison quadrangle, the limestone in the upper half is 180 
feet thick. On the mountain south of Cecil Creek, northwest 
of Jasper, the limeston{J in the middle is 100 feet and that at 
the top is 75 feet thick. Near Willcockson, also in the 
Harrison quadrangle, the limestone in the lower part ranges in 
thickness from 90 to 200 feet and contains little or no chert. 
:Farther north and west in the quadrangles a persistent bed of 
limestone 40 to 60 feet thick occurs near the middle, and here 
and there considerable limestone occurs at or near the top. 
The beds consist of gray compact, very pure limestone, rang
ing from finely to coarsely crystalline and containing only 
a little chert. Most of the beds are massive and vary in thick
ness from 1 foot to more than 3 feet. Fossil crinoid stems are 
numerous; brachiopods and other marine shells less so. North 
of Jasper, in the Harrison quadrangle, a bed of massive pink 
limestone occurs 50 feet above the top of the St. Joe member. 

An oolitic limestone near the top of the formation was 
observed at Kingston, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, and 
at Burlington and Carrollton, in the Harrison quadrangle. 
This is probably the equivalent of the Short Creek oolite 
member, which is widely distributed in southwestern Missouri 
and northeastern Oklahoma. The bed ranges in thickness 
from 7 to 15 feet and consists of compact light-gray limestone 
made up of small round oolitic grains. Where it is exposed 
in bluffs it shells off parallel to the surface, thus producing a 
concave face between projecting ledges above and below. The 
following section at Carrollton, where this oolitic limestone is 
well exposed, is compiled from notes by P. V. Roundy and 
R. D. Mesler: 

Se~tion of Boone limestone on bluff half a mile west of Carrollton. 

Batesville sapdstone: 
Brown sandstone. 
Hindsville limestone member (fossiliferous, rather F .... t. 

massive gray limestone) ___________________________ 15--20 

Boone limestone: 
Even·bedded gray limestone, interbedded with 

chert whi~h increases toward the top, where it 
predominates ______ ._______________ ____ 55 

Oolitic light· gray limestone, the upper 6 feet of 
which sheUs olf parallel to the weathered BUr
face and forms a concave face (Short Creek oolite 
member ?)___ ___________ 7t 

Light·gray to dark-gray hard heavy-bedded lime· 
stone to base of bluft'__ 80 

The limestones of the Boone above the St. Joe member are 
nearly pure calcium carbonate. They are very soluble in 
ground water and contain many underground drainage systems 
and caves. Sink holes are of common occurrence in areas 
w here the limestones are the surface rock. Prospects in this 
part of the formation exhibit fissures and enlarged joints filled 
with red clay and chert boulders. In some places this mate
rial is cemented together with stalactite and stalagmite deposits. 
A fissure containing red clay and like deposits, in which are 
embedded bones of Pleistocene mammals, is found 4 miles west 
of 'Villcockson, in the Harrison quadrangle. It is known as 
the Conard fissure, and in it were found, in addition to 
others' previously known, two new genera and 20 new species 
of mammals, which have been described by Barnum Brown. 6 

The upper surface of the limestone is likewise covered with a 
mantle of red clay and residual chert, the clay occurring in 
greatest quantity over the more level areas, as about Spring 
Valley, Whitener, Hindsdlle, Oak Grove, Harrison, Gaither, 
Elmwood, and Bellffonte. 

Chert occurs in all parts of the formation above the St. Joe 
member bu't is the principal rock near the middle 01' lower 
parts of this division of the Boone. The vertical transition 
from beds of limestone to beds that are composed wholly or 
mainly of chert is everywhere gradual, by increase of the one 
and decrease of the other. In some layers of limestone the 
chert occurs in nodules that are widely separatedj in others the 
nodules are in part united; in still others the chert is suffi
ciently abundant to form a sheet or lens in the middle of the 
layer. At many places it occurs as successive layers. Sections 
100 feet thick or more, some of them exposed in the vertical 
and picturesque bluffs along the largest streams of the area, 
are composed wholly of chert. The chert where unaffected by 
weathering is dense, hard, compact, and brittle, has a more or 
less perfect conchoidal fracture, a.nd is white or light gray, but 
at some places it is blue, green, or black and has the waxy 
luster of chalcedony. The compact variety, which breaks with 
a conchoidal fracture, was extensively used by the Indians for 
making stone implements, some of which may still be found 
here and there in the quadrangles, especially in the bottom 
lands. 

Near the top of Pension Mountain and around the whole 
western part of it there is a heavy ledge of chert, the base of 
which is about 80 feet above the St. Joe member. It is much 
jointed and full of irregular cavities (the largest about 14 
inches lonl'!; and 2 inches wide with its greater dimension 
horizontal), yet it is firm and holds together well enough to 

6 Brown, Barnum, The Conard ftssure, a Pleistocene bone deposit in 
northern Arkansas, with descriptions of two new genera and twenty new 
species of mammals: Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. Mem., vol. 9, pt. 4, pp. IM-
208,12 pI8., February, 1908. 

produce a bluff 12 feet high. At many places the chert con
tains calcium carbonate or secondary quartz in small pockets 
or joints. A noteworthy occurrence of such quartz is on 
Crystal Mountain, 4 miles southwest of Green Forest, where 
it is found in numerous short crystals ranging from micro~ 
scopic size to a diameter of an inch or more. The mountain 
takes its name from these crystals. 

Great quantities of the chert are left as a residue on the 
surface by the solution of the limestone by ground water. (See 
PI. IX.) From the chert itself is removed whatever calcium 
carbonate ~t originally contained, together with more or less of 
its silica, so that much of it is porous and spongy, though a 
great deal still remains compact. The weathered parts are 
generally white, gray, brown, or yellow, their color depending 
mainly on the amount of irOll oxide they contain. The chert 
in places contains many fossils, which occur as perfect siliceous 
casts from which the calcium carbonate of the original organic 
remains has been leached and as siliceous bodies in which 
the original calcium carbonate has been replaced by silica. 
Changes of temperature cause the chert to break into small 
fragments, which collect in gTeat quantities and form a good 
natural macadam along such roads as follow the 'base of the 
slopes. 

Most of the silica that forms the chert was probably depos
ited contemporaneously with the calcareous material that forms 
the limestone, but some of it may have been introduced from 
outside sources and may have replaced the limestone, though 
there appears to be no possible source for so much silica. The 
minimum estimate of the quantity of chert in the two quadran
gles before any was removed by erosion-and these quadran~ 
gles are only a small part of the area occupied by the formation 
in the Ozark region-is 52 cubic miles. This estimate and the 
fact that the great mass of...chert is confined to definite parts 
of the formation seem to indicate the contemporaneous deposi
tion of the silica and the calcium carbonate for at least the most 
siliceous part of the formation. If most of the silica was depos
ited with the limestone the silica composing the nodules and 
sheets in the layers of limestone was apparently concentrated 
in such forms from the general mass of the limestone through 
the agency of ground water, the silica replacing much of the 
calcium carbonate. The bedded cherts were probably for the 
most part siliceous deposits and thus Owe their present nature 
only in small part to segregation. The silica could have been 
laid down contemporaneously with the limestone-forming mate
rial (1) as fine-grained detrital quartz, (2) as a deposit derived 
from organic remains, or (3) as a deposit by chemical precipi
ta.tion in colloidal form. The purity of the limestone leads the 
authors of this folio to attribute the silica to one or both of the 
two sources last indicated. Sponge spicules have been recog~ 
nized in the chert at only a few places in the Ozark region, 
and the apparent general absence of these spicules and of other 
siliceolls tests is adverse to but does not disprove the assump
tion of its organic origin, for such remains would have been 
largely or wholly destroyed .by the partial crystallization of the 
silica and its segregation by ground water. The fact that silica 
of organic origin is more soluble than that of chemical origin 
inclines one to consider siliceous organisms the most probable 
source of the silica. 

St. Joe limestone member.-The St. Joe limestone, though 
comparatively thin, is one of the most persistent and conspic
uous beds in the quadrangles. It is at no place absent, and it 
is exposed in the northern two-thirds of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle and in most parts of *e Harrison quadrangle, its 
outcrop generally occurring in the Eureka Springs escarpment, 
whose upper part contains the overlying cherty beds of the 
Boone. The member generaUy stands out on this escarpment 
as a low bluff produced in part by the undermining of the 
Chattanooga shale by weathering and in part by the rapid 
weathering of the lower part of the St. Joe itself, which causes 
the beds to project in overhanging layers. (8ee PI. VII.) Some 
ledges break down into large slabs and blocks, which lie on the 
slope below. Beneath the jutting ledges of the shale at many 
places there are low caves, caused by the breaking dO'wn of the 
limestone along underground wah~r channels, many of which 
extend upward along joint planes that have been widened by 
solution. 

The thickness of the St. Joe member in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle is generally from 20 to 25 feet. In several places 
it does not exceed 10 feet; in others it reaches 30 feet; in one 
or two places it reaches 40 to 50 feet. At and near Eureka 
Springs it is 25 feet thick. The following are some of the 
exceptions to the usual thickness: At War Eagle, 16 feet j 1 
mile east of Jennings Ford on White River, 10 to 12 feetj on 
the head of West Leatherwood Creek, north of Beaver, and 
on Brush and Brushy mountains, 15 feet; at Mundell, near 
Winona Springs, at places southeast of Berryville, and at 
places on Piney Creek, 30 feet; at the north end of Pension 
Mountain, 40 feet; and on Piney Creek east of the mouth of 
Brushy Hollow, 50 feet. In the northern part of the Hanison 
quadrangle its ordinary thickness is about 30 feet, though in 
places it is thicker. At Jennings Gap its thickness is 40 feet; 
at Cisco, 55 feet; at Omaha, 66 feet; at Enon and near the 



head of McGill Hollow northeast of Omaha, 50 feet; and on 
Little Walnut Creek ROuth ... t of Omaha, 50 feet or more. In 
the southern part of the quadrangle its thickness ranges from. 
45 to 60 feet, though it i, usually about 50 feet. T. C. Hop
kins 1 reports it 88 70 feet north of Wells Creek post office 
and from 40 to 100 feet on Harp, Mill, and Flatrock creeks 
near Willcockson. 

The upper limit of thi' member i, commonly defined by the 
presence of chert in the superjacent beds but is Dot ma.rked by 
any decided variation in the ooJor or. the texture of the lime
stone as it merges into that part of the Boone. In places the 
8ucce~ing limestone of the Boone is of' considerable thickness 
and is not cherty. 

At its northern outcrops this member consists of three well. 
defined divisions. At most places the upper 10 to 15 feet is 
massive, even-bedded gray coarse-textured crystalline limestone 
full of crinoid stems. It is this division that forms the pro
jecting ledge '0 frequently found in the ,teep escarpment 
produced by thi, member. Below thi, i, about 5 feet of 
thin-bedded limestone that weathers like shale and is red, gray, 
or chocolate-colored. The lower division is more massive and 
resistant than the middle but less so than the upper one, and 
in places it contains nodules and lenses of gray to chocolate
colored chert some of which are 4 feet long and 6 inches thick. 

Near Omaha, where the member measures 66 feet, the mass 
of the lower and the upper divisioDs has increased, but the 
middle division retains the usual thickness. The following 
section is exposed in the railroad cut beyond the farther end 
of the first railroad tunnel north of Omaha: 

8ecUrm of St. Joe limeatofUl memb61' in raiwoad eut nortfl, of ftrst raiZroad 
tunnel north of Omaha. ' 

st. Joe llmeatone member: 
Rather ma.s&1ve gray cryltalUlI4 llweetone, exposed 

on hlllilope ____________ .___________________________ flO 
Bed 8haJ.y thin·bedded limeltone ______ .. ______________ 4 

Gray, crYltalline limeltone containing chert beds 
atbaae ______________________________________ . ______ 12 

Green ahale _________ • ________________________________ _ 

SylamOl'6 landstone member ('r): 
White to rllity I&Ddstone_____________________________ 8 0 

Along Buffalo Fork of White River and it, tributaries the 
three divisions mentioned above are lees apparent than they are 
farther north. At most places the limestone is coarsely crys
talline, but at others it is compact and very finely crystalline. 
Most of it is gray, though some is of various shades of red and 
green. All these colors occur together in some of the layers 
and produce a mottled effect. Fragments of crinoid stems are 
very numerous in the limestone. The layers are uniform in 
thickness and are commonly thin, though some of them are 2 
and a few are 4 feet thick, the massive layers occurring locally 
and near the base. Also near the base there is at some places 
a layer of dark-bluish to yellow ,haly limestone, 3 to 4 feet 
thick, which is probably the Bame bed as the simi1.8r one in 
the northern outcrops. Dense chert possessing a conchoidal 
fracture and a waxy IUBter and varying in color from place to 
place through several shades of red, gray, and blue occurs here 
and there as tabular sheets or nodular masses in the layers of 
limestone in the upper part of the member. A ~tion of the 
St. Joe member in the middle of the west part of sec. 29, 
T. 17 N., R. 20 W., on the Harp Creek ,ide of the hill, i, 
described by T. C. Hopkin,. as follows: 

The Bt. Joe marble varies in color and texture; the bed is nearly 
100 feet thick, the bottom la.yers, 10 to 15 feet, being sbaly, yellow, 
soft, and crumbling; the next 8 or 10 feet of a purplish-red color, in 
thin solid slabs from 1 to 3 inche.s thick, overlying which is the main 
body, 70 to 80 feet, in strata. from 2 to 5 feet thick, varying in color 
from dark reddish brown to light rose-colored, with some bands of 
gray. It is nearly all fossiliferous, crinoid stems being the most 
abundant. 

Hopkins states that it was near the half-mile comer on the 
east side of sec. 30 of the township and range just mentioned 
that the block was taken for the State offering in the Wa,h
ington Monument. 8 He describes the marble constituting the 
ledge from which the block wa, taken as being about 4 feet 
thick, of a light-red color variegated with numerous white spots 
of fossil casts, and of a homogeneous texture. An analysis of 
a sample from the ledge follows: 

AnaZlIria of Zifn,esfonsfrom the 8t. Jos msmber near WiUcoc7t;8on. 

tR.. If. Braokett,a.nalyn.] 

Alumina. (Al,OI) ____________________________ ~___________ 0.009 
Ferric oxide (Fe.O.) _________________________________ .__ .061 
"Magnesta. (MgO) ________________________________________ .190 
Lime (CaD) _____________________________ .___________ ____ .pIS. 800 

~~(i?6)} ----------------------------------------- .OM 
Tita.nfo oxide (TW.) ____________________________________ Trace. 
Lou on:lgnition (CO .. etc,} __________ . ______________ .___ 43.740 
Pbosphoric acid (P.O.)_________________________________ .028 
Manganese oxide (MnO.) _______________________________ .015 

Zino oxide (ZnO) prel9nt but not determined 
In801uble residue (IUlea, etc.) ___________________________ .800 

100.172 
Ca101um ca.rbone.te _____________ ________________________ 98.'110 

1 Hopkinl, T. 0., Marble8 ~d other limeltonel: ArkanlWl Geol. Survey 
Ann. Bept. for 1890. vol. 4, pp. 176--288, 1898. 

I Idem, p. 1'78. 
• Idem, p. SOB. 
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On Davis Creek a quarter of a mile northwest of Yardelle 
there is an apparent unconformity in what is called the St. Joe, 
the part above tqe unconformity con8i~ting of even-bedded 
pinkish limestone and that below of irregularly bedded lime
,tone in thin plate, and mas,ive layera (See fig. 11.) The 
lower limestone, 10 feet of which is exposed above the stream, 

FIGURE it.-Sketch section shOwing an appa.rent unconformity in the St. 
Joe lJmestone member of the Boone limestone on Davis Creek, one
fourth mOe northwest of Yarde1le. 

varies in texture from compact and finely crystalline to coarsely 
crystalline and in color from gray to pink. It contains crinoid 
stems and brachiopods. That the apparent unconformity 
between the two beds does not represent a long interval of time 
is suggested by fossils collected both above and below the 
stratigraphic break, which, according to G. H. Girty, are 
markedly similar and indicate Fern Glen age for the limestone. 
This apparent sU'Rtigraphic break is believed to be due to 
Bubmarine erosion. C. E. Siebenthal, who has studied several 
similar breaks at and near this horizon in the Wyandotte 
quadrangle in northeastern Oklahoma. and southwestern Mis
souri, suggests that most of 'them may have been caused by 
irregularity of deposition, due to the action of ocean currents, 
such as occurs in the formation of sand bars. 

A somewhat similar though more pronounced unconformity 
near the base of the Boone exists on War Eagle Creek, at the 
west side of the Eureka Springs quadrangle. The following 
section by E. O. Ulrich gives a detailed description of the 
rocka A photograph of the expo,ure i, shown on Plate VIII. 

Beation of the base 0/ the Boone UmeBtone emposed in bZuJ!' hal! a mile 
northwest of War Bagle port oJ!"ce. 

Boone limestone: lI'eet.' 
Residual chert of Boone. 
Overlapping, ra.ther ma.ssive, medinm·gralned lIght

gray limestone, cherty in slope to the west of the 
blu~ bllt nearly free of obert in the fresh rook of 
the blui! ItaeU. ThIs bed is Keokuk or Burlington 
in age, and at Ita baH there il an apparent uncon-
formity_____________________________________________ 0-411 

Very fine grained light bluish, irregu1.a.rly bedded. 
limestone, interbedded or mixed with ca.lcareous 
shale. The limestone is largely replaced by flinty 
chert. Fern Glen fosBill, ellpeclally Bryozoa, are 
abundant:ln both kindll of rock____________________ 0-00 

Fairly even bedded, very cberty, fine-grained. light 
clove colored limestone. The chert is flinty and :In 
layers, occurring either as nodlllee or replacing 
whole layers of the limestone. 'rbe fOllslls conilist 
chiefly of shells. Taon"",, zone Is:ln lower part__ 10-aO 

St. Joe limestone member, noncherty even·bedded. 
graylah.blue crlnoldal limestone of smalls11bcrystal
line grain. The upper half b.a.s thin ahaly partings 
tbat contain a few fenestellid Bryozoll.____________ 18 

Base not exposed. 

Only the lowest bed in this section is identified as St. Joe, 
because the two overlying beds are lithological~y different from 
the St. Joe elsewhere in the area. This identification places 
the apparent break not in the St. Joe member, as at Yardelle, 
but in the beds that overlie that member. The suggestions 
offered to explain the apparent break at Yardelle and similar 
phenomena in Oklahoma apply alao to this locality. The 
fossils from the section near War Eagle Creek were obtained 
in the beds above the St. Joe. They indicate Fern Glen ap;e, 
which,is also the age of the St. Joe itself. The fauna differs 
somewhat, however, from that of the pink crinoidsl limestone 
of the St. Joe at Yardelle and presents more analogies with 
certain gray limestone and shaly beds believed to represent 
the same formation in the Siloam Springs and Wyandotte 
quadrangles. 

Beneath the St. Joe member at a few places lies a thin bed 
of gray to green clay shale, that breaks into small pieces with 
conchoidal fracture. It is thickest near War Eagle, where it 
ranges from 4 to 7 feet, where the lower part is dark gray. and 
where it includes at its base a thin layer of conglomerate, 
which is sandy, phosphatic, glauconitic, and ferruginous and 
contains conodonts. This shale at and near Eureka Springs 
ranges in thicknes, from 12 to 18 inches. On Little Clifty 
Creek, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, it is 2 feet thick j 
and north of Omaha, in the Harrison quadrangle, it is reduced 
to 4 inches. 

F088ils and correlation.-The·Boone limestone of this area 
is believed to be equivalent to the Fern Glen, Burlington, 
Keokuk, and Warsaw limestonee of the typical Mississippian 
section. The lower portion of' the Boone, which has been 
separated from the rest as the St. Joe limestone member, is the 
equivalent of the Fern Glen limestone, but certain beds, which 
are known by their fossils to be of Fern Glen age, overlie the 
typical St. Joe on War Eagle Creek in the Eureka Spring' 
quadrangle. The rest of the Boone iii about equally divided 
between the Burlington and the Keokuk and Warsaw, the part 
above the oolite now being thought to be equiValent to the 

Warsaw rather than to the Keokuk, to which it ha, heretofore 
been referred. The three divisions of the Boone correspond
ing to the Fern Glen, the Burlington, and the . Keokuk 
limestones are characterized in a general way by distinctive 
faunas, but the faunas appear not to change abruptly and they 
have many species in common. 

Some of the more characteristic species of the St. Joe fauna, 
those which "'pecially show ita affinity with the Fern Glen, 
are li,ted below: 

Oyatha.xonle. minor_ 
OYBtodlctya lineata. 
Eue.ctinopora. sexradia.ta. 
Leptaena analaga. 
Chonlltesloge.ni. 
Produetus B&mpsoni. 
Oama:ophoria bldnue.ta.. 
Splrlfer grimell. 

fuacbytbyril fernglen.enall. 
Delthyris novamel:ieana. 
SplrUerlna IUbtexta. 
Cliothyrld1na proutl. 
Hnsted1a.elroula.rl8. 
Ptyoho&plra Ilexpllcata. 
Platyoora.a paraJium. 

'rhe Boone does not contain typical Burlington and Keokuk 
faunas. Its faunas lack some of the species that are found in 
the Burlington and Keokuk of the northern areas and contain 
some that are not known there. Still other species are com
mon to both areas but appear not to have the same range. 
However, the Boone does contain some of the diagnostic Bur
lington and Keokuk species j and, furthermore, the Burlington 
species occur in the lower half of the Boone and the Keokuk 
species occur in the upper half. Some of the common and 
more significant types of fossils found in the lower half of the 
Boone are listed below: 

Oyathu:onta. a.rcuata.. 
Oyathaxonia. minor. 
Oladoohonua ameriea.nus. 
Orthotetes keokuk. 
Bhipidomella. duble.. 
Bchlzophoria 1fW8.1I0wi. 
Chonetes illlnoisenlliB. 
Chonetes logani 
Avonla mUlelplnosa. 
Produetua burlingtonenm. 
Produetu8levicosta: 

Glrtyella.boonia.na.. 
Oll.marotoeohia aff. O. ooopereDJIIa. 
Pseudoayrlm: keokuk. 
Bplrlfer grimelL 
SplrJlereUa plena.. 
Braehytbyris ellborb1euIe.rla. 
Delthyrillimfits. 
Oliothyddlna Incrusata. 
Cyrtlna bnrUngtoD9l;lsl8t 
Pla.tyeera.s ps.ra.ltllm. 

The fo,sil, li,ted below were found in the upper haU of the 
Boone limestone. 

Trlplophyllnm ee.r!na.tllm. Beti.cula.ria pseudolineata. 
AmpleXUII fl'agll.iB. Oamarophorla. slmUla.IUI. 
Cladoohonue beecheri. Pileudoeyrinx keokuk. 
Wortbenopora spinosa. Cra.naenal booniana.. 
Dichotrypa &p. SplrU'er keokuk. 
Glyptopora d. G. plumose.. Sp:lrifer loganl. 
Derbya keokuk. . Splrlfer roltella.tue. 
Rblpfdomella dubla. Brachythyrl.e euborbieularll. 
Chonetes tlltnolaensis. Delthyl'il similla. 
Pl'oductus altonenaill Cyrtina neogenea. 
Productu ovatul. Ellmetrla. maroyL 
Productus semiretiolllatUll. Myalina keokuk. 
Produetus worthen1. Bembexla. ai!. B. nodbnarginata. 
Pustula punctata. P1a.tyeeraa paralium. 
Rhynchopora. beecherL Braohymetopus elegans. 

Some novel features of these faunas are the occurrence of 
two Fern Glen spec..oies of Oyathazonia at horizons equivalent 
to the Burlington, the occurre~ce of shells apparently belong
ing to the genus DelthyriB practically throughout the Boone at 
hot'izons as high as the Keokuk, and the occurrence of Hustedia 
oircularis and Plyehospira 88Zplieata in one or ~oth of the 
Keokuk and Burlington parts of the Boone. The abundance 
of Oranaena booniana, Girtyella booniana, Paeudosyrim; keokuk, 
Oyrtina neogenes, and Rhynchopora beeeheri is also character
istic of the fauna. 

The upper 100 feet of the Boone, that portion which in the 
Joplin district comes above the Short Creek oolite member, 
contains a few species that suggest a higher horizon than the 
Keokuk and is probably of Warsaw age. A stratum of oolite 
is known to occur in the Boone at about the holizon of the 
Short Creek oolite at several localities in the Eureka Springs 
and Harrison quadrangles and is believed to be a continu
ation of that member. A collection made frbm this oolite a~ 
Carrollton, in the. Harrison quadrangle, contains the following 
species: 

D1eh.otrypa. Bp. 
Stenoporalp. 
Fenestella aft'. F. tenaL 
BbJpldomella dubla.. 
Productns wortham1 

I 
ClIothyridlna. parviroltr!s! 
MyaJ:lna keokuk. 
Oonoeardlum BP. 
Platyeera.asp. 

This fauna differs somew hat from the peculiar assemblage of 
species found in tne Short Creek oolite member at its typical 
localities, but neve.rtheless the correlation of the two horizons 
is probable. 

Two small collections were obtained. from the Boone at the 
same looality bnt above the oolitic zone. Their combined. 
fauna is as follows: 

Za.phrentia sp. 
Cbonetee Illinolsenais. 
Produetua lemiretioula.tl,ls. 
ProdUBius worthenf1 
Pl'oduotul ai!. P. mesla.lIs. 
Pllstula puncta.ta. 
Avonla mllleBpinola. 

Rhynebopora lIeeehed 
Dielasme. aft. D. utab. 
Bracbythyrie euborb1colll.l'ia. 
Peeudosyrlnx keokuk. 
Camarophorla. ai!. O. slmula.ns. 
Eumetrla. marcyl. 
Phillipsia.lp. 

This fauna is essentially identical with those at horizons 
below the oolitic member and is much more Keokuk in its 
aspect than it is Warsaw. Yet, in spite of the defect in the 
faunal evidence the upper part of' the Boone in the Eureka 
Springe and Harrison quadrangles i, probably of Warsaw age. 



Stratigraphic relations.-In the northern and western parts 
of the Eureka Springs quadrangle the St. Joe member rests 
upon the Chattanooga shale. In the central-eastern part of 
this quadrangle and most of the northern part of the Harrison 
it rests upon the Sylamore sandstone member of that shale. 
In the southern part of the Harrison quadrangle it rests upon 
the Sylamore sandstone, the Cason shale, the Fernvale lime
stone, the Joachim limestone, the Jasper limestone, or the St. 
Peter sandstone, the particular formation found beneath it 
depending on the extent of the local erosion that preceded its 
deposition. "Vhere it rests upon the upper part of the Chat
tanooga shale it is apparently conformable with the rocks 
beneath, though the sandy phosphatic conglomerate, at the 
base of the underlying green shale at 'Val' Eagle probably 
indicates at least local erosion following the deposition of the 
Chattanooga. Elsewhere the St. Joe is unconformable with the 
underlying rocks. However, the surface of the unconformity, 
like most others in the Ozark region, is so even that it can be 
detected only by observing that the overlying formation rests 
upon rocks of different ages at different localities. Although 
the Sylamore member is only a few feet thick, the St. Joe 
is apparently conformable upon it throughout much of the 
hundreds of miles of its sinuous outcrop. 

At its top the Boone limestone is unconformable with the 
Batesville sandstone. The physical evidences of this uncon
formity are the slightly uneven surface of the Boone, the litho
logic difference between it and the succeeding formation, and 
the conglomerate in the Hindsyille limestone member of the 
Batesville. This conglomerate is derived from the chert of the 
Boone and consists of material varying from small pebbles to 
cobblestones several inches in diameter. 

BA.TESVILLE SA.NDSTONE. 

1 Simonds, F. W., The geology of Washington County: Arkansas Geol. 
Survey Ann. Rept. for 1888. vol. 4, pp. 49-~53, 189L 

I Penrose, R. A. P., jr .. Manganese: its uses, ores, and deposita: Arkan
sas Geol. Survey Ann. Rept. for 1S90, vol. 1, pp. 189-140, 1891. 

"Simonds, F. W., op. cit., pp. 813-41. 
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head of South Fork of Osage Creek, near George, its thickness 
is from 5 to 10 feet. About Boat, Sulphur, and Gaither 
mountains and at. the towns of Osage and Carrollton its usnal 
thickness is 30 feet. On Terrapin Creek, east of Carrollton, it 
is 60 feet; about. Green Forest it is 75 feet; and in the vicin
ity of Burlington it is 75 to 100 feet. 

Character.-The Batesville sandstone ordinarily consists of 
brown, rather porous, even-textured sandstone having medium
sized grains, though in some parts it is coarse grained and in 
others fine grained. It occurs in layers varying from a few 
inches to 3 feet in thickness, and in most places it can be 
quarried as flagstone. 'Vhere the edges are weathered, cross
bedding and lamination are prominent. In some places it 
contains so much calcareous material that builders regard it as 
a compact hard limestone. In different parts of the same 
quarry may be seen porous brown sandstone from which the 
calcareous material has been leached and compact gray stone 
in which it is yet retained. Owing to the intel'lamination of 
the sandy and the calcareous layers, some of the beds appear 
to be as much as 7 feet thick in places, but where leached, the 
strata are thin bedded. Some of the calcareous sandstone 
layers grade into limestone. This, together with the ordinary 
porous charcter of the sandstone division, leads to the inference 
that the whole of the sandy part was originally calcareous. 
Near Carrollton, in the Harrison quadrangle, a bed of shale 
several feet thick occurs near the top of the formation, and in 
the area of its northernmost ocrtlurrence in the Harrison quad
rangle a bed of green shale 1 to 2 feet thick occurs near its 
base. The basal part of the formation consists of' the Hinds
ville limestone member, described below. 

Hindsville limestone member. - As previously stated, the 
Hindsville limestone member and the overlying sandstone are 
coextensive over much of the quadrangles. In the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle its belts of outcrop, which are everywhere 
narrow, occur in the northwest corner and in the central and 
southern parts. At most places in the southwest corner the 
limestone, though absent here and there, is the only part of the 
Batesville represented. At some places in this part it is over
lapped by the sandstone. It is absent from the southeast cor
ner. Its greatest areal exposure is near Hindsville, from which 
it was named. In the Harrison qnadrangle, in which it is less 
"widely distributed, it outcrops near Green Forest, Burlington, 
Carrollton, Batavia, Capps, Gaither, and along Osage Creek 
and Dry Fork but is wanting in most places along Dry and 
Sweden creeks,_ Buffalo Fork of 'Vhite Ri vel' and its tributaries, 
and about Elmwood and Watkins. 

The thickness of the Hindsville member in the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle ranges from 18 inches in the vicinity of 
Goshen to 30 feet in the bases of the highest points a few miles 
south and southwest of Eureka Springs, and from 30 to 50 feet 
in the vicinity of Garfield. Elsewhere ill the areas the com
mon thickness is from 10 to 20 feet. 

The Hindsville member consists mainly of limestone inter
bedded with some sandstone. The limestone is dark gray on 
fresh surfaces, but on weathering it becomes lighter. Along 
the outcrop it is exposed as well-rounded masses or ledges pl'O
trudiu'g through a thin covering of surficial material. In most 
places it occurs in rather heavy layers and is coarsely crystal
line, compact, and of' homogeneous texture. It is strongly 
charged with bitumen and gives off a fetid odor when struck 
with a hammer. In places it contains fossils in abundance 
and in others it is oolitic to pisolitic. At one locality west 
of Garfield, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, a bed of 
oolitic chert a few inches thick was found in oolitic limestone 
near the middle of the member, the limestone obviously having 
been replaced by the silica that makes up the chert. Parts of 
the limestone are cross-bedded, as is shown by the presence of 
sandy streaks brought out by weathering. A bed of' conglom
erate a few feet thick commonly occurs at the base of the 
member, as near Osage, Postoak Gap, Huntsville, Hindsville, 
Whitener, Spring Valley, Goshen, and in places about Garfield. 
This conglomerate has a dark-gray limestone matrix containing 
waterworn and angular fragments of chert and limestone, the 
largest 4 inches in diameter. At some places these fragments 
constitute the greater part of the bed, but at others they are 
sparsely scattered through the basal layers of limestone. The 
fragments of chert and limestone were derived from the Boone 
limestone, but whether they came from that part of it immedi
ately beneath the Hindsville or were washed into it from an 
adjacent exposed area of the Boone is problematic. The 
significance of this conglomerate is that it marks an unconform
ity between the Boone limestone and that above. The sand
stone forms thin layers and platy beds, some of them 3 to 4 
feet thick. It is soft, yellow to brown, porous, and fine grained 
and before weathering is calcareous, thus resembling the sand
stone of the Batesville. This lithologic resemblance is, in fact, 
one of the reasons for regarding the Hindsville as a member of 
the Batesville sandstone. 

Fossils and corre/alion.-The fauna of the Hindsville lime
stone differs greatly from tbat of the Boone limestone. It is 
especially rich in pelecypods and gastropods, most of them 
small, in which respect, as well as in the resemblance or identity 

of many of the species, it resembles the fauna of the Spergen 
limestone of Indiana. It even more closely resembles the less 
well known fauna of the typical Ste. Genevieve limestone, and 
the presence of such types as Diaphragmu8 ele,qans, Spiriferina 
transversa, and a few others indicates that it is of Chester 
rather than of Meramec age. All the npper Mississippian 
faunas of northern Arkansas present so many differences from 
the typical upper Mississippian faunas that an exact correla
tion is not yet possible. There is even some difficulty in 
correlating the Hindsville member paleontologically with other 
formations in near-by sections. Its position between the 
sandstone typical of the Batesville and the Boone limestone is 
the same as that of the Moorefield shale of the Batesville quad
rangle, but its fanna has little in common either with the fauna 
of the shaly portion of the M.oorefield or with that of the 
"Spring Creek limestone," which is found aIeo in the upper 
part of the so~called Boone near Batesville. In the Wyandotte 
quadrangle of Oklahoma the lithologic sequence is similar to 
that of the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles, a cal
careous bed corresponding to the Hindsville being found 
between the typical sandstone of' the Batesville and the Boone 
limestone. The paleontologic correspondence is less close, for 
the calcareous bed of the Wyandotte quadrangle lacks the 
variety of small pelecypods and gastropods of the typical 
Hindsville. This part of the "Hindsville" in the Wyandotte 
quadrangle may be a distinct formation below the Hindsville. 

The fauna of the Hindsville limestone is extensive and 
varied and many of the species are undescribed. Its general 
character is shown by the following list, which includes the 
common and more interesting forms: 

Agassizocrinns conieus. 
Fistulipora exceUens. 
Fenestella several sp. 
Septopora cestriensis ~ 
Archimedes intermedius. 
Stenopora several sp. 
Batostomella parvula. 
Glyptopora afl'. G. michelinia. 
Streblotrypa nicklesi. 
RhipidomeHa dubia. 
Productus ovatus. 
Produotus adairensis? 
Productus arkansanue. 
Productus punctatus. 
Diaphragmus elegans. 
Camarotoechia purduei 

agrestiB. 
Girtyella turglda var. elongata. 
Spirifer batesvillM. 
Reticularia setigera. 
Spiriferina transversa. 
Composita subquadrata. 
Cliothyridina sublamellosa. 

Cliothyridina elegane. 
Eumetria vernel1iliana. 
A viculipeeten talbot!. 
Leptodeema n. !p. 
MyaUna. welleriana. 
MyaUna monroensiB. 
N ucula illinoiseneis. 
Cypricardinia indianensls. 
Parallelodon micronema. 
CypricaJ'della alT. C. oblonga. 
Cypricardella subalata. 
Levidentallum venustum. 
Bellerophon eublevie. 
Bucanopsie textilis. 
Euphemus n. sp. 
Pleurotomaria sev. sp. 
Euomphalus similis var. planus. 
N atJcopsis several sp. 
Zygopleura several sp. 
Cyclonema sp. 
Griffithidee mucronatus 
Paraparchites nickles!. 

The sandstone of the Batesville is less fossiliferous than the 
Hindsville limestone member below it., and its fossils are in 
general not so well preserved. Its fauna is therefore less varied 
and some of the species can not be so certainly identified. Th.e 
fauna of the sandstone of the Batesville is of Chester age, and, 
in so far a"s it is known, is related in a broad way to the 
Hindsyille fauna. A thin limestone found at one locality and 
supposed to belong at the top of the Batesville even contains 
numerons diminutive gastrQPods and pelecypods of which 
many are identical with species of the Hinds"dUe fauna. Some 
of the more important species found in the sandstone of the 
Batesville formation are as follows: 

Batoetomella 8p. 
l!'enestella sp. 
Archimedes confertus? 
Glyptopora michellnla. 
Orthotetes subglobosue? 
Diaphragmus elegana. 
Girtyella turgida var. elongata. 
Dlelasma gracile. 
Spirifer batesvillae. 
Composita subquadrata. 
Cliothyridina sublamellosa. 
Eumetrla mareyi. 
Myallna monroensis .. 

:Uyalina illinoisansls? 
I.eptodeema carboniferum. 
Leptodeema spergenen~e1 
A viculipecten multilineatus. 
Deltopecten 'batesvillensls? 
NucuJa 1Jllnolsensls. 
Bellerophon Bublevis. 
Pleurotollaria afr. P. meekana. 
Holopea proutana? 
Naticopsis n sp. 
Aclislnasp. 
Cyclonema n. sp. 

Stratigraphic 1·elations.-In the eastern part of the Paleozoic 
area in Arkansas the Batesville sandstone rests upon the 
Moorefield shale, which there lies between it and the Boone 
limestone; but this shale is absent from the western part of 
the State, including the Enreka Springs and Harrison quad
rangles, over which areas the Batesville sandstone rests uncon~ 
formably upon the Boone limestone. From the field evidence 
sedimentation passed without interruption from the Batesville 
sandstone to the }-'ayetteville shale. The areas in which the 
Fayetteville shale rests upon the Boone limestone are thought 
to be those in which the sand forming the Batesyille sandstone 
was never deposited. 

FAYETTEVILLE SHALE. 

Definition.-The Fayetteville shale was named by F. W. 
Simonds 4 from Fayetteville, Ark., near which, it is well dis
played. The formation consists of a lower and an upper 
shale separated by the Wedington sandstone member, which 
receives its name from Wedington Mountain, in Washington 
County, Ark. The Wedington is me same as the Batesyille 

'Simonds, F. W., op. cit., pp. 42-48. 
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sandstone of Simonds in his report on Washington County.t 
Simonds also used the name Marshall shale, from Marshall, 
Ark., for the upper shale of the Fayetteville, though the" Mar
shall" shale at the type locality is the same as the Fayetteville. 

Distrwution.-The Fayetteville ,shale is nowhere absent in 
the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles. In the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle it outcrops on Posy, Pond, Poor, Blansett, 
Sugar, and other mountains in the northwest corner; on 
Grindstone, Pond, Sandstone, and Swain mountains in the 
central part; and on the slopes of the mountains and along-the 
streams in the southern part. In the Harrison quadrangle it 
is the surface roek over a large part of the southwest two
thirds of that area, where it is commonly exposed in rather 
steep slopes. The areas where this is the surface rock nearly 
all remain in forest. Because of the steep slopes and the poor 
soil only smaU tracts have been cleared and put under cultiva
tion. The shale is exposed at the surface at few places, being 
concealed almost everywhere by residual and other surface mate
rial in which there are large and small boulders derived from 
the Pitkin limestone, Hale formation, and Winslow formation, 
all of which outcrop higher on the slopes. 

Thickness.-In the Eureka Springs and Harrison quad
rangles the thickness of the formation ranges from 10 to 400 
feet. The minimum thickness observed is in some of the knobs 
in the north western part of the Eureka Springs quadrangle, 
although in most of those knobs, as well as in those south 
of Eureka Springs, the formation is from 20 to 30 feet thick. 
The area of greatest thickness is a northwestward-trending 
belt a few miles wide, extending from the vicinity of Green 
Forest to that of Yardelle, in the Harrison quadrangle. The 
common thickness in this belt is 350 feet. From this belt the 
formation becomes thinner westward and southwestward, so that 
in the Harrison quadrangle along the two Buffalo forks west of 
Jasper and along Possumtrot Creek, South Fork of Osage 
Creek, Dry Creek, and Sweden Creek, its ordinary thickness is 
from 150 to 200 feet. In the Eureka Springs quadrangle, 
along Kings River from the vicinity of Kingston northward 
and westward to Brush Creek and near Hindsville and Spring 
Valley, its thickness is from 25 to 50 feet. In the southwest 
corner of the Eureka Springs quadrangle it is 250 feet thick. 

At three localities in the southwestern part of the Harrison 
quadrangle its thickness changes so greatly in a short distance 
as to deserYe special mention. One of these is 4 miles south
east of Carrollton on what is called the Carrollton dome, where 
the formations below the Fayetteville are abruptly domed to 
the height of 325 feet. The thickness of the Fayettevill~ shale 
at the top of the dome is only 40 feet; a mile and a half east 
of this it is 350 to 400 feet, and at the same distance to the 
north and west it is 250 to 300 feet. (See section E-E, struc~ 
ture-section sheet.) A second locality is a small area 2 to 3 
miles north of Osage post office, where the Fayetteville shale is 
25 to 30 feet thick. A mile to the east it is 300 feet thick 
and 2 miles to the southeast, south, and southwest it is 150 feet 
thick. The third locality is on the Sneeds Creek dome, along 
Sneeds Creek and the head of South Fork of Osage Creek, 
southeast of George. There the Fayetreville shale is only 40 
feet thick; but away from the dome its thickness increases in 
all directions until it is 100 to 350 feet within a distance of 
3 miles. (See sections F-F and G-G, structure-section sheet.) 

Oharaoter.-The Fayetteyille shale consists chiefly of shale 
but includes a thin sandstone member, the Wedington, in the 
upper part and a very small amount of limestone. 

The lower shale, which is that part below the Wedington 
sandstone, forms the bulk of the formation. It is black car
bonaceous fissile clay shale that weathers to highly plastic 
clay of a yellow or red color. Globular concretions of black 
siderite known as clay ironstope are common in it, and on 
weathering these scale off in concentric sheJls of yellow limo
nite. Many of these concretions are cut into a great number of 
segments by a network of joints, now filled with calcite, which 
form what are known as septaria. Near the base there are 
septarian layers of limestone, whose segments are- cemented 
together with white calcite that is blackened in many places 
by some organic matter. These layers are dark, and ·when 
freshly broken their surfaces give off a fetid odor-in some 
specimens that of petroleum. Locally there occurs at the base 
a layer of fossiliferous limestone, which as a rule is only a foot 
or two thick and commonly is bluish drab to bluish gray; but 
in the northwest Cornel' of sec. 15, T. 20 N., R. 28 W., it is 
dark gray, coarse textured, somewhat oolitic, and contains 
numerous brachiopods aBd calcite crystals. Near Batavia this 
bed is seyeral feet thick. 

The upper shale of the Fayetteville-that is to say, the part 
lying above the Wedington sandstone member-is neither so 
dark nor so fissile as the lower shale of the formation. In 
the Eureka Springs quadrangle it contain~ in places thin 
layers of fossiliferous limestone. A maximum thickness of 
70 feet for this part is reached in the southwest corner of 
that quadranglE', from which area it thins eastward and north
ward. It occurs on Holman Creek. southwest of Huntsville, 

, SilllOnds, l<~, "iT., Tbe 'geology of Wasbington County: Arkansas Geol. 
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but no farther north along that stream; it is absent north of 
the confluence of War Eagle and 'Vharton creeks, but south 
of that point it occurs on both streams and is 50 feet thick. 
In the Harrison quadrangle its common thickness is from 10 
to 20 feet. It is present oyer a small area on one of the 
branches of Sweden Creek; on the heads of Osage, Cecil, and 
Cove creeks; on the end of the point 2 miles northwest of 
Jasper; and on the slopes of Pinnacle Mountain and of other 
prominences in its immediate vicinity to the south. 

Wedington sandstone membel'.-The Wedington sandstone 
is exposed on the slopes of the mountains in the southern part 
of the quadrangles. Along most of' its outcrops it produces a 
narrow bench, below which is a low steep escarpment. In 
most plaC'es it is coextensive with the upper shale member, but 
in some areas it is of wider extelit than that part of the forma
tiOl~. In the southwest part of the Eureka. Springs quadrangle 
it is in many places present at the proper horizon. It occurs 
along the upper part of Holman Creek southwest of Hunts
ville, and along War Eagle and Wha.rton creeks aboye their 
confluence, but is absent north of those areas. In the Harri
son quadrangle there are exposures along Dry and Sweden 
creeks in the southwestern part; on the end of the point south 
of Ponca.; at the heads of Osage, Cecil, and Cove creeks; on 
the point 2 miles northwest of Jasper; and on Boat, and 
Sulphur mountains and others in their yicinity. 

In the Eureka Springs quadrangle its usual thickness is 
from 4 to 10 feet. Along Dry Creek, in the Harrison quad
rangle, its thickness is only 2 feet, and in Gaither Moun
tain it is 45 feet. Elsewhere in the Harrison quadrangle it is 
from 6 to 10 feet thick. 

The sandstone is ordinarily thin bedded, but in a few places 
the beds are more than 3 feet thick. The rock is dense, hard, 
light gray to brown, fine grained, and thinly laminated, and 
at many places shows cross-bedding. Ripple marks are not 
uncommon. In the Harrison quadrangle this member is fos
siliferous. Along most of its outcrop it is free from calcar
eous material, and where it is undermined by the weathering 
of the shale it is sapped off in blocks haying straight sharp 
edges and smooth faces. So resistant is most of the stone 
to weathering that the blocks commonly collect in large 
numbers on the slopes and retain their sharp outlines, but 
in places in the Harrison quadrangle the rock is calcarf10us 
and weathers with rounded edg~s. On Gaither Mountain it 
is argillaceous. At a few places it is overlain by the Pitkin 
limestone, and at such places it occurs at the base of the 
escarpment of that formation. 

Fossils and correlation.-The Fayetteville shale contains at 
its base in many localities a limestone lens which is highly 
fossiliferous. Its fauna is of Chesrer age and is closelv related 
to the faunas: of the sandstone of the Batesville and of the 
Hindsville limestone member of the Batesville, except that it 
is richer in bryozoans, brachiopods, and crustaceans, and poorer 
in pelecypods and especially in gastropods. Such of' these 
types as occur in the Fayetteville shale are not notably small 
but are of' normal size. The list below shows some of the 
more 'Chamcteristic species in the limestone at the base of the 
Fayetteville shale as it occurs in the Eureka Springs and 
Harrison quadra.ngles. 

Michelinia meEilkana. 
Fistulipora excellens. 
Stenopora longicltillerata. 
Rbombopora persilllilie 'lTar. 

miseri. 
Streblotrypa nicklesi 

robusta. 
Orthotetes subglobosus. 
Chonetes sericeu". 
Productus i!lilatus. 
Productus a.dalrensiB. 
ProductuB arkansanus. 
Productus ovat!ls. 
Diapbragmus elegans. 
Camaropboria explanata. 
Camarotoechia purduei var. laxa. 
Dielasma gracile. 

Girtyella turgida 'lTar. eiongata. 
Spirifer fayette'ITillae. 
Brachytbyris oZal'kensis. 
Reticularia setigera. 
Spiriferina transversa. 
Composita subquadrata. 
CliotbyrJdina. eu blamellosa. 
Cliothyridina elegans. 
Eumetria. Illarcyi 
A'lTioulipecten inspeoiosus. 
Myalina sanotiludO'ITici. 
Sanguinolites simuians. 
Straparollus similis var. planus, 
Euconospira disjuncta. 
Grifllthides mucronatus. 
Paraparohites nicklesi. 
Primitia fayette'ITiliensis. 

The black fissile shaly portion of the Fayetteville is also in 
places highly fossiliferous. The fossils consist almost 'wholly 
of one or two species of pelecypods, whose tenuous shells are 
for the most part crushed and fragmentary. Those specimens 
that can be identified appear to belong to Caneyella nasuta. 

A collection made in the Wedington sandstone member 
contains the following species: 

Archimedes proutanus. 
Archimedes compactus. 
Archimedes swallowianus. 
Arohimedes terebrifonnis. 
Archimedes a1'l'. A. owenanus. 
Batostomella1 sp. 
Orthotetes subgloboaus,,·al'. bates· 

villenals. 
Orthotetes subglobosus Val'. pro-

tellsus? 
Productus ovatus 
Spiriferina spinosa? 
Composita subquadrata? . 
Sphenotua a1'l'. S. constrictus. 
Sphenotus n. sp. 
Nucula rectanguia. 
Yoldia sp. 
Deltopecten batesvillensis. 

Deltopecten n. sp. 
~fyalina elongata. 
Prothyris? sp. 
Leptodeema spergenense var. robus-

tum. 
Leptodesma carboniferum. 
Schizodus depressus Val'. abruptuB. 
Cypricardella. sp. 
Schizoetoma n. sp. 
Eupbemus a1'l'. E. carbonariu8. 
Eupbemu& n. sp. 
Naticopsis sp. 
Levidentalium venustum? 
Pseudocycloeeras a1'l'. P. balllanum. 
Pseudooycloceras sp. 
Orthoceras ~p. 
Ostracoda undet. 

A siliceous limestone in the shale overlying the Wedington 
sandstone has yielded the following fossils: 

Fenestella several ap. 
Archimedes swallowianus. 
Batostomella ap. 
Crania sp. 
Orthotetes sp. 
Cbonetes sericeus? 
Productus ovatus. 
Diaphragluus eleganB. 
Camarophoria explanata. 
Camarotoechia purduei var. laxa. 
Spirifer pellensis. 
Splriferina transversa. 
Ambocoelia planiconvexa 

fayettevillensis. 
Cliothyridina sublamello~a. 
Eumetria verneuillana. 
Edlllondia? sp. 

Sphenotu8 branneri? 
Nucula reet-angula? 
Leda vaseyana. 
Yoldia sp. 
Caneyella? sp. 
Deltop~cten batesvillensis. 
Deltopecten aff. D. coxanus. 
Leptodesma atf. L. spergenense. 
Cypricardinia fayettevillensis. 
EuphemuB n. sp. 
W orthenla n. sp. 
Pbanerotrema n. sp. 
Orthoceras 2 sp. 
Goniatites richardsonianum? 
Griffithides mucronatus. 
Prilllitiasp. 

8tratigrapkic relatiom.-The Fayetteyille shale rests upon 
the Batesville sandstone where that is present; elsewhere it 
rests upon the Boone limestone. In the EUl'eka Springs and 
Harrison quadrangles it overlies the sandstone of the Bates
ville except in the south west cornel' of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle, where it rests in some places upon the Hindsville 
limestone member and in others upon the Boone limestone. 
It is overlain by the Pitkin limestone, of Mississippian age, 
where that is present, and elsewhere by the Hale formation, of 
Pennsylvanian age. 

Definition.-The Pitkin limestone consists wholly of lime
stone. The name is taken from the post office of Pitkin, 
in Washington County, south of Fayetteville, where it is 
well exposed. I'll the reports of the Geological Suryey of 
Arkansas it is known as the "Archimedes" limestone, 
because of the presence of A1'chimedes, an easily recognized 
bryozoan, the screw like stems of which are common on the 
weathered surface of the rock. 

Dist1'ibution.-The Pitkin limestone, like many other for
mations in these quadrangles, is absent over a large part of 
the area under discussion. In the Eureka Springs quadrangle 
it outcrops in the vicinities of Wesley, Drakes Creek, and 
Huntsyille; along the upper parts of Holman, War Eagle, and 
Wharton creeks; and along Kings RiYer and its tributaries 
from the vicinity of Round ~fountain southward. In the 
Harrison quadrangle it is exposed in the vicinity of Dry Fork 
post office; on the slopes above Sweden Creek; on the heads 
of Osage, Cecil, and Cove creeks; Oll the southeast projection 
of Gaither Mountain; from the vicinity of Low Gap post 
office eastward to Jasper; and in the region of Sulphur and 
Boat mountains. 

The limestone is so much undermined by the weathering of 
the Fayetteville shale, on which it rests, that it breaks off in 
huge blocks, which fall upon the slopes below, where they dis
integrate through weathering. As a result of being under
mined, this formation genel'ally outcrops as a sreep escarpment, 
whose height is usually the thickness of the formation. The 
prominence and persistence of this escarpment are generally 
sufficient to distinguish' the formation from the other limestones 
of the area. The only mountain in the quadrangles whose 
summit is capped by this limestone is Fodderstack Mountain, , 
south of Ha"rrison. 

Thiokness.-The ordinary thickness of the Pitkin limestone 
in the southeastern part of the Harrison quadrangle and 
south and southwest of Huntsyille, in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle, is 50 feet; but in Pilot, Sulphur, Pinnacle, Boat, 
and neighboring mountains it is from 50 to 100 feet, the 
maximum thickness being in the south end of Boat Mountain. 
In the southwestetn part of the Harrison quadrangle and the 
adjoining part of the Eureka Springs quadrangle the thick
ness of this limestone is less than elsewhere and ranges from a 
few inches to 20 feet. 

Characler.-The beds of this limestone are almost every
where massive and al'e several feet thick. The rock is compact 
bluish-gray limestone; which in many places is porous and 
ferruginous and which shows rather indistinct cross-bedding 
on exposed surfaces. On weathering it usually becomes coarse 
grained and breaks up into angular blocks and thin plates that 
lack the rounded edges so characteristic of purer limestones. 

Fossils and correlation,-Fossils, especially bryozoans, corals, 
crinoids, and brachiopods, are abundant in most exposures of 
the Pitkin limestone. The easily recognizable fossil bryozoan 
of the genus Archimedes, though by no means confined to the 
Pitkin, is so generally abundant in it that this limestone can 
thereby be readily distinguished from the other limestones in 
the area. 

The Pitkin fauna denotes Chester age for this limestone. It 
is fairly distinctive, but many of its species occur also in the 
underlying beds, as appears in the follo'wing list: 

Archimedes invaginlltus? 
Archimedes sWIlUowianus. 
Glyptopora. michelinia. 
Chonetes sericeus. 
PrQductu8ovatU8, 
ProductuB arkansanus. 
Diaphragmus elegacs. 
Tetracamera n. sp. 

Camarophoria explanata. 
Dielasma formoeum? 
Spirifer pellensis? 
ReticuJaria setigera. 
Composita subquadrata. 
Eumet.ria marcyi. 
Aviculipecten mulWinsatus. 
Griffithides mucronatus. 



Stratigraphic relations.-The Pitkin limestone overlies ·the 
Fayetteville shale and rests upon beds at different horizons in 
different parts of the area. Such a relation is suggestive of 
a stratigraphic break at the base of the Pitkin, but no further 
evidence illdicating such a break has been observed in the 
area. It rests upon the upper shale of the Fayetteville in 
places near Wesley, on Drakes Creek, on War Eagle and Whar
ton creeks southeast of Huntsville, near Kingston, southwest 
of Gaither, west and northwest of Jasper, and on two or three 
mountains west of Yardelle. On Sulphur, Boat, and Pilot 
mountains it rests upon the Wedington sandstone member. 
Possibly in many places where the Wedington is wanting it 
rests upon the lower shale of the Fayetteville. The Pitkin is 
unconformably overlain by the Hale formation, the lowest of 
the Pennsyl.vanian series. The evidences of this unconformity 
are a heavy conglomerate in places at the base of the Hale, 
the upper irregular surface of the Pitkin, its northward thin
ning, and its serrated northern border. The unconformity 
rapidly disappears southward, for there is little evidence of it 
in the soutbern part of the areas herein discussed or in the 
adjoining areas on the west and southwest. 

PEXNSYL V ANIAN SERIES. 

Only the lower part of the Pennsylvanian series is rep
resented in the quadrangles. The strata consist of shale, sand
stone, and limestone, with some conglomerate, and comprise 
three formations, of which the lower two constitute the Morrow 
group. 

Definition.-The Hale formation was named by J. A. Taff 
from Hale Mountain, in the western part of the Winslow 
quadrangle, where it is well developed. 1 In the reports of 
the Geological Survey of Arkansas it is known as the Wash
ington shale and sandstone. It consists of shale, sandstone, 
limestone, and conglomerate, aU more or less interbedded and 
limited in distribution. The character and diversity of the 
beds are graphically represented by figure 12, which consists of 
eight sections of the :Morrow group. The formation ranges in 
thickness from 80 to 300 f-ret, the thinnest exposure being 
near Compton, in the Harrison quadrangle, and the thickest on 
Diera Mountain, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle. 

Sandstone 
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bedded shales and sandstones of the formation, in spite of the 
fact that they are exposed on rather steep slopes, produce in 
many places the bench and bluff type of topography, the sand
stones outcropping in bluffs or escarpments and the shales in 
narrow benches. Outcrops are numerous in the belts where 
this formation is the surface rock, though most parts are 
covered with residual material from the Hale itself or with 
more or less debris from the Winslow formation. Furthermore, 
these belts, with the exception of those parts of the benches or 
slopes that have been cleared for farming, are covered with 
forest.. 

Character.-\Vhere the Hale formation rests upon or near 
the truncated edges of the Pitkin limestone, there is at its 
base a bed of conglomerate consisting of well-rounded lime
stone pebbles, about an inch in diameter, in a matrix that is 
chiefly ferruginous limestone but that also contains brown 
sandy lenses. The screw like stems of the fossil bryozoans of 
the genus Archimedes are present in the conglomerate at many 
places and are either embedded in the limestone pebbles or 
loose in the matrix; if loose, they always show some evidence 
of being waterworn. The character of the pebbles and the 
presence of this fossil plainly show that they ·were derived 
from the Pitkin limestone. Possibly the best exposures of the 
conglomerate are near Kingston a.nd on 'Val' Eagle Creek east 
of Huntsville, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, where it 
reaches 10 feet in thickness. Near Spring Valley, in that 
quadrangle, the basal conglomerate is 1 foot thick and is com
posed largely of well~rounded chert pebbles an inch or less in 
diameter, which were probably derived from areas of t.he 
Boone limestone to the north. At the base of the formation 
but in ~·a.riably overlying the conglomerate, where that is pres
ent, there is a bed of black clay shale containing thin ripple
marked sandy layers and ranging from' 10 to 30 feet in 
thickness. This bed is probably represented in the south
eastern part of the Harrison quadrangle· by a similar bed 120 
feet in thickness. 

Aboye the basal conglomerate and shale the formation 
consists of interbedded sandstone, shale, and limestone. The 
shale is confined mainly to the middle portion, the lower 
and upper parts being sandy and calcareous. The lower 
part, from 6 to 50 feet thick, is composed of thin to mas
sive bedded sandstone. The thin beds are gray, fine grained, 

Calca1*eo1,lS 
sandstone 

Sandy 
lime~tQne 

LimeGtone Shale 

FIGURE 12.-Seetions of the MOlTOW group in the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles. 
1, Composite section ~mlleasouth of Huntsvllle; li, oompO<lite sectlonjl~ miles south of Huntsville; 8, sect!on In southwest comerol Hardson quadrangle In sec. 81. T. 16 N., R. 113 W.; 4, section 

somewhat generalized at localities near 0Mir" post office; 5, sectlon ... t north f'nd of Gaither Mountain near Capps; fl, section 2 miles northeast of Compton; 7, Rection 4 mll€s eaat ot Compton; 
S, section on PInnacle lI(ounta.ln, south of Be!lefonte. VertlC41lcale shown at the lett of the HOtlon. 

Distribution.-The formation occupies the surface of con
siderable areas in the southern part of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle and caps the summits of knobs in the central and 
northwestern parts. In the Harrison quadrangle it outcrops 
in belts on the slopes in the southwestern third of the. area 
and on the mountains in the southeastern part. The jnter-

I TalT, J. A., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Tahlequah folio (No. 122), 
1905 

and noncalcareous. The massive beds, which are 20 feet 
thick in places, are gray to brown, coarse grained, cross
bedded, and in many parts of the areas calcareous. Some 
portions of the sandstone contain numerous limestone lenses 
and other portions are interbedded with limestone layers 
several feet thick. In some places the noncalcareous outcrops 
of this part of the formation produce bluffs, above which are 
narrow benches, as near Osage post office and Carrollton. 

The bluffs appear where the rock is undermined by the weather
ing of the shale beneath, which causes huge blocks to break 
off and fall to the slope below. Weathered surfaces of the 
sandstone generally show cross-bedding, and owing to the 
calcareous nature of some of the sandstone, which· readily 
weathers int.o pits and lenticular cavities, these surfaces at many 
places assume a honeycombed or cavernous appearance. 

The thickness of the middle part of the formation is irregular 
and ranges from 20 to more than 200 feet. It is least in the 
Eureka Springs and greatest in the Harrison quadrangle. This 
part of the formation is largely shale, but it contains a good 
deal of sandstone. Much of the sandstone is hard, gray, 
thin bedded, and ripple marked; but in places it is soft, 
brown, cross-bedded, and calcareous. The shale is black, 
thinly fissile clay shale and contains numerous thin sandy 
plates that are particularly conspicuous in the red clay to 
which it weathers. 

The upper part of the formation closely resembles the lower, 
except that it is much more calcareous. In the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle it is from 20 to 150 feet thick and in 
most places outcrops in we1l-rounded hills or smooth bill slopes. 
In the Harrison quadrangle its thickness is from 5 to 100 feet 
and it outcrops in steep slopes or escarpments. The differ
ences in the topography of its outcrop in the two quadrangles 
are a~tributed to differences in the proportions of this upper 
part a.nd of the middle or shaly.part of the formation. The 
sandstone, like much of that in the lower part, is brown, soft, 
massive, cross-beddeJ, and calcareous, and on weathering 
becomes exceedingly cavernous. Thin beds of black shale are 
common in this upper part. 

Limestone as lenses and as more or less distinct beds occurs 
in all parts of the sandstone, the upper beds of which are 
distinctly calcareous and at the top grade into limestone. 
This limestone is persistent in the Eureka Springs quadranglE', 
except at a few localities along the eastern border south of 
Kingston and near the head of Tate Hollow. Its· eastward 
extent in the Harrison quadrangle is roughly limited by a 
line drawn southward through the center of the area., though 
it is locally absent in the west half of the quadrangle. This 
limestone is 6 to 50 feet thick and is massive, cross-bedded, 
coarsely crystalline, highly fossiliferous, and of light-gray to 
rusty~gray color. In places it contains a few feet of compact 
bluish-gray noncrystalline limestone. In most places its out
crops are in bluff's or steep slopes, and it weathers by 
exfoliation into thin rusty plates parallel to the bedding. 

Fossil8 and correlaUon.-The passage from the Mississippian 
to the Pennsylvanian is marked in northern Arkansas by a 
pronounced faunal break. Nevertheless, the earlier Pennsyl
vanian formations were for a number 'of years placed in the 
Mississippian. David White was the first to assign them cor
rectly and correlate them with the Pottsville. His conclusions 
were based on the fossil flora of the "coal-bearing" shale of 
the Geological Survey of Arkansas that lies between the Brent
wood and Kessler limestones-a flora which he determined as 
of late middle or early upper Pottsville age. Later, because 
the fauna of the Hale formation and of the Brentwood lime
stone proved to be closely related to the fauna of the Kessler 
limestone the Hale and the Brentwood also were placed in the 
Pottsville. The Hale, Brentwood, and Kessler faunas are all 
closely related to one another and, though of Pennsylvanian 
age, they a.re conspicuously different from the familiar Pennsyl
vanian faunas of Kansas, Mis·souri, Illinois, and otber States, 
most of which, indeed, are geologically younger. Many of 
the specIes are undescribed, and for this reason mere lists do 
not give an adequate idea of these faunas. Two collections 
from the Hale formation contain the following species: 

Pachypora oklahomensis. 
Michelinia sp. 
Cladoehonus fragllis. 
LophophyUum sp. 
Pentremites angustus. 
Glyptopora crassi!toma. 
Cystodictya ajf. C. morrowensis. 
Cystodictya ajf. C. :fI.exuosa. 
Coscinium fayettevillensis. 
Streblotrypa sp. 
Chainodictyon sp. 
Crania modesta. 
Schizophorla altlrostrls. 
Productus morrowensis. 
Produetus pertenuis? 
Productus weller!. 
Pustula semipunctata. 
Pustula afr. P. nebraskensis. 
RhynchoporB. magnicosta. 
Dielasma subspatulatum. 
Spiriier rockymontanus var. 
Squamularia perplexu. 
Spiriferina mesicostalis. 
Spiriferina pottsvilliea.. 
COIllposita subtilita. 
Cliothyridina orbicularis. 
Hustedia brentwoodensis. 
Hustedia alT. H. mormon!. 

Edmondia ajf. E. gibbosa. 
Sangulnolites costatus. 
Nucula parva. 
Leda bellistriata? 
DeJt.opecten afr. D. coxanus. 
Acanthopecten carboniferus? 
Myallna pernlformis. 
Conocardlulll sp. 
Parallelodon carbonarium. 
Parallelodon tenuistriatum. 
Euphemus n. sp. 
Bellerophon afr. B. crassus. 
Bucanopsis aff. B. textilis. 
Pha.nerotrema alT. P. grayvlllense. 
Straparollus afr. S. spergeneusis. 
Straparo\lus afr. S. quadrivolvis. 
Trachydomia ll. sp. 
N aticopsis alT. N. nana. 
Zygoplenra n. sp. 
Meekospira afr. M. pel·aeuta. 
Sphaerodoma all'. S. fuslformis. 
Sphaerodoma all'. S. ventricosa. 
Plat.y<'erall aff. P. parvull. 
Pseudort.hoceras kuoxense? 
Endolobus? sp. 
Gastrioceras 4 sp. 
Griffithides sp. 
Paraparchites sp. 

Stratigraphic relations.-From the border of the Pitkin 
limestone northward the Hale formation rests unconformably 
on the rocks beneath, lying successi\Tely upon the Pitkin lime
stone, the upper part of the Fayetteville shale, the Wedington 
sandstone member, and the lower part of the Fayetteville 
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shale, the particular formation underlying it at any place 
depending upon the amount of erosion that preceded its depo~ 
sition at that phwe. Not far south of the serrated northern 
limit of the outcrop of the Pitkin limestone the Hale is 
thought to be everywhere conformable with the subjacent 
rocks. 

Where the section is fully represented the Hale formation is 
overlain by the Bloyd shale. 'Vhere the Bloyd is absent the 
Winslow formation rests unconformably upon the Hale. 

Definition.-TIle Bloyd shale was named by the senior 
author from Bloyd :\fountain, near 'Vest Fork, Washington 
County, Ark.,l where it is typically developed. It consists of 
carbonaceous clay shale, containing two limestone members, 
the Brentwood below and the Kessler above. The relations 
of these different beds are represented in the first section of 
figure 12. 

The Kessler 'Nas named by F. VV. Simonds 2 from Kessler 
Mountain, southwest of Fayetteville, Ark., and the Brent~ 

wood from Brent\vood, 'Vashington County, Ark. In the 
reports of the Geological Survey of Arkansas the Brentwood 
is known as the HPentremital" limestone because the rather 
striking fossil Pentremites angustus is widely distributed in it. 
In the reports of that survey the shale between the two lime~ 
stones is termed the "Coal-bearing" shale from the fact 
that in places in Arkansas west of the quadrangles herein 
described it contains a thin seam of coal. The shale below 
t.he Brentwood is included in the "'Vashington shale and 
sandstone" and that above the Kessler in the "l\fiIlstone grit 
format.ion." 

Distribution.-The Bloyd shale in the area is confined almost 
wholly to the Eureka ,Springs quadrangle. It is wanting in 
places near Kingston and Mayfield and east of Marble. It is 
exposed on the higher mountains north of Drakes Creek and 
in small areas near Mayfield, Huntsville, ~larble, and KingEton, 
the outcrops forming narrow belts, generally on upper slopes. 
Such belts are forested and are covered with debris, though 
rock exposures are common. It occurs in the southwest cor~ 
ner of the Harrison quadrangle on the heads of Dry and 
Sweden creeks, west of Buffalo Fork of White River, on the 
heads of South Fork of Osage and Possumtrot creeks, and 
on the north end of Saffer Mountain, at all of which places its 
outcrop is on the steep upper slopeE' 

Thickne8s.-In the Eureka Springs and Harrison quad~ 

rangles the formation ranges in thickness from a feather edge 
to 176 feet., the maximum occurring at the head of'\Var Eagle 
Creek near the southern border of the Eureka Springs quad~ 
rangle. From that locality it becomes thinner toward the 
west, north, and east. Its maximum thickness in the Harrison 
quadrangle occurs near Ponca, where it is 70 feet. 

Character.-The formation, as already defined, consists of 
shale and of two limestone members, the Kessler and the 
Brentwood, the relations of which are shown in figure 12. In 
these quadrangles the Kessler member lies 10 to 20 feet above 
the Brentwood, the intervening rock being thinly fissile black 
clay shale with thin layers of sandstone near its base. Beneath 
the Brentwood and separating it from the Hale formation is 
fl,'om 6 to 10 feet of thinly fissile black clay shale, 'which is 
expoEed on \Var Eagle Creek neal' the southern border of the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle and also 2';- miles north and 4 
miles northeast of Drakes Creek. Elsewhere in the quad~ 
tangles this shale is absent or is not exposed, though it is 
persistent in the \Vinslow quadrangle. Within the area herein 
treated the shale overlying the Kessler limestone is the leaEt 
widely distribllted of the beds of the formation. It occurs at 
many places southeast and southwest of Huntsville and south
west of Kingston, but probably at no place in the Harrison 
quadrangle. It consists of thinly fissile, very black clay shale, 
which on weathering ch!mges to an unusually plastic yellowish 
or reddish clay. Thin sandy plates and numerous clay iron~ 
stone (siderite) concretions, which commonly weather to limo~ 
nite, are found at some places. 

The following Eections of the Bloyd )hale show the character 
and diversity of the formation: 

Seet/on of Bloyd shale on War Eagle Creek at the south bord:er of the 
Eureka Springs quadmngle. 

Winslow formation: 
Cross-bedded sandstone in heavy ledge. 

Bloyr1 shale: 
Black, thinly fissile clay shale containing a good many 

clay ironstone concretions, which on their surface are 
partly changed to limonite_ . __ ._ 130 

Porous, highly fossiliferou.s gray to chocolate-brown 
limestone, conglomeratic at top (Ke~sler limestone 
member)_____ 10 

Black, thinly fissile clay shale with thin sandstone 
layers near its base __ .__ ___________________ 10 

Massive; highly fossiliferous compact gray limestone 
(Brentwood limestone member) _ 20 

Black, thinly fissile clay shale ___ _ 
Hale formation: 

Gray to rusty cross· bedded sandy porous limestone. 

1 Purdue, A. H., U. S. Geol. Surveyeeol. Atlas, Winslow folio (No. 154), 
19'0'7. 

lSlmonds. F. W., The geolog-y of Washinllton County: Arkansas Geol. 
SlIrvey All~. Rept for 1888, vol 4. pp. lOB_lO~, 1891. 
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Seetion of Brentwood limestone member on south end of the mountain in 
sec. 15, T. 16 N., R. £6 W. 

-Winslow formation: 
Millstont' grit in massive ledge. 

No exposures on slope Ior 4 or 5 feet. 
Bloyd shale: 

Brentwood limestone member (massive fossiliferous 
compact to slightly porous gray limestone) ___ 30 

Hale formation: I 

Sandy cross bedded ferruginous and Illore or less porous 
gray limestone ___ .__ 25 

Compact bluish-gray limestone ___ ._ ____________ 8 
Calcareous sandstol'le, weathering to red clay and sand. 

Brentwood limestone mernber.-In the Eureka Springs quad
rangle the Brentwood limestone outcrops on the slopes of the 
mountains north of' Drakes Creek and also near Huntsville 
and 'Wharton; it is wanting sout.h of Kingston, east of Mar
ble, and at places west of Mayfield. In the Harrison quad~ 
rangle it outcrops on the upper slopes of the mountains on 
the headwaters of Dry, Sweden, South Fo~k of Osage, and 
Possumtrot creeks; on the west side of Buffalo Fork of White 
River from the vicinity of Compton southwestward; and on 
the north end of Saffer Mountain . 

Over much of the quadrangles the limestone consists of only 
one bed, but south of Compton, in the Harrison quadrangle, 
there are two beds separated by \3 feet of shale. The thickness 
ranges from 3 to 30 feet, the maximum being reached near 
Huntsville, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, and the mini~ 
mum near Ponca, in the Harrison quadrangle. The rock is 
heavy bedded, bluish to gray, highly fossiliferous, partly 
crystalline, slightly porous to compact~ and in parts somewhat 
rusty. The surfaces become rounded and smooth on weather~ 
ing, except for small protrusions formed by fossils. 

Ke.~sler limestone member.-The Kessler limestone member 
is less widely distributed than the Brentwood, its only expo~ 
sures in the quadrangles being along the south border of 
the Eureka Springs quadrangle, west, southwest, south, and 
southeast of Huntsville, though a small outcrop occurs 1t 
miles northeast of that place. Its thickness is generally 2 to 4 
feet and nowhere exceeds 10 feet. Its color ranges through 
gray, brown, and chocolate. It is compact, fossiliferous, and 
in places conglomeratic. It is thin and is generally covered 
by debris, but it can be found nearly everywhere by careful 
senrch at the propel' horizon. It is overlain at some places by 
a few feet. of soft coarse~grained sandstone, but a slight escarp~ 
ment indicates its exact position on the hillside. Where not 
conglomeratic this limestone closely resembles the Brentwood, 
but it weathers into characteristic shaly plates, which sometimes 
assist in its identification. 

Fossils and correlation.-The Brentwood limestone member 
is in places highly fossiliferous, and the fauna obtained from it 
is large and varied. Nearly all the larger groups of inverte
brate organisms are represented by many species. The Hale 
fauna, which preceded it, agrees essentially with the Brent
wood fauna. This fauna is in large part undescribed, and it 
is difficult to characterize it by a faunal list, for most of the 
genera are the same as those of the Mississippian below and 
the higher Pennsylvanian above. Very fe'\-\' of the specie.s are 
identical with those of the upper Mississippian rocks, but 
many are closely related to them. Some are identical with 
well-known Pennsylvanian species; some are similar to or 
possibt'y· identical with rarer Pennsylvanian species; and many 
are undoubtedly new. 

The following list shows the species contained in a collection 
from the Brentwood member: 

Micheliniasp. 
Pentremites rusticus? 
Septopora reversispiua? 
Orthotetessp. 
Sehizophoria aitirostris. 
Produdus morrowensis. 
Productus oora. 
Productus weller!. 
Paatula semipunotata. 
Puetula at!. P. nebra!!kensill. 
Pustula globosa. 
Rhynchopora lOagnicosta. 
Dielasma subspatulatum. 
Spirifer rockymoutallUl:! val'. 
Amboooelia pianicon vexa. 

Squamularia perplexa. 
Composita subtilUa. 
Cliothyridina orbicularis. 
Hustedia brentwoodensis. 
Pectinopsis unguis. 
Peotinopsis morroweusis. 
PaleoUma inaequlcostata. 
Myalina perniIol'mls. 
Straparollu8 n. ap. 
Sphaerodoma sp. 
Platyceras afl'. P. parvum 
Endolobua sp. 
Gastrioceras sp. 
Griffithidesap. 

The following list shows the species found in a collection 
from the Kessler limestone member: 

Pentremites angustus? 
Cystodictya brentwooderuis? 
Lingula sp. 
Lingulidiscina minuta. 
Crania modesta? 
Schizophoria altirostris. 
Productus 100rrowensill. 
Produclus weHeri. 
Productus cora. 
Pustula nebraskeneis? 
PlIstula globoea. 
Dielasma su bspatulatum. 
SpirlIer rockymontanus VIl.r. 

Squaml1laria perple.xa. 
Spiriferina mesicolltalis. 
Spiriferina pottsviUlea. 

Compoelta subtilita. 
Cliothyridina orbicularis. 
Hustedla brentwoodensis. 
Nucula parva? 
Aviculipecten? interlineatus. 
Crenipecten herzeri. 
Peotinopsis morrowensis. 
Aeanthopecten earboni1er. 
Paleolima inaequicoetata. 
Myalina perniformis? 
Astartella alata? 
BphaerodolOa sp. 
Platyceras at!. P. parvum. 
Orthooeras lip. 
Gritll.thldell ornatus. 
Bairdia lip. 

Stratigraphic relations.-The Bloyd shale succeeds the Hale 
formation conformably, and is overlain unconformably by the 
'Yinslow formation, a,s is shown by th~ north:ward and east--

wa.rd thinning of the beds of the Bloyd shale. As a result of 
this thinning, the Winslo\v rests in some places upon the 
Kessler limestone member, in others upon the Brentwood 
limestone member, and -where the Brentwood is absent it rests 
upon the Hale. 

Definition.-The Winslow formation consists of alternate 
beds of sandstone and shale. The name is taken from Wins
low, Washington County, Ark., at the summit of the Boston 
Mountains, on the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad. In 
the reports of the Geological Survey of Arkansas the Winslow 
is known as the Millstone grit formation. 

Only the lower part of the Winslow is represented in the 
areas under discussion, the upper part having been removed 
by erosion. The thickness of the remaining part ranges from 
a few feet on the outlying knobs, where it is thinnest, to at 
least 500 feet where it is thickest. It is found in greatest 
thickness in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, where it is the 
slll'face rock in the large area east of Drakes Creek. Its great~ 
est thickness in the Harrison quadrangle is on Gaither Moun
tain, where it is about 400 feet thick. 

Dislribution.-Il1 the Eureka Springs quadrangle the Wins~ 
low formation caps Diera, Big Sandy, and Phillips mountains, 
and two lower prominences west of Mayfield, besides others 
near Kingston, Huntsville, and Drakes Creek, all of which are 
i11; the southern part of the quadrangle. It has been displaced 
downward by faulting over a rather large area east of Drakes 
Creek, where it outcrops in the stream beds as well as on the 
slopes and crests of the mountains. It occupies most of the 
highest points in the southern two-thirds of the Harrison 
quadrangle, forming the summits of the northward extensions 
of the Boston Mountain-s, among which are Saffer, Dodson, 
Gaither, and Sherman mountains, and a good many hills of 
circumdenudation, conspicuous among which are Bradshaw, 
Round, Blacklick, Pine, Kennedy, Pilot, Sulphur, Boat, and 
Pinnacle mountains. The most northward occurrence of the 
formation in the quadrangles, as well as in Arkansas, is on 
the point of Bradshaw Mountain, 2 miles south of Green 
Forest. 

The Winslow is the surface rock of the summits of the 
Boston Mountains. about whose northern border its basal bed 
is exposed in a precipitous descent known as the Boston Moun~ 
tains escarpment. This basal bed is in places 100 feet thick 
and almost everywhere forms a sinuous and inaccessible bluff, 
above which in the area here considered it forms a fairly 
even table-land, as near Compton and Hilltop, though dis~ 

sected here and there by narrow valleys. The rather large 
area of Winslow east of Drakes Creek, where the formation 
has been displaced down~yard by faulting, is no less rugged 
than many ot.her parts of the Boston Mountains. The sum~ 
mits of the mountains, which are under forest cover except 
where they have been cleared for farming, display numerous 
outcrops of rock, and the bluffs and steeper slopes everywhere 
afford excellent exposures. 

Charaoter.-The formation consists of shale alternating with 
thin layers and massi ve beds bf sandstone. The basal bed of 
sandstone is very persistent in the quadrangles and is the most 
prominent bed in the formation, as it almost everywhere pro
duces an unclimbable escarpment. The weathering of the shale 
and other beds less resistant than this sandstone causes it to 
break off in enormous blocks that lie scattered over the lower 
slopes and that leave a vertical~faced ledge. This basal sand
stone is gray to brown, coarse grained, and cross~bedded, and 
in many parts it contains well-rounded pebbles of white quartz 
half an inch or less in diameter. Such pebbles occur also in 
the higher beds of sandstone, but there they are more spar
ingly distributed. It is these pebbles in the sandstone that 
have suggested its local name, the I' Millstone grit." 

The beds of Eandstone above the basal bed are similar to 
it but are not so thick. Th,ey are made up of medium-sized 

, grains of quartz and are generally brown, cross-bE'dded, and 
more or less micaceous. They are remarkably similar in char
acter, each grading from sandy shale at the base upward into 
massive Eandstone layers, so that, with the exception of the 
basal ledge, it is impossible to identify the same bed at differ~ 
ent places. 

The thin layers of sandstone that are associated with the 
shale ~r~ gray, compact, micaceous, and ripple marked. The 
shale beds constitute probably 75 per cent of the formation. 
As a rule they are black and carbonaceous, though less so 
than those of the Morrow group. Some of the beds in the 
upper and middle parts of the formation are sandy, micaceous, 
and brown to drab in color, with streaks of black carbonaceous 
matter. 

No coal has been observed in this formation by the authors, 
but a thin seam is reported to have been found in a well 
2 miles northwest of Con'lpton. 

Fossils and oorrelation.-In the Boston Mountains and in 
small adjoining areas in the Arkansas Valley and the Prairie 
Plains, the term Winslow has been applied to a composite for~ 
mation which is the equivalent of One or more formations 



exposed farther south in this valley and in the Ouachita 
Mountains. The 'Vinslow formation has nowhere yielded 
sufficient fossils for paleontologic correlation, 80 that its age has 
been determined from its stratigraphic relations to the Bloyd 
shale beneath, which is of Pottsville age, and to the overlying 
and equivalent strata exposed in the deep synclinal trough of 
the Arkansas Valley south of the area herein described, where 
the Winslow passes beneath the surface. In southeastern 
Oklahoma, where it rises in the south side of the Arkansas 
Valley and against the Ouachita Mountains, the equivalent 
section of the Winslow, according to J. A. Taff, has a thick
ness estimated at 8,000 feet, and in the Ouachita area in that 
State the equivalent strata are underlain by the'Vapanucka 
limestone, which is probably the equivalent, in part at least, of 
the Morrow group.! In that area, according to Taff, the 
stratigraphic representatives of the Winslow are divisible into 
three formations, the Atoka formation, the Hartshorne sand
stone, and the McAlester shale. In the Tahlequah quadrangle, 
which is mainly in Oklahoma, the topmost strata of the Wins
low have been described by Taff2 as the Akins shale member, 
which he states represents the upper part, approximately the 
upper third, of the McAlester shale. In the Winslow quad
rangle, which is mainly in Arkansas and contains the type 
locality of the \Vinslow, this formation,S as defined by the 
senior author, includes strata which in the southern part of 
this quadrangle have been divided by A. J. Collier4. into the 
Atoka formation and the HartshOl'ne sandstone and which 
(according to Collier's map) include the lower part of the 
Spadra shale. This shale is the lowest formation of the 
McAlester group as exposed in the Arkansas Valley in 
Arkansas. Neither the Atoka nor the Winslow has yielded 
fossils that afford good ground for accurate correlation. The 
McAlester group, however, as shown by its fossil flora, cone
sponds in age to the lower part of the Allegheny formation of 
the Appalachian trough. David 'Vhite5 states that the flora 
of the Coal Hill coal, which lies in the rocks immediately 
above the Hartshorne sandstone and is commonly called the 
Hartshorne coal, indicates its basal Allegheny age but adds that 
the bed contains some Pottsville forms, particularly Mariopteris 
and Neuropteris. Probably the lower 1,500 feet or more of the 
Winslow in the 'Vinslow quadrangle, its lo·wer 600 to 800 feet 
in the Tahlequah quadrangle, and 200 to 400 feet of it in 
the Muskogee quadrangle are the stratigraphic equivalent of 
the Atoka formation, which ill the Arkansas Valley in Arkan~ 
sas reaches a thickness of 7,000 to 8,000 feet, in Oklahoma a 
thickness of 6,000 to 7,000 feet, and in the Caddo Gap quad
rangle, on the southern border of the Ouachita Mountains, a 
thickness of 6,000 feet. This part of t.he 'Vinslow and its 
equivalent, the Atoka formation, which lie beneath a basal 
Allegheny flora, are doubtless of Pottsville a~e. In the quad
rangles here considered only the hadal part of the 'Vinslow 
formation has escaped erosion, the higher strata being exposed 
farther south, and this part probably comprises no rocks of 
later age than the Atoka formation or the Pottsville epoch. 

Stratigraphic relaliom. - The Winslow formation rests 
unconformably upon the upper or the lower parts of the 
Bloyd shale or upon the Hale formatioll, the horizon of its 
floor at any gbTen place dependin~ upon the amount of ero
sion that there preceded its deposition. At many places in the 
Harrison quadrangle it rests upon the Hale formation and at 
others upon the lower part of the Bloyd. In the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle it rests at different places upon different. 
horizons of the Bloyd shale, except near Mayfield, east of 
)'Iarble, and near Kingston, whel'e its floor is formed by the 
Hale formation. \Vhere it rests upon the shale in the Bloyd 
formation, the nature of the contact ean not be determined, 
as the lower part of the 'Vinslow is itself shaly, but where 
it rests upon the Brentwood or the Kessler limestone members 
or the limestone of the Hale formation the contact is distinct 
and the surface of the limestone is covered with small irregu
larities and in places is weathered. 

STRUCTURE. 

GENERAL FEATURES. 

Definiiion.-The strata in the Eureka Springs and Harrison 
quadrangles, which must have been deposited in a nearly 
horizontal position, have undergone little deformation .. The 
general doming of the beds in the Ozark region has given 
those of this area a slight dip to the south, which is apparent 
in the Eureka Springs quadrangle but is largely disguised in 
the Harrison quadrangle by minor folding. 

Most of the minor anticlinal flexures form small domes, and 
the synclinal flexures form basins, but one anticlinal fold is 

I Ta:lf, J. A., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Tahlequah folio (No. 122), 
p. 5. 1905; Muskogee folio (No. 182), p. 4, 19011. 

"Idem, p.ll. 
sPurdue, A, H., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Winslow folio (No. 

1114),1907. 
• Collier, A. J., The Arkansas coal field: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 326, 

p.12,1907. 
• White, David, Report on foesil plants from the coal measures of 

Arkansas: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 826, pp. 24-81, 1907. 
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several miles long: I In the southern part of the quadrangles 
the strata are faulted to some extent, but faulting is not 
general throughout the area. 

Modes of representation.-The structure of the quadrangles 
is represented on the structure-section sheet by eight cross sec
tions, which have been so located as to illustrate both the 
structure of the quadrangles and, so far as possible, the manner 
in which the structure has been developed. The sections 
represent the strata as they would appear in the sides of deep 
trenches cut across the country. The scale to which these 
sections are necessarily drawn is too small to show the minor 
undulations and details of structure and these are therefore 
somewhat generalized. Faults are indicated by heavy lines, 
whose inclination shows the pIobable dip, and by arrows that 
show the relative directions in which the roc·ks have been 
moved. 

The structure of the quadrangles is also represented by a 
contour map (fig. 13) of the deformed surface of the Boone 

particular bed thus showing a practical parallelism with the 
bottom of the valley. The great number of places at which 
this relation was observed suggests that the structure of the 
strata has in some degree controlled the location of the minor 
drainage lines. Although the contour map of the deformed 
surface of the Boone limestone (fig. 13) appears to show on the 
whole no striking relation between the structure and the 
general drainage, it is believed that if this map were recon
structed with a much sml:lller contour interval than 50 feet 
the parallelism noted above would be shown for a large part of 
the quadrangles. 

Although most of the flexures are so small or so poorly 
defined as to make their dflscription impracticable, a few are 
sufficiently pronounced to need special mention. The most 
prominent of these are the Osage anticline and the Sneeds 
Creek and Carrollton domes. Sections B-B, C-C, D-D, E-E, 
F -F, and G-G on the structure~section sheet and the contour 
map (fig. 13) give an idea of these flexures. 

FIGURE IS.-Structure contours on t.he deformed upper surface ot the Boone limestone ae determined by the outcrops of the Boone and overlying 
formations. 

Contour lnter'l'a.l, 00 feet. Da.tum plane I. mean sea. level. Depres"ion contours arB hachUNld. Contonrs arB d!!l~hed where Boone llme$tone !s deeply burled heneBth later rock. Bnd dDtted where 
the Boone h!!ls been removed by erosion over hl.rg<l a.re!!ls. FQultS!lorBshownbyhe!lovyUnes. 

limestone, the formation most widely exposed in the quad
rangles. Althou~h the surface of the Boone was exposed to 
erosion before the sediment of the Batesville sandstone was 
deposited, the irregularities produced on its surface are probably 
not so marked as greatly to affect the determination of the struc
ture from it. The deformation map does not necessarily repre
sent exactly the structure of the other formations, because most 
of'them are not persistent throughout the quadrangles, because 
none are everywhere of uniform thickness, and because in a 
general w{iy the folding is more accentuated in the lower rocks 
than in the' Pitkin limestone and the higher formations. The 
relief of the deformed surface in any part of the quadrangles 
is shown by the contour lines, ·which on figure 13 represent 
vertical intervals of, 50 feet, the numbers showing elevations 
above the sea. Faults'are shown as heavy black lines. 

FOLDS. 

General features.-The general dip of the beds in the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle is toward the south, and the dip 
of most of the beds in much of the Hanison quadrangle is in 
the same direction, but along the western border of the north
ern half of the Harrison quadrangle and near the middle part 
of its southern half there is a marked eastward dip of the 
Batesville sandstone and the underlying rocks. The large 
monocline-like folds are not simple, for their more or less 
gradual slopes are locally interrupted by irregular domes and 
basins and by transverse flexures, all of which are cut by 
faults. The folding as a rule is more pronounced in the lower 
beds than' in the upper ones. In fact, at many places the 
structure of the higher formations, particularly that of the 
Hale and Winslow formations and to a certain degree that of 
the Pitkin limestone, does not conform at all to the folds in the 
lower beds. All, however, were equally affected by the faulting 
and by the folding of the last period, which was later than the 
deposition of the material that composes the Winslow formation. 

A striking relation between the present drainage lines and 
the undulations in the strata has been observed in many parts 
of the quadrangles. On ascending some of the larger streams, 
and possibly most of the smaller streams, one finds that the 
strata rise from the mouth of the stream toward its head, any 

Osage anticline.-The Osage anticline extends southeastward 
from the northeastern part of the Eureka Springs quadrangle 
into the southern part of the Harrison quadrangle, where it 
dies out beyond Osage post office. It is named from Osage 
Creek, which runs nearly along the axis of the fold. The part 
of the anticline in the EUl'eka SpI'iugs quadrangle is broad and 
flat and embraces the undulating basin round about Berryville. 
Farther southeast, in the Harrison quadrangle, the limbs con
verge and become flatter, causing the anticline to disappear. 
The east limb is a 'well-marked monocline that extends from 
a point near the north west ~orner of the Harrison quadrangle 
southward to a point west of Green Forest and thence south
eastward to the head of Bobo Creek. Neal' Green Forest it is 
broken by a normal fault between 5 and 6 miles long. The 
southwest limb, which is also a distinct monocline, extends from 
the vicinity of Osage post office, in the Harrison quadrangle, 
northwestward to Pension Mountain, in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle. (See sections A-A, B-B, C-C, and D-D.) 

If the Boone had not undergone erosion its surface on the 
crest of the Osage anticl,ine would have stood a little more than 
2,050 feet aboye sea level, or about 800 feet above the surface 
of the Boone at Green Forrst and about 850 feet above it at 
Carrollton. These differences in elevation are greater than 
others that have been noted in other areas adjacent to the 
anticline, especially to the southwest. The maximum arching 
of the Hale and Winslow formations is a little less than half 
that of the Batesville sandstone and the lower roch, but 
the arching of the Cotter dolomite in places near the crest of 
the anticJi.ne is a little more accentuated than even that of the 
Boone. One area where the Cotter is thus affected is on Boat 
Mountain northeast of Eureka Spring'S and another is west and 
northwest of Green Forest. The Powell limestone, which 
overlies the Cotter in other parts of the quadrangles, is absent 
from both these area:,!. 

Sneeds Cnek dome.-The Sneeds Creek dome is an elliptical 
anticlinal area compl'ising 12 to 15 square miles on Sneeds 
Creek and the head of South Fork of Osage Creek. Its longer 
axis extends southwestward from the vicinity of Compton 
toward the corner of the quadrangle. The Batesyille sand
stone and the underlying rocks are arched to a height of about 



400 feet above their level in adjacent areas within 6 miles to 
the north, west, and south of the crest and to a height of about 
650 feet above their level 3 miles east of the crest, but the Hale 
and Winslow formations are arched to a height of only 250 
feet 'within corresponding distances in the directions indicated. 
(See sections F-}'" and G-G.) 

Carrollton d,nne.-The Carrollton dome, which is 4 or 5 
miles southeast of Carrollton, is another elliptical anticlinal 
area of about 4 square miles. Its longer axis extends north 
and south and its slope is rather steep in all directions but 
less steep on the southwest. The highest point of the Boone 
limestone on the dome lies a little more than 1,700 feet above 
sea level 01' about 500 feet above the level of the Boone at 
Carrollton and about 400 feet above that of the Boone a mile 
east of the dome. The Batesville sandstone appears to be no 
less influenced by flexing than the Boone. The base of the 
Hale formation on the dome is arched to a height of about 150 
feet, but. the base of the 'Vinslow is arched much less. (See 
section E-E.) 

Min01' jold8.-Among the minor folds there are several that 
deserve mention. Neal' the center of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle there is an irregularly shaped dome, where the 
surfare of the 1100ne before erosion attained an elevation of 
1,800 feet above sea level. A small dome stands just north of 
Jasper in the Harrison quadrangle, 'where the surface of the 
Boone before erosi0n was a little more than 1,600 feet above 
sea level. Another dOllle is in the northeast corner of the 
Harrison quadrangle, but its ext€nt is not known, because the 
Boone, o\ving to erosion, is absent over a considera.ble area in 
this part of the quadrangle. The upper surface of this dome, 
however, if it had not been eroded, would have reached an 
elevation of 1,650 feet or more above sea level. The Powell 
limestone, which is absent from some places on the Osage anti
cline, is absent also over at least a small aTea on this dome, and 
in this area also, as on the Osage anticline, the doming of the 
Cotter dolomite is more accentuated than that of the Boone. 

Several basin-like depressions in t.he surface of the Boone 
occur in both quadrangles, though they are larger and occur 
in greater number in the Harrison quadrangle. The largest 
basin extends northward through Green Forest, is of irregular 
shape, and is about 15 miles long. 

FAULTS. 

GENERAL FEATl7RES. 

Faults are abundant in the southern part of the quadrangles 
and a few occur in other parts. Some are so close together as 
to make it doubtful whether they should be regarded as one 
or more, but there are at least 7 faults in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle and 26 in the Harrison. Many of them have 
already been 'in part described by J. C. Branner and T. C. 
Hopkins in reports of the Geological Survey of Arkansas. 
Most of them are of the normal type, but in three the displace
ment is almost horizontal. Block faulting has occurred at 
several places. These faults may be divided into three sets, 
according to their direction, one set extending northwestward, 
one northeastwt1l'd, and one eashvard. They were doubtless 
produced by tension that accompanied the doming of the 
Ozark region about the close of the Carboniferous period. 

NORTHWESTERLY FAULTS. 

White RiveT faults.-The most conspicuous of the north
westerly faults lies along "Brush Creek in the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle. It is 25 miles long, hut somewhat more than 
half of this is in the' Fayetteville quadrangle, where it swings 
around to the northeast. This part of t.he fault is described 
in the Fa.yetteville folio, in . which it is called the 'Vhite 
River fault. The downthro·w is au its south side and is 
abo'ut 300 feet at the west border of the area, the 'Vinslow 
formation there being on a level with the Boone; but probably 
it is less than 100 feet at the east end, where it terminates 
against the Drakes Creek fault. In the eastern part of the 
Fayetteville quadrangle and the western part of the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle the main fault is paralleled by a secondary 
fault half a mile to the south. The down throw of the secondary 
fault is on its north side and does not much exceed 100 feet. 
Between the two faults there is a keystone-like block, which is 
lower than t.he corresponding rocks on either side and is tilted 
to the north, but throuf!hout rpuch of its length it is synclinal. 

Reed Creek jault.-The Reed Creek fault is 2 miles north
east of Huntsville. It is between 4 and 5 miles long, and its 
west end is on the line of disturbance of the Drakes Creek 
fault. (See section A-A.) 

CNfty Creek faults.-A series of faults extends from the 
head of Rockhouse Creek, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, 
nort.hwestward to Little Clifty Creek, on the Benton-::\Iadisoll 
county line. The faults are not distinguishable throughout the 
distance, probably hecause along most of their COUl'se the surface 
rocks are all of one kind, a fact that make~ the detection of dis~ 
placements difficult. The downthrow of the fault at the head 
of RockllOuse Creek is ou its north side and that on Little 
Clifty Creek is on its south side. These are probably two sep
arate faults. 
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Green Foreslfault.-'Vest of Green Forest, in the Harrison 
quadrangle, a fault between 5 and 6 miles in length extends· 
along the nort.heast limb of the Osage anticline. The down
throw is on its northeast side and is about 300 feet at the end 
of Bradslm:w Mountain, from which point it decreases in both 
directions. section C-C.) 

Long fault.-There is a short fault on Long Creek 
2~. miles northeast of Denver, in the Harrison quadrangle. 
The down throw is small and is on its southwest side. 

C1'ooked Creek jault.-On Crooked Creek there is a fault 
which lies for 3 miles in the eastern part of the Harri~on quad
rangle and which extends into the Yellville quadrangle on the 
east. The down throw is small and is on its northeast side. 

NORTHEASTERLY FAULTS. 

Price Mountain jault.-In the Eure~a. Springs quadrangle, 
in "\Valnut Township, Benton County, there is a fault. extend
ing from Red Bluff on 'Vhite River to a point 3 miles to the 
northeast, where it crOSRes a high point in a bend of 'Vhite 
RiYer. The downthrow is 100 feet and is on its southeast 
side. This fault \vas not seen in the bluff.'3 about Larue on the 
south side of "White River but was observed at the head of 
Pine Creek at the crossing of the roads, in the west part of 
sec. 33, T. 19 N., R. 28 'V. At the mouth of Pine Creek it 
passes into a syncline. It is described in t.he Fayetteville and 
'Vinslow folios ,as the Price Mountain fault and syncline. Its 
total length in the three quadrangles is 55 miles. 

Drakes Creek fault.-The most persistent fault, in the two 
quadrangles extends northeastward from the south border of 
the Eureka Springs quadrangle through the town of Drakes 
Creek to the northern part of Pension Mountain, 5 miles south 
of Berryville. Its length in the Eureka Springs quadrangle is 
27 miles, and it extends southwestw:ard outside the quadrangle. 
Through most of the 27 miles the displacement is evident, but 
between the mouth of Holman Creek and the heqd of :\Ioody 
Hollow the structure is apparently monoclina1. The fault is 
plainly visible throughout most of its course south of 'Val' 
Eagle Creek, along Lake Hollow, where it crosses Kings 
River, and in Sllgarcamp Hollo\v. At the mouth of Canfield 
Hollow it passes into a sincline, but it again appears as a fault 
on the north part of Pension Mountain. The downthrow is 
on its southeast side, and in the southern part of the quad
rangle it probably approaches 400 feet. At the mouth of 
Lake HoHo,,, and where it crosses -Kings RiYer the downthrow 
is about 100 feet. (See section A-A.) 

Buffalo faults.-A fault a.long Little Buffalo Fork, in the 
soutbern part of the Harrison quadrangle, extends from Jasper 
northeastward for a distance of about 7 miles, crossing Big 
l~uffalo Fork in the southeastern part of sec. 8, T. 16 N., 
R. 20 "T. For a part of its course it is a branching fault, the 
intervening narrow block having relatively dropped down. 
The displacement is nowhere very great, and as a whole the 
downthrow is on its southeast side. A mile northwest of this 
fault and parallel with it there is another fault which shows 
a maximum diRplacement of 300 feet, the downthrow being 
on its sout.heast side. Neal' the southwest end of this fault 
there are three short faults, which extend in general north
eastward. The downthrow of the northern fault is on its west 
side and that of the middle one is on its south side; the 
southern one shows only horizontal displacement. On the 
south side of sec. 14, T. 16 N., R. 21 W., there is a short 
fault, parallel to the principal faults of the group, with a 
downthrow of 50 feet on its northwest. side; and farther north
east along this line of disturbance, on the south side of Buffalo 
Fork of White River, there is a fault half a mile long, with 
a downt.hrow of 100 feet on its northwest. side. (See section 

, 'H-H.) 
Ponca faults.--North of Ponca, in sec. 18, T. 16 N., R.. 22 

'V., there are three small faults. The downthrow of the 
southern one is on its southeast side and is about 40 feet. 
The displacement in the northern two, which are yery neal' 
together; is horil1oota1. A mile west of the mouth of Sneeds 
Creek there are two very short northeasterly faults, which 
have a slight downthrow on their southeast sides .. A mile 
and a half farther npstream there is a similar fault, which 
shows a downward displacement to the northwest. 

Comptonjault.-Two miles southwest of Compton, neal' the 
head of Sneeds Creek, there is a fault 2 miles long. The maxi
mum displu:ceJuent of this fimlt somewhat exceeds 300 feet, 'a,nd 
the down throw is on its southeast side. The displacement 
continues south,vest\vurd as a monocline, which is well marked 
on the head of Sout.h Fork of Osage Creek. 

F.ASTERLY FAUJ,TS. 

Dry Creek fault.-Near the south\vest corner of the Harrison 
quadrangle, on Dry Creek, there is a fault less than a mile 
long, which ends at the west margin of the quadrangle. The 
displacement is slight and the downthrow is on its south side. 

Osage jault.-A fault somewhat more than 2 miles long 
crosses South Fork of the Osage, in sers. 21, 22, and 23, 
T. 17 N., R. 23 'V. The downthrO\v is about 100 feet and is 
on its south side. 

8needs Creek jaults.-On Buffalo Fork of "\Vhite River near 
the mouth of Sneeds Creek four parallel faults lie close 
together.,' T~e down throw of the southern one is on its north 
side and that of the northerll one on its south side. The dis
placement of the group is complicated and can best be under
stood by referring to sections F-F and G-G of the structure
section sheet. The faults are closely associated with the 
Sneeds Creek dome and are terminated at the east by a short 
north ward-trending fault and monocline. On a high point 
overlooking the river a mile and a half south ef the eaet end 
of this group of four faults there are two short faults, the 
northern one having a downward displacement of about 50 
feei on its south side, and the southern one a displacement of 
more than 100 feet on its north side at the east end, the block 
between them having 'relatively subsided that much. 

YMdelle faults.-Two faults that lie a. quarter ·of a mile to 
half a mile apart extend westward from a point neal' Y.ardelle, 
in the southeastern part of the quadrangle. The southern one 
is 7 miles and the northern one 5 miles long. At this place 
the intervening block has relat.ively sunk a distance equal to 
the thickness of the' Boone limestone, which is about 300 feet. 

Hurricane faults.-The two Hurricane faults enter the 
quadrangle from the Yellville quadrangle on the east. They 
ha ve a total length of 13 miles, 3 miles of which is in the 
Harrison quadrangle, and they are' a quarter to half a mile 
apart. The intel'Yening block is displaced downward som'~
what more than 200 feet. 

GEOLOGIC HISTORY. 
GEOLOGIC RECORD. 

The geologic hi~tory of the Eureka Springs and HarrisQn 
quadrangles is recorded in the plains, hills, and valleys and in 
the numerous layers of rock at. and below the surface. The 
geologic events now to be related have been therefore disclosed 
by a study of the topographic features and the rocks. The 
geologic record in the" quadrangles is far from complete, but 
much of their history may be inferred from studies made 
in other parts of the OZQ-rk region,' for the same processes 
that operated in t.hese quadrangles operated also and affected 
somewhat similarly a large region around them. Much of, the 
history of the smaller area is therefore deduced from the more 
complete record found in the Ozark region as a whole. 

The oldest formation exposed in the quadrangles is the Cotter 
dolomite, of Lower Ordovician age. Still older Ordovician 
strata are exposed farther east in Arkansas, and older Ordo
yician and Upper Cambrian beds and pre-Cambrian crystalline 
rorks are exposed farther northeast, in l\fissotlri. It is from 
the results of studies made in those areas, chiefly by others 
than the authors, that the earliest geologic events in these 
quadrangles are inferred. 

PALEOZOIC ERA. 

CAMBRIAK AND EARLY ORDOVICIAN DEPOSITION BEFORE 

COTTER TIME. 

At the opening of the Paleozoic era probably all the surfare 
of the Ozark region had been above the sea for a long time and 
had undergone great erosion, but late in the Cambrian period 
the region was gradually submerged. The first deposit laid 
down in the encroaching sea comdsted of sand and pebbles, 
which later formed sandstone and conglomerate, respectively. 
Then followed the deposition of magnesium and calcium car
bonates, which subsequently hardened into dolomites and 
magnesian limestones.# From time to t.ime more or less ,sand 
and mud were delivered to the sea, but the rocks formed from 
these terrigenous deposits are only a sman part of those 110W 

exposed. The submergence lasted through the early part of 
the Ordo-\rician period except during interval~ when parts or 
all of the region became land, as is attested by conglomerates 
and sun cracks. " 

ORDOVICIAN SEDIME:;fTATION DURIKG AKD AFTER COTTER Tum. 

Cotter'deposition.-During Cotter time, while some Beek
mantown deposits ·were being formed in the north-middle 
Appalachian region, the sea occupied at least the southern 
and eastern sides of the Ozark region. If it extended over 
the whole province the rocks formed in the northern part 
were subsequently removed. However, the sea occupied 
much of the upper ::Hississippi Valley, where it received 
deposits that formed the Shakopee dolomite, ''lith the lower 
part of 'which the Cotter dolomite is correlated. The chief 
deposits were calcium-magnesium carbollates, which formed 
dolomite, but some mud and considerable quantities of sand 
were also at many times brought into the sea. A large quan
tity of silica that was deposited contemporaneously with the 
other materials has in many places produtCed chert. The 
great. preponderance of' dolomite implies a sea of clear water 
adjacent to land of low altitude. That the water was shallow 
is apparent from ripple marks of short wave length. At times 
parts of the region were elevated into land, and then sun cracks 
were formed on exposed mud flats and pebbles and other detrital 
material were carried from the eroded 'areas into the sea by run
ning water. It is uncertain whether the sea \"\'as then the abode 



of animals whose shells supplied the large quantity of calcareous 
material that now forms limestone of this age or whether this 
material was deposited as a chemical precipitate, but probably 
the limestone was formed, at least in large part, by chemical 
precipitation. Nevertheless, the few fossil remains preserved 
in certain beds show that the seas of this time contained some 
marine life. A withdrawal of the sea as a result of uplift, 
accompanied by a warping of the rocks into broad, flat folds, 
brought Cotter deposition to a close, and the area was exposed 
to erosion that removed the tops of the folds. 

Powell deposition.-Later in tbe Beekmantown epoch the 
southern and eastern parts of the Ozark region, as well as areas 
in the upper Mississippi Valley, were again submerged, but 
there is no evidence that the northern part of the Ozark region 
was under water at this time. The first deposit of Powell time 
in the quadrangles consisted of scattered beds of more or less 
rounded pebbles, but the character and arrangement of some of 
the material at the base of the Powell limestone indicate that it 
is a residual mantle recemented in place. Low reef'i;, of white 
quartz sand were built up in the western part of the Eureka 
Springs quadrangle. "\Vhen the shore receded farther from the 
areas or when the water became less agitated calcium carbonate, 
some magnesium carbonate, and a little mud were laid down. 
These sediments on solidifying formed earthy magnesian lime
stone. The forms of marine life, if we may judge from the 
remains preserved in certain beds. were chiefly gastropods, 
trilobites, and cephalopods. The paucity of such remains, 
which constitute o~ly a very small part of the limestone, and 
the fact that the conditions were not unfavorable to the preser
yation of fossils, suggest that most of the rock was probably 
formed by chemical precipitation. An uplift, which was 
accompanied by a slight warping of the southern Ozark region 
and an accentuation of the old arches, brought Powell deposi
tion to a close and exposed the area to denudation, which 
removed much of the limestone. 

Everton deposition.-After the uplift just mentioned, at least 
the southern part of the Harrison quadrangle and parts of the 
adjoining Yell \'ille quadrangle were covered by the sea, the 
submergence taking place in post-Beekmantown and possibly 
pre-Chazy time. At first, fragmental materials from the 
Powell limestone were laid down here and there in the 
encroaching sea, but as the shore line advanced and the water 
became clearer calcium carbonate, some magnesium carbonate, 
and a little sand were laid down. This material formed the 
sandy magnesian limestone tha't constitutes the Sneeds lime
stone lentil. Marine life 'was obviously meager, for only a few 
fossils have been found in the lentil, and these have been 
obtained from the basal conglomerate in the YeUville quad
rangle. An elevation and a relatively short interval of erosion 
followed and 'was succeeded by a more widespread submer
gence of the base-leveled land, which included at least the 
Eureka Springs, Harrison, and Yellville quadrangles and 
other parts of the southern Ozark region, besides much of the 
eastern flank of the region. While the sea in its ad vance, 
presumably toward the north, was still shallow, sand that 
locally contained pebbles and afterward sand without pebbles 
accumulated to a depth reaching 40 feet in places in the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle and to a less depth in the Harrison 
and Yell ville quadrangles. This supplied the material for the 
Kings RiYer sandstone member. In this epoch the sea water 
was clear and some sand and perhaps a very little mud were 
deposited. The unusual roundness of the sand grains indicates 
that they had been much handled by wind on the beach before 
the land was submerged, and the purity of the sandstone sug
gests that as submergence went on the sand was washed over 
and over by the waves until all its finer material had been 
carried away in suspension, 

As the shore advanced and the water released its sand the 
deposition of sand and gravel was followed by the deposition 
of calcareous material, which in places formed as much as 100 
feet of limestone, but considerable quantities of white sand 
were still frequently delivered to the sea. When the ~and 
was most abundant it alone was deposited, subsequently 
becoming sandstone, and when it was scarce it was laid down 
simultaneously with calcareolls material, the two producing 
sandy limestone. An intraformational conglomerate found at 
some places in the basal part of the limestone overlying the 
Kings River member indicates agitated shallow water or 
possibly a local retreat of the water at such places. Marine 
animals, chiefly ostracods, pelecypods, and gastropods, were 
abundant at times during the later part of Everton deposition. 

At the close of Everton time the sea withdrew, presumably 
to the south, and the uplifted land underwent considerable 
erosion, by which the EYerton was entirely removed from the 
northern part of the quadrangles and possibly from other 
parts of the Ozark region. The limestone over much of the 
quadrangles was channeled by ground-water solution, as well 
as by streams that in places cut to a depth of 10 feet 01' more. 
The sands that formed th~ St.. Peter sandstone buried this 
irregular surface, which is well and interestingly exposed in 
many of the bluffs. Besides the Eureka Springs and Har
rison quadrangles a considerable part of the Ozark region, if 
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not the entire province, was at this time land, as is shown by 
the eroded surface of the strata overlain by the St. Peter 
sandstone, w hlOh succeeds the Everton limestone. 

St. Peter deposition.-The period of uplift and erosion just 
described was followed by a period of depression during which 
the sea l'eadYanced, probably from the south. The water was 
shallow and sand that subsequently formed the St. Peter sand
stone was deposited over the quadrangles, as ·well as over much 
of the rest of the Ozark region and a large part of the upper 
Mississippi Valley. This sandstone-making epoch was like 
the Kings River epoch. The sea was clear and it recei yed 
from the land much quartz sand, which was assorted by the 
water after it had been thoroughly rounded on the beach by 
the wind. The sand deposited in St. Peter time 'was probably 
not laid down along a single permanent shore from which it 
was derived, but along a shore line that advanced across the 
area as the land was gradually submerged, so that the exact 
age of the formation varies from place to place. 

Joachim deposilion.-The Joachim limestone, the next for
mation in order of age, is widespread about the borders of the 
Ozark region and represents, according to E. O. Ulrich, an 
offshore deposit formed during the last half of the time con
sumed in the tangential deposition of the beach sands of the 
St. Peter. Nevertheless, some quartz sand, like that in the 
underlying beds of heavy sand, continued to be delivered to the 
sea and was at places laid down with calcareous material and 
a small amount of magnesium carbonate, which together pro
duced sandy limestone. At other places the sand was suffi
cient in quantity to form sandstone that included but little 
calrareous material. The paucit.y of fOdsils indicates that 
marine life was then meager. The slightly irregular contact 
between the Joachim limestone and the succeeding Jasper 
limestone suggests that deposition of the Joachim may have 
been terminated bv a retreat of the sea from the Harrison 
quadrangle. . " 

Jasper deposition.-A shallow sea at the beginning of 
Jasper time is indicated by sandstone at the base of that 'for
mation. If a land interval preceded that time the sands that 
formed the basal bed of the Jasper, like those that formed the 
Kings RiYer and the St. Peter :mndstones, ,vere probably spread 
along the shore of an advancing sea. In Jasper time, as in 
Kings River and St. Peter time, the water of the sea was clear 
and shallow. The sand may have been derived from the 
eroded Joachim limestone or even from older formations. 
When the water became freer of detrital sediment calcareous 
material was deposited and formed limestone beds, but at 
intervals thin layers of pure sand were also laid down. Per
haps, as suggested by the presence of the fossil of' the genus 
RaphiBtornina, which is common in the Everton limestone, the 
Jasper limestone represents the final stage of the scrips of 
deposits (the Everton limestone, the St. Peter sandstone, and 
the Joachim limestone) which, according to E. O. Ulrich, 
represents a time interval between the Beekmantown and the 
Chazy of the New York section. Marine animals, principally 
ostracods, gastropods, cephalopods, and pelecypods, lived in the 
sea at this time, but the relath'e scarcity of their remains 
shows that they were not numerous. The contact between the 
Jasper limestone and the succeeding Fernvale limestone is not 
exposed at the single locality in the Hal'rison quadrangle at 
which the Fernvale outcrops, but the Plattin and Kimms
wick limestones of Black River age, which, according to 
Ulrich, were deposited farther east in Arkansas after the 
Jasper and before the Fernvale, have been found nowhere in 
the quadrangles. This fact, in addition to the faunal evidence 
that the Jasper is possibly of pre-Chazy age and that the 
Fernvale is of Richmond age, indicates a stratigraphic break 
between them, "\"hich means that at least the part of the Ozark 
region comprised in the Harrison quadrangle was above water 
after Jasper time. Furthermore, the unconformable relations 
of the Plattin to the Joachim farther east in Arkansas indicate 
that much of the southern Ozark region outside the Harrison 
quadrangle was land during or after the close of Jasper 
deposition .. 

Femvale deposition.-At the beginning of Richmond time 
probably all the Ozark region was land, but during this time 
the sea submerged much of the southern and eastern flanks of 
that region as well as ot.her areas in the Mississippi Valley. 
The first deposit during this submergence in northern Arkan
sas was the calcareous material now constituting the Fernvale 
limestone. The numerous fossils found in this limestone sho".,. 
that marine life was then abundant. Although this formation 
is exposed in the quadrangles at only one locality, near Jasper, 
it is exposed over rather large areas in Arkansas farther east. 
After Fernvale time the sea receded from the submerged areas, 
which were thus exposed to denudation, 

Cason deposition.-A comparatively short erosion interval 
followed Fernvale t.ime, and then the sea readvanced oyer parts 
of the land and recei \'ed a thin deposit of phosphatic con
glomerate in which numerous minute marine shells are pre
served; later, fine waste from the land was laid down as 
calcareous mud, which subsequently formed the Cason shale. 
Farther north in the Misedssippi Valley the sea was at this 

time receiving the mud that became the Maquoketa shale. At 
the close of Cason time there was a widespread uplift and local 
folding of the Ozark region and a long period of erosion, 
which in the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadrangles appar
ently continued throughout Silurian and early Deyonian time. 

SILURIAN SEDIMENTATION. 

Throughout the Silurian period these quadrangles and most 
other parts of the Ozark region were land that was under
going erosion. This land may at first have stood several 
hundred feet above sea 1eyel, but it was eventually reduced to 
a low, featureless plain, truncating the Ordovician formations 
down to and including the Powell limestone of Lower Ordo
vician age. The eastern and southern borders of the Ozark 
province were covered by the sea in Medina and Niagara time. 
There is no reason to believe that the sea at these times occu
pied any part of the quadrangles, but its shore lay not far 
away from them, for the limestone kno,,,n as the St. Clair, 
which was then formed, is exposed in the southern part of the 
adjoining Yellyille quadrangle. 

DEVONIA1\" SEDn:[E!'<TATIO~. 

Clifty deposilion.-In early Devonian time the geography 
of the area was apparently not essentially'different from that 
of the Silurian period, but in Middle Devonian time a narrow 
arm of the sea extended into the west-central part of the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle. The extent of this submergence 
is not known. In fact, all the known exposures of Middle 
Devonian rocks on the southern flank of the Ozark region are 
found ,,,ithin an area of about half a square mile 011 East Fork 
of Little Clifty Creek. 'VeIl-rounded quartz sand, most of 
which was probably derived from the Kings River sandstone, 
was spread out upon that sandstone as a layer which nowhere 
exceeded 18 inches in thickness and to which some calcareous 
material as well as the remains of marine invertebrates were 
added. When the water became freer of sand fine-grained 
limestone was formed. Clifty deposition, which ,'{as probably 
of short duration, was ended by an uplift of the region, by 
which the waters of the sea were forced beyond its borders, and 
the parts that had been submerged were exposed to denudation. 

Chattanooga deposition.-Late in the Devonian period the 
sea transgressed upon much of the southern and eastern flanks 
of the Ozark region and possibly upon the whole of the Eureka 
Springs and Harrison quadrangles. Although the Devonian 
strata are unconformable with those beneath, the unconformity 
shows clearly that the surface upon which they were deposited 
was even and that it stood so low that but slight change in the 
level of either the land or the sea was required to submerge it. 
The first deposit of' Chattanooga time consists of well-rounded 
quartz sand derived from several Ordovician beds that were 
exposed along the shore, and this sand was spread out in a 
thin bE'd which subsequently formed the Sylamore sandstone 
member. The next deposit consisted of fine black mud, which 
on solidifying formed the Chattanooga shale. The sea then 
receded from the area, leaving it as a flat, low-lying, featureless 
plain, which was not greatly altered by erosion. 

Some of the sandstone mapped as the Sylamore sandstone 
member in those parts of the quadrangles where there is no 
overlying shale of the Chattanooga may represent the first 
deposit of early Mississippian time. Though the absence of 
fossils in this sandstone leaves its age in doubt it is similar in 
lithologic character and stratigraphic position to the Sylamore. 
If it is of Mississippian age Chattanooga deposition may have 
taken place in embayments whose shore 'lines did not extend 
far beyond the present borders of this shale; if it is of Devo
nian age it is necessary to assume the removal by erosion of 
considerable areas of the oyerlying shale. The authors hold 
the view that in most if not all parts of the quadrangles this 
sandstone is of Devonian, not Mississippian age. 

CARBO~IFEROUS SEDIMENTATION. 

Boone deposition.-Boone deposition began on the read\'ance 
of the sea, after a brief recession indicated by a conglomerate 
that lies here and there above the Chattanooga shale, by the 
probable erosion of the- Chattanooga from pafts of the quad
rangles, and by general absence of deposits representing the 
earlier divisions of the Kinderhook group. Before the close 
of the Kinderhook epoch much of the Ozark region, including 
these quadrangles, was again submerged. By this advance 
and the consequent deepening of the sea the distance of this 
area from the shore was increased, and limy deposits were laid 
down instead of fine mnd and sand. These deposits were almost 
everywhere put down in layers of uniform thickness, indicat
ing quiet waters; but overlap phenomena and cross-bedding 
in the St. Joe limestone at Yardelle, in the Harrison quad
rangle (see fig. 11, p. 11), and the overlap of rocks of Keokuk 
or late Burlington age on irregularly bedded strata of Fern 
Glen age, overlying the St. Joe, on War Eagle Creek, in the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle (see PI. VIII), indicate agitated 
waters in restricted areas. Truncation of the beds beneath the 
overlap at those places is perhaps due to submarine erosion. 



During the Burlington, Keokuk, and Warsaw epochs there 
was an admixture of the limy deposits with silica which pro
duced the chert in the Boone limestone. Marine animals, 
chiefly crinoids, though these were accompanied by great 
num bers of brachiopods, bryozoans. and other forms, ·were 
abundant, and their remains are well preserved at several hori
zons in the formation. The broad extent of this submergence, 
which continued through the Keokuk epoch and into the 
Warsaw epoch, is shown by the presence of the Boone all along 
the southern and western flanks of the Ozark region and of 
correlative formations along the northern and eastern flanks. 

A retreat of the sea at the close of Boone deposition again 
brought the area above water. The erosion that followed and 
continued until Chester time in the Eureka Springs and Har
rison quadrangles did not produce marked irregularities in the 
surface of the Boone limestone, but in southwestern Missouri 
and northeastern Oklahoma the erosion at this time was accom
panied by underground solution, the result being the formation 
of sink holes in which later deposits were laid down. 

Batesville deposition.-In the early part of the Chester epoch 
the land comprised in the Eureka Springs quadrangle and most 
of that of the Harrison quadrangle, besides extensive areas to 
the west and northwest, subsided and were covered by a shal
low limestone-making sea in which the Hindsville limestone 
member was formed. From time to time more or less quartz 
sand, which later became sandstone, was at some places carried 
to the sea and at other times and places was mixed with 
calcareous material and cemented into sandy limestone. At 
the beginning of the submergence chert fragments, some of 
them well rounded and others angular, were deposited here 
and there. It seems probable that the Hindsville limestone 
marks only the beginning of the submergence of this area and 
that it was not laid down over the whole of it, for there is 
neither physical nor faunal evidence of any succeeding erosion 
that would have removed it from areas where it is wanting. 

Later in the Chester epoch, when the southern and eastern 
flanks of the Ozark region were more widely submerged, large 
quantities of quartz sand were brought from some land area 
whose position is not known and were spread out over the sea 
bottom, forming the Batesville sandstone, which in the quad
rangles is thickest to the northeast and thinnest to the south
west. This sand contained some calcareous material, and the 
combination formed a calcareous sandstone. The general 
occurrence of cross-bedding in the sandstone indicates shallow 
water. The Batesville sandstone, like the Hindsville limestone, 
probably marks the limits of a stage of submergence, for it is 
absent from considerable areas in the southwest corner of the 
Eureka Springs quadrangle and farther west, in Arkansas and 
eastern Oklahoma. Certain invertebrate marine forms were 
common while the material of the Hindsville limestone was 
undergoing deposition but more rare , .... hile that of the overly
ing sandstone of the Batesville formation was being laid down. 

~Fayetteville deposition.-Wit.h the continued ad vance of the 
sea on the southern and southwestern borders of the Ozark 
region during the Chester epoch a bed of black mud 'was laid 
down, which, on solidifying, formed a shale known as the 
Fayetteville shale. The deposition of this mud was inter
rupted by a bed of sand that formed the Wedington Randstone 
member. This sand was delivered to the sea probably as 
the result of an elevation of the land that supplied it. 
There ,vere also brief periods at and near the beginning of 
Fayetteville time and near its close during which the water 
was sufficiently clear to permit limestone to be formed. The 
oscillations of the l~nd evidently flexed the rocks in parts of 
the area of deposition, as is indicated by the varying thickness 
in northern Arkansas of both the lo\ver and the upper shales 
and of the Wedington member. The most prominent flexures 
produced, in part, at this ti)oe are the Osage anticline and 
the Carrollton and Sneeds Creek domes. But this anticline, 
and probably the two domes, had their incipiency at a much 
earlier date, between early Ordovician and late Devonian time. 

A short period of erosion may have followed Fayetteville 
deposition, a probability suggested by the overlapping relations 
of the Pitkin limestone, which at some places rests upon the 
upper shale, at others upon the Wedington sandstone member, 
and at still others possibly upon the lower shale. However, 
no traces of an unconformity, such as a conglomerate or an 
irregular surface, have been observed at this horizon. As bas 
been su~gested, the varyin~ thickness of the beds of the Fay
etteville appears to be due in large measure to unequal sedi
mentation over a flexed, undulating surface. 

Pitkin deposition . ..:.....After the mud of Fayetteville time had 
been laid down calcareous deposits were formed over a wide 
arefl. These deposits represent a time of minimum deposition 
of detrital material and consequently a time when the sea was 
clear. It was during this epoch that the Pitkin limestone was 
formed. Marine invertebrate animals lived in great numbers, 
especially bryozoans, corals, crinoids, and brachiopods, which 
denote Chester age for the limestone, wherein their remains are 
well presenred. 

Mid-Oarboniferous erosion and dejormation.-The Pitkin 
limestone was the last deposit of Mississippian time, at the 
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close of which probably all the Ozark region that had been 
submerged became land, except, possibly, small areas along the 
southern border of the quadrangles and larger areas farther 
south. The rather uniform thickness and even surface of the 
top of the Pitkin limestone over these southern parts of the 
quadrangles suggest that little if any erosion took place there, 
but in areas farther north the Pitkin and the upper part of the 
Fayetteville shale were truncated by erosion. In southwestern 
:\fissouri and toward the center of the Ozark uplift the Boone 
limestone shows evidence of mid-Carboniferous erosion, and 
the depressions in its surface still contain remnants of Penn
sylyanian conglomerates and shales. In the region farther 
north Pennsylvanian deposits rest upon Ordovician rocks. 

The folds or flexures which were started earlier were 
accentuated at this time, as is shown by the absence of the 
Pitkin limestone and the marked thinning of the Fayetteville 
shale over the Osage anticline, the Carrollton dome, and the 
Sneeds Creek dome, which are the most conspicuous flexures 
in the quadrangles. 

PE'NNSYLVAXIAN SEDIMENTATIOX. 

During Pennsylvanian time the sea again transgressed 
upon the land, submerging all of northern Arkansas and 
parts of southern Missouri, besides the western, northern, and 
eastern flanks of the Ozark region and other large areas in the 
interior of the continent. 

Hale deposition.-The first rocks formed during the Penn
sylvanian epoch constitute the Hale formation, which is the 
lowest formation of Pottsville age exposed in the Ozark region. 
A basal conglomerate consisting of rounded pebbles derived 
from the Pitkin limestone was laid down here and there along 
1he advancing shore and was overlain by sand, mud, and 
calcareous material, forming sandstone, shale, and limestone, 
respectively. The rather coarse grained, cross-bedded calca
reous sandstone of this formation, which contains fossil wood 
and lenses of limestone and shale, was undoubtedly formed 
near the shore. Into some parts uf it sand was carried, into 
others mud, and into still others organic matter, all of which 
were more or less thoroughly mixed by the undertow, waves, 
and littoral currents. 

Bloyd deposition.-The varying conditions of Hale time 
were followed, later in the Pottsville epoch, by conditions that 
were more uniform over the areas and resulted in the deposi
tion of mud which on hardening formed the Bloyd shale, but 
early in this time the turbid 'waters twice became clear and 
at these two times material was deposited that formed the 
Brentwood and Kessler limestones. In the time between the 
deposition of these two limestones swamps existed farther west 
in Arkansas, where vegetal matter accumulated that was later 
changed to coal. 

After the deposition of the Bloyd shale these quadrangles 
and much of the rest if not all of the southern Ozark region 
again became land. During the period of erosion thus begun 
the shale was removed from lUuch of the Harrison and from 
parts of the Eureka Springs quadrangles, the erosion causing 
an unconformity there, by which the succeeding Winslow for
~ation rests in places upon the Hale formation. This uncon
formity has been observed by J. A. Taff in the Tahlequah and 
Muskogee quadrangles of Oklahoma, but if it occurs in the 
intervening 'Vinslow and Fayetteville quadrangles it is not 
conspicuous. The north ward extent of this emergence and the 
erosion producing this unconformity can not be determined, 
for the rocks by which it could have been disclosed have been 
removed by erosion. 

Winslow deposition.-Sandstone in itself is considered a 
shallow-water deposit, but the fact that the heavy sandstone 
beds of the Winslow formation were laid down in shallow 
water in which there were shifting currents is further shown 
by the common occurrence of cross-bedding and ripple marks. 
Furthermore, some of the numerous beds of shale that con
stitute so large a part of the Winslow formation contain thin 
lavers of cross-bedded sandstone, and this and ·their numerous 
ripple marks of short wave length show that they too are 
shallow-water deposits. The alternating layers of sandstone 
and shale are the combined result of crustal movements beneath 
the sea and on the land and of shifting littoral currents caused 
by changes in the contour of the shore line and the profile of 
the ocean beds. 

The Winslow in the Eureka Springs and Harrison quadran
gles is probably of Pottsville age. Its age and relations outside 
these areas have been briefly discussed on pages 15-16. 

POST-CARBONIFEROUS DEFORMATION. 

Although the youngest rocks in the southern Ozark region 
belong to the Pennsylvanian this part of the region was doubt
less permanently added to the land before the close of that 
epoch. C. E. Sieben thaI has expressed the opinion that the 
emergence took place about the close of the Allegheny or mid
dle of the "lower Coal Measures" time, but the region to which 
he refers !:IS being thus affected is southwestern Missouri. 1 

lSiebenthal, C. E., U. S. Geol. Survey Geol. Atlas, Joplin district folio 
(No. 148), p. 11, 1907, (reprinted in 1914). 

Probably a much wider area than that, perhaps all the rest of' 
the southern Ozark region, including the Eureka Springs and 
Harrison quadrangles, was raised above water at this time. 
The region, however, was affected by increased uplift of the 
land, which may ha\'e raised some submerged parts above the 
sea, and which was accompanied by the widespread crustal 
movement that occurred at the close of Carboniferous time. 
No record remains that this area was again the seat of sedimen~ 
tation, except possibly for a brief time when the waters of the 
Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary seas, ·which covered the east
ern part of Arkansas and adjacent areas, may have encroached 
upon its southeastern slope. The forces that elevated the land 
and folded the rocks south of Arkansas River here lifted the 
region bodily upward. Ther~for,e the rock beds, except in the 
small areas that exhibit flexures, are horizontal or dip at very 
low angles oyer the Ozark Plateau and the northern part of 
the Boston Mountains. These forces, however, accentuated 
some of the old folds, notably the Osage anticline and the 
Sneeds Creek dome. The Carrollton dome was but little 
affected. The faulting of the strata took place near the close 
of the Carboniferous· period and was probably contempora
neous with the flexing. 

MESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC ERAS. 

Had the region not suffered erosion after uplift it would 
have stood much higher than it st.ands now and the surface of 
the quadrangles would haYe been nearly level, though broken 
here and there by irregularities due to faulting and slight flex
ing of the strata; but no sooner did the region become land 
than subaerial and subterranean erosion began to reduce it. 
At least 1,000 feet of material has been removed from those 
parts of the quadrangles Oye1' which the Boone limestone is the 
surface rock, and 1,400 to 1,700 feet from those parts where 
the Cotter dolomite is the surface rock. 

During this .period of erosion in northern Arkansas three 
structural plains-the Boston .:\Iountain Plateau, the Spring
field Plateau, and the Salem Plateau-were formed. Each of 
them has an undulating surface that is cut by canyon-like 
valleys, and above the lower two stand isolated remnants of 
the next higher slowly vanishing upland surface. 

The erosion that formed these physiographic features doubt
less has not continued at a uniform rate from the time of the 
emergence of the region to the present but has been at times 
retarded by a reduction of the area to moderate relief and at 
other times accelerated by a new uplift, which began a new 
cycle. How many such cycles the region has undergone is not 
known. 

The rather eyen summits of the Boston Mountains, which 
form essentially a plateau, suggest that they represent a former 
peneplain or base-Ieyeled surface, but the authors of this folio 
are inclined to the, yie\ .... that their evenness does not imply a 
former base-level but has been determined by the preservation 
of the resistant beds of the 'Vinslow formation. As a matter 
of' fact, any existing evidence of a former peneplain would be 
difficult to detect in a region that was originally a nearly level 
coastal or structural plain. The rock strata are nearly hori* 
zontal over much bf the Boston Mountain Plateau, and as 
denudation proceeded the same beds might well have been 
exposed throughout wide areas and haye simulated a penepla~n. 

The Springfield Plateau in much of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle and probably in parts of the Harrison is a south
ward and southeastward extension of t.he erosion surface in 
southwestern Missouri that has been described as a Cretaceous
Tertiary peneplain. If the recent erosion and canyon cutting 
in the surface of the Springfield Plateau were disregarded and 
only the flat-topped uplands of this plain and the Boston 
Mountains ana. their outliers were considered, the old graded 
surface would be practically reproduced over parts of the quad
rangles, but it is not known just how far northward in the 
quadrangles the Boston Mountain Plateau extended during 
Cretaceous and early Tertiary time. This Cretaceous-Tertiary 
surface probably corresponds approximately to the upper sur
face of the Boone limestone, though in the northwestern part 
of the Harrison quadrangle, as 'well as in other areas where 
the surface of the Boone is relatively low, it may haye been 
developed on higher formations that were afterward removed. 
The main drainage lines cut in the southern Ozark region at 
the time this erosion surface was formed 'were 'Vhite River and 
Arkansas River, from which small tributaries gradually cut 
back toward the divide between the two. Many of the streams 
doubtless reached grade and developed meandering courses. 

Not long after the deposition of the Eocene sediments in the 
Mississippi embayment, which includes parts of eastern Arkan
sas and southeastern Missouri, an uplift brought the Ozark 
region nearly to its present ele .... ation. In this cycle the Salem 
Plateau in the quadrangles was formed and the surface of the 
Springfield Plateau was doubtless reduced, the extent of the 
reduction depending on the character of the rocks exposed. It 
is not known whether that part of the Salem Plateau within the 
quadrangles represents a former LasPrleveled area cut by reju
venated streams or whether it is simply a structural plain due 
to the resistant strata that form most of its smface and to the 



removal by denudation during the present cycle of the softer 
strata overlying it. Further stratigraphic and physiographic 
study of this interesting problem outside the quadrangles is 
necessary before it can be solved. At present, however, the 
authors, in view of the evidence available in northern Arkan
sas, where they have studied this physiographic feature, hold 
to the view that this plateau is a structural plain due to 
resistant strata. 

'fhe sluggish meandering streams of Cretaceous and Tertiary 
time were reju veuated by the uplift of the region at the close 
of the Eocene epoch and since then have been rapidly cut
ting their beds downward. At the same time they have shifted 
laterally by undercutting the outsides of' their curves, thus 
greatly lengthening the original swings. A slight curve once 
begun may become a large curve in a vigorous, down ward
cutting stream as ,veIl as in a weak, depositing one. That 
the curves of these streams, many of them bold and com
pressed, have been in large part formed since the Eocene 
epoch is at once evident from the slopes above the streams, 
which are long and gradual on the inside and precipitous on 
the outside. The inside slopes are strewn with more or less 
terrac!'l gravel; the outside slopes are bluffs that commonly 
have a height of 200 to 300 feet, though one bluff is 500 feet 
high. (See PI. I.) 

The courses of the streams have been determined partly by 
the structure. The strata in this area have some major flex
ures and numerous minor ones. The larger flexures have 
determined the general courses of some of the streams, and 
probably the smaller flexures, which are "wobbles," have 
determined many minor bends. As the flexures are more 
pronounced in the older than in the younger rocks the streams 
are more and more influenced by them as they lower their 
beds. As a result of this influence f)f structure, possibly most 
of the smaller streams flow with the pitch of the folds, several 
of the larger streams flow in anticlinal valleys or synclinal 
troughs, and many CUl'ves of both the large and the small 
streams are in the depressions of the structural wobbles. 

Though the structure of the area has determined or affected 
the minor features of the streams, yet, as may be seen by 
reference to the contour map of the deformed surface of the 
Boone limestone, there is no striking relation between the struc
ture and the general drainage. White River, in the north· 
western part of the area, follows a syncline, but it flows against 
instead of with the plunge. The upper part of War Eagle 
Creek flows across an anticline instead of following the 
Drakes Creek fault and joining Kings River or Richland 
Creek. Kings River flows for a part of its course along the 
strike of a monocline, and Keels Creek, one of its tributaries, 
flows' against the dip. Osage Creek follows the Osage anti
cline for a part of its course but flows against the plunge of 
the anticline at its southeast end. Yocum, Long, Bear, and 
Crooked creeks and Buffalo Fork of White Ri vel' follow their 
courses regardless of structure. 

The present drainage is probably the result of numerous 
captures and other diversions of streams effected at the time 
they flowed over rocks that were long ago removed by erosion, 
their removal obliterating all clues to that part of the drainage 
history. It is not improbable, however, that the pa.rt of White 
River in northwestern Arkansas formerly flowed westward into 
Oklahoma through Illinois River and its tributaries but was 
captured by a stream working its way back southwestwa,rd 
from Missouri. Probably, also, the upper part of War Eagle 
Creek formerly flowed into either Richland Creek or Kings 
River and 'Nas captured by the main stream, and the upper 
part of Osage Creek formerly flowed either southwestward into 
Dry Fork or north'ward into Long Creek and was captured by 
the main stream working its way backward along the axis of 
the Osage anticline. 

MINERAL RESOURCES. 

The important mineral resources of the Eureka Springs and 
Harrison quadrangles consist of building stone, clay, lime, 
cement, road materials, glass sand, ores of zinc and lead, and 
bituminous shale. 

STRUCTURAL MATERT ALS. 

Building stone.-Near Beaver, in the Eureka Springs 'quad
rangle, building stone is quarried from the Cotter dolomite. 
It is compact gray magnesian limel:ltone or dolomite, in beds 
from 2 to 4 feet thick. The best beds afford durable building 
stone of pleasing color. 

In and about Eureka Springs, Harrison, and Jasper, the St. 
Joe limestone furnishes stone for retaining walls, buildings, 
and culverts. Usually the stone is selected from the red por
tion of the member and wh~n put up as ashlllr it makes an 
attractive building of massive appearance. 

The stone of the calcareous beds in the Boone limestone 
above the St. Joe has a pleasing light-gray color, is compact. 
and is largely crystalline. Much of it would make superior 
building stone and it would be extensively used for that pur~ 
pose if a demand existed. The Hindsville limestone member 
of the Batesville sandstone is firm, of a p]e~sing gray color, 
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and would make good building stone. The limestone for the 
columns at the front entrance of the main building of the 
University of Arkansas, at Fayetteville, was quarried from this 
limestone on Brush Greek, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle. 

Other formations that afford building stone are the Jasper 
limestone, the sandstone of the Batesville formation, and the 
Hale formation. The Jasper limestone makes a beautiful and 
durable building stone and is used at Jasper. The Batesville 
sandstone has a rather pleasing brown color and can be easily 
quarried in blocks having even faees, determined by bedding 
plaues. It is used in Green Forest and Harrison and on 
farms. The thin-bedded sandstone of the Hale formation is 
used in constructing buildings at Hindsville and Huntsville 
and by farmers for foundations and retaining walls. 

Glay.-The residual days in the Boone limestone and in 
the Cotter dolomite will make good common bricks if properly 
worked. Some of them are used for making bricks to supply 
the local demand. The Fayetteville and other shales of the 
areas, as well as their residual clays, could be used for the 
same purpose. 

Lime.-Small quantities of lime have been burned at several 
places in the quadrangles, but it is now burned only at Gar
field and near Huntsville, in the Eureka Springs quadrangle, 
where a superior grade of lime is made from the Boone lime~ 
stone. The lime made at Garfield is shipped, but that made 
at Huntsville is used only to supply the local demand. 
Besides limestone in the Boone and its St. Joe member, other 
limestones that are widely distributed and are sufficiently free 
from magnesium and other impurities for making lime are the 
Everton, the Jasper, the Pitkin, the Hindsville, and the 
Brentwood. 

Cement.-Limestone suitable for making Portland cement 
can be. obtained from the limestones just named, and shale for 
this purpose from the Chattanooga, the Fayetteville, and the 
Bloyd shales and the Hale and Winslow formations. 

ROAD MATERIALS. 

The chert of the Boone limestone is left in large quantity on 
the surface as a residual product. Under climatic influences 
it is broken up into small fragments that make admirable road 
material. In many places the fragments have collected in 
enormous quantities as talus at the base of the slopes, where 
the material could be easily loaded on wagons with a steam 
shovel. 

OTHER NONMETALLIC MINERALS. 

Much of the St. Peter sandstone and of the Kings River 
sandstone is saccharoidal and fragile and is composed of practi
cally pure silica. It is well suited for the manufacture of plate 
glass. 

The shales of the Chattauooga and the Sylamore sandstone 
member are in places phosphatic, but probably no part of these 
beds in the areas here considered is rich enough in phosphorus 
to be of value for making fertilizer. 

Considerable money has been spent in northern Arkansas. 
in drilling wells with the hope of finding oil or gas, but 
neither lias yet been found in commercial quantity north of 
Crawford and Franklin counties. Furthermore, the character 
of the rocks does not indicate that either oil 01' gas will be 
found in, commercial quantity in the quadrangles under dis
cussion or' in the adjoining parts of northern Arkansas and 
southern Missouri. However, any wells that are put down 
should be sunk on the domes. These are shown in figure 13 
and in the section. on. the structure-section sheet.. Oil may 
perhaps be distilled from the Chattanooga shale, which is 
sufficiently bituminous to give off the odor of petroleum when 
struck with a hammer, but such distillation will be profitable 
only after the prices of petroleum and its products become 
higher. 

ZINC AND LEAD ORES. 

In the Harrison quadrangle there are promising zinc pros
pects along Crooked Creek east of Harrison and in the southern 
part of the quadrangle. The ores along Crooked and Panther 
creeks, near Willcockson, and west of Yardelle are chiefly 
sphalerite; those near Ponca are sphalerite, smithsonite, and 
calamine-the last named in small quantity. Some galena is 
associated with the zinc near Ponca and on Panther Creek. 

Some of the prospects along Crooked Creek are in the Ever
ton limestone and some are in the Powell limestone. Those 
neal' Willcockson are in a brecciated zone of the Everton lime
stone, and the one west of Yardelle is in the Joachim limestone. 
Those on Panther Creek and in the vicinity of Ponca are in 
the chert member of the Boone limestone. All are on or neal' 
faults, and it is probably useless to prospect except on or near 
faults. The faults in the southern half of the Eureka Springs 
quadrangle, which are shown on the areal-geology map, may 
contain ores of zinc or lead in commercial quantities. In pros
pects where galena has been observed it occurs in the top 
part of the formation, near the Batesville sandstone. The 
Ponca region is described in the zin·c and -lead report of the 
Geological Survey of Arkansas as the Boxley district. 

WATER RY...80URCES. 

Ground water. -Springs are common in all parts of the 
quadrangles, and their water is widely distributed by streams, 
most of which furnish a constant supply of excellent quality. 
The chief water-bearing formations are the Cotter dolomite, 
Boone limestone, Batesville sandstone, Pitkin limestone, Hale 
formation, and Winslow formation, the Boone carrying the 
most water and the Winslow the least. 

The water of the limestone beds i~ clear and cold, and is 
usually uncontaminated, as the region is sparsely populated. 
The water from the Cotter dolomite and the Pitkin limestone 
is hard. That from the Boone, the Batesville, and the Hale, 
though hard, does not contain so much lime as that from t.he 
Pitkin and the Cotter, because of the greater proportion of 
chert in the Boone and of sandstone in the Batesville and the 
Hale. The water from the Winslow, which comes from sand
stone, is soft. 

Strong springs are not uncommon where the Cotter dolomite 
is the surface rock, though they are not nearly so abundant as 
in the Boone limestone. Where spring water is not available 
from the Cotter flo good supply of water at moderate depth can 
be obtained from wells. 

The Boone limestone is an excellent water-bearing forma
tion, for it is thick, bears a great deal of chert debris on its 
surface, which checks the run-off, and is much fractured and 
jointed. Scores of strong, sparkling springs issue from it, 
especially at its base. 'Vater from this formation supplies 
the springs at Eureka Springs, where, as in other places 
where the Chattanooga shale is present, the springs emerge 
at the top of the shale and the base of the St. Joe limestone 
member. Where the shale is absent, however, they emerge 
at the top of the Sylamore sandstone member. Where the 
Boone limestone is the surface rock over rather level areas, 
such as those around Spring Valley, Hindsville, and Oak 
Grove and at places south of Harrison and Bellefonte, 
springs are rarer and water must be procured by means of 
wells, which as a rule need not be dug or drilled to a depth 
exceeding 70 feet. In much of the upland of the northern 
half of the area, where the Boone lies high above the 
streams, it is not practicable to dig wells nor usually to 
drill them, because of the great depth to ground water from 
the crests of the hills. 

Where the Batesville sandstone is the surface rock it is an 
important water-bearing bed, because the calcium carbonate 
that makes it compact and impervious in other places has been 
leached out. Small springs issue from it here and there along 
the hill slopes, but over the more nearly level areas of its out
crop, the largest of which is around Green Forest, a sufficient 
supply of water for general farm and domestic use can be 
obtained from wells. 

The Fayetteville shale, on which the Pitkin limestone rests, 
prevents the water from passing downward from the lime~tone, 
through which it moves along joints in small underground 
st.reams and from which it issues here and there along the hill
sides in strong springs. 

The sandstone of the Hale formation, having been generally 
made open or porous by the leaching out of the calcium car
bonate it once contained, forms an excellent water reservoir, 
along whose outcrop many fine springs issue in the southern 
part of the quadrangles. Where the Hale is the surface rock 
o\'er considerable areas water is obtained from it by shallow 
wells. 

The springs that emerge from the \Vinslow formation are 
few and small. The saudstone of the formation, however, 
furnishes abundant water to wells of moderate depth, even on 
the summits of the highest mountains. The inhabitants of the 
areas in which this is the surface rock rely almost wholly on 
wells for their domestic supply. 

Water power.-The fall on White River from Jennings Ford 
to the State line in Carroll County, 39 miles along the stream, 
~s 98 feet, equivalent to an average fall of only 2.5 feet to the 
mile. l But the fall from Habberton, Washington County, 
Ark., to the State line, a distanpe of 87 miles along the stream, 
is 360 feet, equivalent to an avera.ge fall of a little more than 4 
feet to the mile. The water power available in this stretch of 
the stream can be utilized by building dams 10 to 12 feet high 
at intervals of 5 or 6 miles and installing at each dam suitable 
hydroelectric generators. 

The fall on Buffalo Fork of White River from Boxley, a 
little more than a mile south of the Harrison quadrangle, to 
the mouth of Little Buffalo Fork, a distance of 32 miles, is 
323 feet, equivalent to an average fall of a little less than 10 
feet to the mile. 2 Measurements made July 26, 1910, in sec. 8, 
T. 16 N., R. 20 W., on Buffalo Fork of White River above the 
mouth of Little Buffalo, gave a flow of 85 cubic feet a second. 
Calculations based on this flow and the fall of 323 feet in the 
part of the stream considered show that there was a vailable in 
that stretch about 2,500 horsepower. 

1 Gladson, 'V. ~., A preliminary report Oil White River and some of its 
tributaries: Arkansas Geol. Survey, p. 10, 1911. 

I Idem, p.ll. 
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Streams that are dammed at several plap,ee in the quadrangles 
furnish power for small grist and saw mills. 'Vater frQm a 
few of the larger springs and that at some of the low waterfalls 
is used for generating power. 

sou.s, 

The surface of large parts of the quadrangles is rough, and 
much of the soil in such parts is unfit for cultivation. This is 
especially true of the southern part of the area. Practically all 
the soils of the region are residuary. The stream valleys are 
narrow and contain but little alluvium. Even along White 
River, the largest stream in the area, there are no large flood-
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plain deposits. Where the Boone limestone is exposed over 
level areas, as ,about Hindsville, in the Eureka Springs quad
rangle, and in the east-central part of the Harrison quadrangle, 
it makes a good soil, but where the surface is rough the soil 
derived from that formation is thin and unproductive, because 
most of it is removed by erosion. For the same reason the 
soil over most of the area in which the Ordovician rocks are 
exposed is unproductive. The Batesville sandstone, the largest 
exposures of whip,h are in the Harrison quadrangle, forms a 
moderately good soil. The considerable areas of the Hale for
mation in the southern part of the Eureka Springs quadrangle 
have fairly good soil, which is well adapted to fruit culture. 

The soil on the flat mountains in the southern part of the two 
quadrangles is derived from the Winslow formation and is not 
very productive, but with care it can be made good fruit land. 

TIMBER. 

Most of the commercial timber in the northern half of the 
two quadrangles is pine, from which much lumber is cut. The 
timber :of the southern half of the area is mainly oak and 
hickory. There was formerly a good deal of black walnut, 
but most of this hus been removed. There is a little cherry 
and cedar and much black locust. 

June, 1915. 
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PLATE I.- TOPOGRAPHY OF BOSTON MOUNTAINS. VIEW LOOKING SOUTHWEST FROM NORTH BLUFF OF BUFFALO FORK OF WHITE RIVER, 1 ~ MilES EAST OF MOUTH OF 
SNEEDS CREEK. 

St. Peter sandstone caps b luffs in righ t foreground. Pennsylvanian for mations cap su mm its of the high hil ls in center and left distance, lnd Mississippian format ions are e~posed on the ir upper s lopes. 
PhotoEraph by W. N. G1adson . 

PLATE II.- TOPOGRAPHY OF BOSTON MOUNTAINS. VIEW LOOKING SOUTHEAST UP VALLEY OF LITTLE 
BUfFALO FORK OF WHITE RIYER FROM A POINT NEAR JASPER. 

Pennsylvanian fo rmations cap summits 01 hi lis, and Mississippian formations are exposed on their lower slopes. PhotOjIraph by 
J. C. Branner. 

PLATE Vr._ ST. PETER SANDSTONE IN BLUFF ON WEST SIDE OF BUFFALO FORK OF WHITE RIVER, ONE
FOURTH MilE NORTH OF MOUTH OF ADDS CREEK. 

View 100kinE south. The sandstone d ips Eently to the left, upstream. PhotOEraph by J. C. Branner. 

PL .... TE III.-$ANDSTONE IN POWELL LIMESTONE NEAR 
MOUTH OF VENTRIS HOLLOW IN WESTERN PART 
OF EUREKA SPR INGS QUADRANGLE. 

An isolated mass, left by erosion of inclos ing limestone, which 
represe nts a depOSIt th at fi lled a cave or s ink hole in 
Powell limestone. PhotoEraph by K. F. Mather. 

PL",TE VII.- THIN-BEDDED ST. JOE LIMESTONE MEMBER OF BOONE 
LIMESTONE IN MARKLE HOLLOW, EAST OF HARRISON QUAD
RANGLE. 

Photograph by G. I. Adams 

ARKANSAS- MISSOURI 
EUREKA SPRINGS AND HARRISON QUADRANGLES 

PL"'TE IV.-COTTER DOLOMITE IN CUT OF MISSOURI &. NORTH 
• ARKANSAS RAILROAO AT THE NARROWS, JUST EAST OF 
BEAVER. 

Photograph by J. C. Branner. 

PL"'TE V. - ST. PETER SANDSTONE CAPPING NORTH BLUFF 
OF BUFFALO FORK OF WHITE RIVER, 1 MILE EAST OF 
MOUTH OF COVE CREEK. 

St. Peter sandstone. 80 feet thick. is , underlain by 90 feet 01 Eve rton 
limestone. Photograph by W. N. Gladson. 

PLATE VIII. - UNCONFORMITY WITHIN BOONE LIMESTONE IN BLUFF ONE-HALF M ILE WEST OF WAR EAGLE POST OFFICE. 

Unconformity possibly represents submarine erosion of earl ie r deposits of the Beane overlapped by later deposits of the Boone. A few feet of 
thin·bedded limestone of the St. Joe member at base is overlain by about 90 leet 01 limestone and chert which contain a Fern Glen fauna: 
cherty lim estone above the unconformity. PhotoEraph by E. O. Ulrich. 

PL",n: IX.-SOLUTION VALLEY IN BOONE LIMESTONE, TYPICAL OF THE FORMATION IN THIS AREA. 

Residual masses of white chert from the' formation strew the surface. 
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in/il'ly in the list above. Circulars showing the location of the area oovered by any of the above folios. as well as information concerning topographic ma.ps and other pUblications of the Geologioal 
Survey, may be had on application to the Director, UJ!ited States Geological Survey. Washington. D. C. 




